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Of Israel’s sweetest singer now I sing... 
Whose Muse was dipt in that inspiring dew 
Archangels ’stilled from the breath of Jove

(George Peele 1556-1596)

P r e fa c e

“Sweet singer of Yisrael” (II Sa. 23:1) — Ne ’im zemirot Yisrael — such is 
King David, quintessential Hebrew figure of psalm and harp. And it was 
much in these years of the sixteenth century, while Peele was echoing the 
biblical praise for King David, that a poet arose whose first diwan of verse, 
Zemirot Yisrael, stirred the ancient words back into life — Israel Najara. No 
less a luminary than R. Isaac Luria Ashkenazi, the great 16th century Kab
balist from Safed, was said to have proclaimed Najara a “spark” emanating 
from the soul of King David himself. Emerging from the lands of the Ottoman 
Empire — home to many a Jewish exile following the Expulsion from Spain 
— Najara’s mystical poetry commanded an avid following and underwent 
three editions during the poet’s own lifetime: Safed (1587), Salonika (1599) 
and Venice (1600). Najara’s poetry exerted a powerful influence on poets 
throughout the lands of the Mediterranean basin; poems and hymns of 
Najara’s creation are sung to this very day with great fervor.

It is difficult today to grasp the innovative qualities of this poetry vis-á-vis 
the liturgical poetry of pre-Expulsion Spain. Indeed from a functional per
spective, Najara's poems do not constitute a liturgical poetry in the narrow 
sense of the word. Neither the role of these poems nor the time of their 
recitation was rigidly anchored in the rites of synagogue tradition. Rather, 
they comprised a kind of para-liturgical poetry to be sung or chanted in 
special pre-dawn rituals of devotion. Yet in terms of content and imagery, 
Najara’s poetic corpus does not immediately appear to deviate radically from 
much of the religious poetry long composed under the inspiration of the 
biblical Song of Songs. Well may we ask, therefore, wherein the unique magic 
of Najara’s poetry; wherefore the “Kabbalistic” label?

Profoundly influenced by the saintly figure of R. Isaac Luria, the Kabbalah 
of this period was imbued with a distinctly mythical quality that continued to 
reverberate long after Luria’s demise in 1572. A full century later it was said 
of the false messiah Sabbatai Zevi, that moments of religious ecstasy found 
him waltzing around — Torah scroll in arms — singing the strains of 
“Meliselda, Meliselda”, lovely nymph of the famous Spanish romance.
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Daughter to the king, vision of beauty emerging from the bath — the Torah 
and Meliselda welded into one, and the bridegroom of both was he.

Hence it is somewhere between sanctity and sacrilege — between the ven
erated Isaac Luria and the apostate Sabbatai Zevi — that the figure of Israel 
Najara looms forth. His poetry infused the masses with ardent religious 
fervor. And the ways in which Najara’s poetry reflected its time and place, the 
manner of interaction within its historical and cultural framework — these are 
the issues we would seek to explore.
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I. And They Heard the Sirens Singing...

The Spanish Jews settling in the Ottoman Empire after the Expulsion of 
1492 were confronted by formidable social problems. No sooner had they 
reached Turkey’s hospitable shores than bitter disputes flared up between the 
Spanish emigrees and the local Jewish communities. The cataclysmic afflic
tions of Expulsion now gave way to bitter squabbles of no less vehemence 
and passion. Thus, for example, within a decade of their arrival the exiles 
locked horns with the Jewish elders of Istanbul over the robes of office worn 
by the Spanish rabbis. That these robes had valiantly served the Spanish 
rabbis in days of yore impressed the local rabbi, Moses Capsali, not at all. 
Claiming that such robes came under the category of huqqot ha-goy — gentile 
customs — Capsali summarily forbade the use of such apparel. Never — the 
rabbi emphasised — had such garments been worn in Turkey. The origin of 
these ‘crosses’ (sheti va-’erev), as he euphemistically named the garments, 
was in the Christian countries, and there should they remain.1

The collapse of the old world with its established social order and values 
created something of a vacuum in Jewish life. Flourishing years of prosperity 
for the Jews no less than for their gentile neighbours, the vacuum was rapidly 
and unsurprisingly filled by practices borrowed from the Turkish milieu. 
These influences were particularly evident in the realm of lodging and 
apparel, and it was upon their account that the renowned preacher of Salonika, 
Solomon Beit Halevi (d. 1600) castigated his erring flock time and again 
throughout the latter half of the 16th century. The ills of the Diaspora had 
found their malingering way to the Ottoman haven; the lure of wealth re
mained as potent as ever. Endless vying with the local aristocracy was 
omnipresent here as well and to prove his point, Halevi cited such external 
symptoms as dress and lodging.2 Even in so intimate an issue as cosmetics 
Jewish women are found dipping their fingers in henna in emulation of their 
Turkish sisters.3 Of course, so small a detail is scarcely indicative of Jewish 
cultural assimilation. Yet perhaps even the tips of the fingers — like that of 
the iceberg — may at times suggest hidden depths lurking beyond surface ex
pression.

1 Cf. J. Hacker, The Jewish Community of Salonika from the Fifteenth to the Sixteenth 
Century, Dissertation, Jerusalem 1978 (Heb.) pp. 30*-42*.

2 See Solomon le-Beit Halevi, Divrei Shelomo, Venice 1596, pp. 215 ff.; cf. J. Hacker, 
‘Israel among the Nations as Described by Solomon le-Beit ha-Levi of Salonika’, Zion XXXIV 
(1969): 49 (Heb.); H. Graetz, Geschichte der Juden, Leipzig 1891, vol. 9, pp. 391-395.

3 See Responza 'Benjamin Ze’eV , Venice 1539 (repr. Jerusalem 1989), No. 152.
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Leisure and recreation seem to offer another area of interesting contact 
between the new aristocracy and the wider social milieu. Rabbinic responsa 
from the mid-16th century refer to a new institution of increasing popularity 
in Turkish society in general — that of the coffeehouse, or tavern.4 According 
to R. David ibn Abi Zimra (d. 1573, Jerusalem):

Permissible though coffee-drinking may be, I cannot in any way 
consent to its consumption in gentile gatherings, for numerous 
offenses have ensued and Israel is holy...5

We even find the aroma of the coffeehouse wafting through the halachic 
discussions of R. Moses of Trani, the important decisor of Safed (d. 1580). 
Operating well into the night, the coffeehouses earned no less opprobium 
from R. Moses than that of moshav lezim (gathering of fools).6 Performances 
of voice and instrument contributed no doubt to the waxing popularity of this 
institution.

That the Jews had indeed become well-versed in Turkish love songs was 
first obliquely noted by R. Moses Galante, one of the most renowned sages of 
Safed. The reference occurs in his Kabbalistically inspired commentary on 
Ecclesiastes, published in Safed in 1578.7 Propounding the verse from 
Ecclesiastes 7:5 (Tt is better to hear the rebuke of the wise than... the song of 
fools’), Galante incorporates an interpretation of his brother Abraham, a 
figure of exceptional piety. Some people — Galante writes disapprovingly — 
lend a willing ear to amorous love songs:

and saunter forth shouting like the fractious and foolish, ripping 
their clothes to shreds from the licentious desire that has viper
like entered their hearts.

Nor will they heed words of rebuke, and when admonished merely reply 
that they will return soon enough to Torah and commandments with love — 
alluding, no doubt, to the view that songs capable of arousing such ecstasy are 
capable of arousing religious ecstasy as well.

4 Cf. R. S. Hattox, Coffee and Coffeehouse — The Origins of a Social Beverage in the Me
dieval Near East, Seattle -  London 1985, E. Horowitz, ‘Coffee, Coffeehouses, and the Noctur
nal Rituals of Early Modem Jewry’, AJS Review XIV (1989): 17-46.

5 See David b. Abi Zimra, Responsa, III, Warsaw 1882, No. 637 (Heb.)
6 See Moses Trani, Responsa, III, Venice 1629-1630, No. 150 (Heb.)
7 See Moses Galante, Sefer Kehillát Yaakov, Safed 1578, p. 61 (Jerusalem 1977, p. 121); cf. 

J. Hacker, ‘An Emissary of Louis XIV in the Levant and the Culture of Ottoman Jewry’, Zion 
LII (1987): 25-44.
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One of these ‘fools’ par excellence was Israel Najara, himself a native son 
of Safed. The great Kabbalist Hayyim Vital, disciple of Isaac Luria, testifies 
to Najara’s frenetic practices in his Sefer ha-Hezyonot (Book o f Visions).8 
Rending the air with his naked arms, loudly intoning his psalms in a frenzy of 
food and drink, Najara’s behaviour sent the very Sabbath angels scurrying off 
in alarm.

At this time, an interesting distinction was emerging in the ethical literature 
between songs that were considered acceptable and those that were not. 
R. Elijah de Vidas, in the tenth chapter (‘Gate of Love’) of his popular ethics 
Reshit Hokhmah (The Beginning o f Wisdom), draws a line between ‘proper’ 
songs which inspire heavenly devotion, and those songs carolled by women in 
an unseemly and ill-seeming language.9 Such are the songs, de Vidas points 
out, that prompted the words of the prophet Amos: ‘Spare Me the noise of 
your songs, let Me hear not the music of your lutes’ (Amos 5:23). Vidas, of 
course, was pouncing here on the paranomasia between nevalekha (‘your 
lutes’) and nashekha (‘your women’). Yet de Vidas held liturgical song in the 
highest esteem. Just as a mortal king of flesh and blood is rendered homage in 
song and verse, so should the Almighty God himself be honoured. And since 
we are inept in arranging words of praise, adherence to the trustworthy texts 
composed by King David — ‘sweet singer of Yisrael’ — represents the better 
part of valour when singing praises unto the Lord. Most fortunately for pos
terity, however, Jewish poets across the ages have left these words unheeded.

II. F r o m  T u rk ish  M e l o d ie s  t o  H ebrew  p o e t r y

The first Hebrew poet to specify the melodies for his newly-created psalms, 
by citing the first line of popular Turkish songs in the incipit, was the Kab
balist and scholar Menahem de Lonzano. In an anthology of poems first 
printed in Constantinople in 1573-74,10 Lonzano quotes the first lines of 
various popular Turkish songs as incipits to his own compositions. Here he 
brings up to four different Turkish melodies suited to accompanying a single 
song of his own.

8 See Hayyim Vital, Sefer ha-Hezyonot, Jerusalem 1954, p. 34.
9 See Elijah de Vidas, Reshit Hokhmah, Venice 1579, p. 127.

10 Lonzano’s Pizmonim u-Baqqashot was subsequently reprinted in an expanded format as 
part of his monumental Shtei Yadot, Venice 1618 (=L), pp. 66—82. For determing the time of 
the Constantinople edition see: J. Hacker, ‘Agitation Against Philosophy in Istanbul in the 16th 
Century — Studies in Menachem de Lonzano’s Derech Hayyim', Studies in Jewish Mysticism, 
Philosophy and Ethical Literature Presented to I. Tishby, Jerusalem 1986, pp. 533—536 
(Heb.)
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Israel Najara, unlike his predecessors, was not merely influenced by the 
general tenor of the foreign melodies. A gifted musician-poet, he modelled 
each and every poem on a specific Turkish melody, and such melodies are in
deed cited by the hundreds as performing instructions in the incipits to his po
ems. He furthermore introduced a completely new element: the adoption of 
the Turkish maqämät and the arrangement of his songs and poems through 
their association with different maqämät. In fact, this musical principle guided 
Najara’s classification and arrangement of his own works. As such, he was the 
first Hebrew poet to do so openly and without reservation;11 Najara clearly 
felt no need for subterfuge or self-justification.

Already on the frontispiece to the first edition of his Zemirot Yisrael (Safed, 
1587), Najara sings the praises of his diwan, a “cycle of songs and poetry / all 
of them [in] clarity / founded on the pillars of melody / of Arabia and Tur
key...” His introductory words make no attempt to camouflage the ambience 
of his creative environment. Many a good and pious Jew — Najara writes — 
yearns to offer praise and thanksgiving to the Almighty through poetry and 
song. Amongst them are those who would do so via melodies of foreign origin 
were it not for the difficulty in adapting their favourite melodies to the 
available lyrics. Since these difficulties were rooted in the syllabic and 
rhythmic structure of the Turkish songs, Najara accordingly stepped into the 
breach with Hebrew songs of his own devising, based upon the syllabic 
structure of the foreign songs. In order to succeed in his task, Najara was 
obliged to draw the melody closer with the one hand, as it were, while 
banishing the foreign text with the other. And indeed, the introduction to the 
Venetian edition of his poems (1600) finds Najara reviling ‘speakers of 
falsehood and reciters of lewd songs’. Now that his works are available in 
print — Najara writes — the public will surely veer aside from their foreign 
ways and turn to his poems instead; poems that are a veritable Song of Songs 
and, as such, utterly sacred on the allegorical level. No doubt — Najara 
ventures to hope — people will reject the forbidden foreign songs in favor of 
these new and patently proper ones, all the more so as there is no musical 
chasm dividing his own songs from their Turkish counterparts. Anyone 
acquainted with the original words of the melody need only substitute a 
Hebrew syllable for each foreign syllable. And, as it seems, the public en
countered no difficulty employing the techniques of contrafactum, adopting 
Najara’s new prosodic system with alacrity.

11 Cf. A. Z. Idelsohn, 'Die Maqamen in der hebräischen Poesie der Orientalischen Juden’, 
MGWJ LVII (1913): 314-325; E. Seroussi, ‘The Turkish Makam in the Musical Culture of the 
Ottoman Jews: Sources and Examples’, Israel Studies in Musicology V (1990): 50-52.
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The Safed edition of Najara’s diwan, printed in 1587, includes more than 
one hundred poems. Yet as the wide diffusion of the diwan’s various editions 
will attest, even the creative powers of the poet — and these were prolific 
indeed — could barely keep pace with the demands of a public eager for new 
lyrics. Only a few years following its publication in Safed, the diwan was reis
sued in Salonika (1599) in exactly the same format. The colophon of the new 
edition bears the words of its publisher: Finished and completed, praised be 
the Lord Creator of the Universe, the songs of Israel Najara, and from here the 
new ones newly devised (!) here Salonika (T 38). The volume proceeds to 
offer the reader more than fifty additional poems representing an assortment 
of poets. Upon examination, however, we find that Najara himself accounts 
for the lion’s share, alongside his talented disciple Joseph Ganso of Bursa.

III. M y s t ic a l  R it u a l s  a n d  th e  N e w  L it u r g y

The rapid dissemination of the poetry was rooted not only in factors of 
artistic consideration, but in the socio-religious sphere as well. Practices 
innovated by the Kabbalists of Safed had perceptibly broadened social 
horizons. Newly fostered religious rituals were manifold, and new rituals 
required new texts. Indeed, the publisher of the Salonika edition explains his 
own haste in light of the great public demand for songs with which to ‘entreat 
the Lord in the early morning’. And entreaters there were: the publisher is al
luding to confraternities known by such names as ‘Early Risers’, ‘Awakeners 
of the Dawn’ and ‘Watchmen for the Morning’. Under the influence of 
Lurianic Kabbalah, the members of these confraternities would cluster to
gether for tikkunim, special prayer ceremonies of eminently mystical over
tones, in which devotional poems were ferverently sung to melodies of great 
poignancy.12 That Najara’s poems enjoyed three editions during the poet’s 
own lifetime is one indication of the wide circulation achieved by this devo
tional poetry. Najara was in fact one of the first Hebrew poets to see the 
publication of his collected works. Yet availability in print was not the only 
factor influencing the popularity of Israel Najara’s poetry.

The poems included in the supplement to the Salonika edition have a most 
instructive aspect. The publisher was clearly uninformed as to the source of 
the ‘new’ [poems], citing Salonika as their place of origin. He could not have 
known that a large number of these much beloved songs were in fact corrupt 
versions of the work of Israel Najara himself. For one thing, he never pub
lished more than the first stanza of each poem, thereby omitting the complete

12 Cf. G. Scholem, Zur Kabbala und ihrer Symbolik, Zurich 1960, pp. 193-202.
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acrostic signature ‘Israel’. Yet the publisher was not unaware of the volume’s 
flaws, and indeed offers his apology at the outset. The melodies — as the 
publisher mentions — would be familiar to the public, but as for the text, ‘the 
words are corrupt, crooked, this says one thing and that yet another, so I have 
published whatever I could procure...’ Various errors indicative of oral 
transmission imply that Najara’s poems from the supplement to the Salonika 
edition were not transcribed from a written source but taken down by ear, 
thereby resulting in various instances of metanalysis. Indeed, a comparison of 
the text with that of the authoritative Venice edition reveals numerous cor
ruptions, all of a purely phonetic nature. One such example occurs in the 
poem beginning ‘The bow of thine eye its arrows will tense’ (V 37). Thus the 
Salonika edition (T 21) printed ппавл нэпу nx y n p ’ т з з  mm (Many 
maidens are dear to thee [?], thou art esteemed in all and reserved) instead of 
nmotm 'л з  НЭПУ ПК IK n p ’ nun m ai (Many maidens are dear, but thou art 
esteemed in all and reserved).13 Exchanges of paraphonetic letters abound.14 
For instance, the poem ‘My beloved shall wander, flee as a gazelle’ (V 6) is 
found in the Salonika edition (T 15) with the obscure рУт о: ’3 my "|mv "inx 
(After thy dove, О Rock, for the miracle pursueth [?]) rather than tup -]n:v in« 
pVt p  ’3 (After thy dove look, for the hawk pursueth).

IV . F r o m  S o u n d  to  T ex t

The heavy reliance of the Hebrew poem on Turkish models was ultimately 
responsible for the phonetic dependence on the words of the Turkish original, 
even to the point of obscuring the meaning of the text. Explicit testimony to 
this imitation of foreign phonemes at the beginning of a poem comes from 
Nehemiah Hayon, a 17th century Kabbalist of known Sabbatian leanings. One 
of his Aramaic poems’П "Л Ьзл D1S3 ХЛ’Узо ХЛ̂ХЭ xV (literally: Not in God, 
habitually in the mouth of all that liveth...),15 was fiercely attacked by his 
most bitter antagonist, R. Zevi Ashkenazi of Amsterdam. Not only did R. Zevi 
Ashkenazi detect Sabbatian overtones in the poem, but he also suspected the 
poet of recanting from the living God worshipped by all creation. Hayon, for 
his part, exonerated himself by stating that he was adapting a local custom. 
Jewish poets of Turkey — Hayon replied — were accustomed to launching 
their poems with Hebrew sounds acoustically similar to those of the popular

13 Compare Prov. 31:29.
14 On the identical pronunciation of [s] and [s] see С. M. Crews, ‘The Vulgar Pronunciation 

of Hebrew in the Judaeo-Spanish of Salonica’, JJS XIII (1962): 89-90.
15 See Nehemiah Hayon, Sefer Raza de-Yihuda, Venice 1711, p. 48.
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foreign songs, in order to define the intended melody. Blasphemy was far 
from the mind of our poet; Hayon’s хп’Ьло клЬкз Kb was merely echoing the 
opening lyrics of the Italian canto La bella Margarita!16 Clearly then, so 
common were these phonetic substitutions in the east that even the weighty 
charge of heresy retreated before the priorities of art.

Nor was the criticism relegated to the shores of the Zuider Zee. Consider
able controversy attended the phenomenon even in its native soil. Menahem 
de Lonzano, Israel Najara’s major foe, castigated both the poet and his poetry 
when the two men met in Damascus (L, pp. 141-142). Disapproval over this 
phonetic imitation figured prominently amongst his complaints. To illustrate 
his point de Lonzano cited the Spanish poem ‘Muérome, mi alma, ay 
muérome’ (T am dying, my sweetheart, О I am dying’). Serving as model for 
the Hebrew poem n,pin D3 0У no Vy ’OViO, the first word, meromi (’űTin) 
— exalted One — refers, of course, to the Almighty. In similar fashion did 
Lonzano reject sacred poems opening with shem norah (‘Name of Awe’); the 
similitude to the Spanish seriora of the model poem being much too close for 
comfort.17 Such poems, he remonstrated, are an abomination, ‘for whoever 
recites them [at prayer] recalls the words of the adulterer and adulteress, and 
his heart and thoughts swerve over to them’. Scathing criticism indeed, but 
Najara seems to have paid little heed.

First lines beginning and ending with the Turkish word yiiri — ‘go ahead, 
march!’ — are common in Turkish folk songs. Here the phonetic aspect was 
especially critical, and Najara could not — and would not — forego its use. 
His poem ni33 |3 KTj? 'b rp , “God called me ‘My firstborn son’” (F, p. 58) is 
composed in octosyllabic lines with a -ri rhyme, on the model of the song yiiri 
qara qözli yiiri, ‘March ahead, О black-eyed one, march ahead!’ Here, too, 
the Hebrew apostrophe Yah li echoes the Turkish yiiri.

The influence exerted by the foreign model was not limited to the phonetic 
aspect alone; the sacred Hebrew poem is fraught with the spirit of the Turkish 
original. Metaphors and images merge together almost beyond recognition, 
and it is worth pondering whether coincidence alone metamorphosed Turkish 
expressions of sensual love into avowals of religious devotion in the Hebrew 
poem. A love song by the Turkish poet Tashkicali Yahya Beg (d. 1582) pro
vides an instructive example:

16 See Idem, Ha-Zad Zevi, Amsterdam 1714, p. 36.
17 Cf. H. Avenary, 'Cantos espanoles antiguos mencionados en la literatura hebréa’, Anu- 

ario Musical XXV (1970): 67-79, nos. 105, 160. And cf. recently for the whole phenomenon, 
E. Seroussi & S. Weich-Shahak, 'Judeo-Spanish Contrafacts and Musical Adaptations: The 
Oral Tradition’, Orbis Musicae X (1990-91): 164-194.
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Yä Rabbi, hasret-ile benüm alma cänumi 
Bir daxi göreyim meh-i nihribánumi 
Cänänumi, cefä qilici nev-civänumi...

[Refrain:]
Sultänumi, efendimi, säh-i cihänumi

(O Lord, do not let me die with longing,
May I once more see my ungenerous moon [-faced],
My beloved, my tormenting youth...

[Refrain:]

My sultan, my master, my king of the world!)

Compare this with Najara’s poem transforming the personal love lyric of the 
Turkish poet into a national-religious song of the Community of Israel, lan
guishing in exile and imploring the Lord to return to His land and rebuild His 
Temple:

’й^Х ma X̂D ГШПУ b>xn PP 
’ax'? pan nVn m’pj niaai 

’a a i n a  m s  х ^э  п ’э а  ^x  mx'pn

(V 105)

О God of wonder rebuild my sanctum
And from the pit of exile raise up my nation
From prison, О God, deliver me, Rock of my exaltation

Invoking poetic licence, Yahya Beg casts the royal metaphors of the refrain at 
the feet of an earth-bound beloved, but Israel Najara hurls them up into the 
very heavens themselves. ‘My king of the world’ (säh-i cihänumi) has been 
transfigured into the paraphonetic ‘Rock of my exaltation’ (zur meromemi), 
the woes of sensual passion into an affirmation of religious devotion.

V. L o c u t io n s  fr o m  t h e  S o n g  o f  S o n g s

With eyes upon the Turkish models, Najara smoothly converted poems 
denoting secular love into songs of sacred import. The speaker of his poems is 
the female personification of the Community of Israel; the allegorical Shu- 
lamite beseeching her divine beloved. This is, of course, a convention of
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Hebrew poetry from time immemorial, yet Najara also took the liberty of re
versing the convention. Many of his poems feature a male speaker addressing 
a female and, more often than not, in terms befitting a lover of flesh and blood 
alone. In such cases Najara often intersperses his poems with words from 
Song of Songs 6:5: ‘Deflect thine eyes from me for they overwhelm [or: 
alarm, wound] me’. One of his most beautiful poems opens with an anguished 
avowal of love:

rn u o  iV зхз ’3V /  t]r» nutj? т>зт - p v r
■пмр i . r v  ’ЗОЛ

ллкрп nVjr ott’ kV ißutnV ó it’ /  kV цллз1? з V Vy ’pin
'131 ’ЗОЛ

(V 37)

The bow of thine eye its arrows will tense /
Mine heart its target doth verily present 

Deflect thine eyes from me 
Pity a heart that for thy straying shan’t sleep /
For thy craving shan’t sleep, О gazelle so resplendent 

Deflect thine eyes from me

Thus the appeal ‘Deflect thine eyes from me’ pervades the entire poem; its 
biblical corollary ‘for they overwhelm me’ hauntingly present for all that it is 
unspoken. Other poems of Najara voice the lover’s complaint of impassioned 
and sleepless nights: ‘For desire of thee slumber has fled mine eyelids’ 
(V 55). At this the ever-zealous Menahem de Lonzano quite rightly takes 
exception: The Almighty, after all, ‘shall neither slumber nor sleep’ (Psalm 
121:4); what manner of caviling is this?

Daring though he was, Najara was not alone in his bold imagery. His poetry 
served as the model for an entire new school of poets, and for the enthusiastic 
youth in particular. The spell of language and ambience seems to have been 
especially potent on Joseph Gasno. Like his master, Gasno sings in one of his 
poems:

’313’ГПЛ on лУ?П Л31’ tp ry i 
’3133 0331 ’З’У Vio oninuij? 13ЛЛ

(G 103)

And thine eyes, vaunted dove, have overwhelmed me 
Have drawn their bows at mine eyes and smitten me
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Another poem finds Ganso drawing without reservation from the most in
timate descriptions in the Song o f Songs . Particularly striking in this respect 
is the poem beginning ’ГППК у т л  ID’ (‘How beauteous thy love, my sister’ 
(G 103). Entreating his beloved directly with words from the Song of Songs 
2:6, Ganso shifts from the third person to the second, and the words are now 
pronounced by the female beloved, rather than by the male:

чрэпп t]rn’i ’ttfinV nnn rjbkoip 

Thy left hand is under my head, thy right hand embraces me

Ganso also reverses the time-honoured role allocated by many a love lyric 
to the mother and brother of the beloved. Thus, in the Song o f Songs, the 
beloved leads her lover to her mother’s house (8:2) with a wistful ‘O that thou 
were as my brother...’ (ibid. 8:1). Yet in Ganso’s poem, it is the lover who 
declares at the end of the third stanza:

’bx / ’ük rt’3 Ък ynjx

То my mothers’s house shall I lead thee /
And to my garden shall I thee take

Role reversal also concludes the final strophe of the poem:

O’pvn / ’V п1пю ’P

О that thou were as a sister to me /
From the sap of my pomegranate thou wouldst partake

As stated earlier, the Song o f Songs had long been perceived by Jews as the 
‘Holy of Holies’; had long served as the font of much of their most sacred 
poetry. Yet it rather strains credulity to believe that by virtue of the Song of 
Songs alone such sensuous expressions of physical love streamed through the 
liturgical poetry of the period. And indeed, as we shall see, yet another factor 
was at work here.

VI. T h e  Rites o f  t h e  O t t o m a n  M ystics a n d  t h e ir  I n f l u e n c e

Biblical sources in general, and the allegorically interpreted Song o f Songs 
in particular, exerted an influence of indubitable significance. Yet above and 
beyond the biblical influences, the poetry of Israel Najara and his disciple
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bear the impact of the Turkish environment. Such as we find, for example, in 
the imagery of this audacious liturgical poem:

ns’ ni3 3 V Vs tixV / Tjrv ззкоз звь 
пэнро Vxia пкз / -пз̂ кдэ 033V паи;т •• I • TS. I I” I • T T « I I “

(V 77)

The light of thine eye shall in ambush await /
All hearts to ensnare, О beauteous one 

Thy majesty doth their hearts devastate /
Like a brand plucked from conflagration

The grievance aired by the languishing lover is patterned upon a conven
tional Turkish love song: tíg-i cefá He beni öldürme, sultámum, ‘О my sultan, 
do not slay me with the sword of torture’, in which the all-devouring sword is 
but a metaphor for the lover’s eyes!

Menahem de Lonzano, well acquainted with Najara’s Turkish models, was 
unable to curb his indignation. While admitting that the Song o f Songs does 
indeed portray God’s love for his people in terms of bride and bridegroom, 
this in no way condones such terminology as is coveted by illicit lovers of 
flesh and blood. Lonzano bolsters his argument with the verse from Deu
teronomy 12:30: ‘How did these nations serve their gods? Even so will I do 
likewise’. Ostensibly irrelevant, this seemingly innocuous quotation may 
possibly conceal a grave accusation. Might Lonzano have been implying that 
Najara had been less than impervious to the ecstatic gatherings of the der
vishes, the frenetic mystics of Turkey? These circles were indeed accustomed 
to singing sensuous love songs of mystical portent.

Though no concrete evidence can be brought to bear on an affinity between 
Israel Najara and the ecstatic rituals of Muslim mysticism, there is no doubt 
that in the time of Sabbatai Zevi at least, Jews actively participated in the 
ecstatic rites of the dervishes.18 Be as it may, Najara was acquainted with a 
hymn composed by Pir Sultan Abdal, one of the greatest poets of the mystical 
order of the Bektashi dervishes and a leader of the extremist Sufi sect in the

18 Cf. G. Scholem, Sabbatai §evi — The Mystical Messiah, Princeton, N. J., 1973, 
pp. 836-837; F. B. Fenton, ‘Shabbatay Sebi and his Muslim Contemporary Muhammad an- 
Niyazi’, Approaches to Judaism in Medieval Times, III (ed. D. R. Blumenthal), Atlanta 1988,
pp. 81-88.
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mid-16th century. This beautiful nefes (religious hymn) implores the human 
heart to endure misfortune with fortitude, for He who visited man with sorrow 
will surely visit him with laughter:

Gel gönül sabreyle katlan bu cevre
Eibette seni agladan güldürür
(Come, О heart, be patient, patiently suffer the pain
He who makes you weep will certainly [also] make you laugh!)

Compare this with Najara’s appeal in a song structured on the poem of the 
Turkish mystic:

нэп Vn п п э  / пэ"т "aan ub 
um;1? siwn Tiv / pwy nb

(V 92)

О heart broken and oppresed /
Await thou for the Lord’s redress 

О heart shattered and maligned /
Rejoicing art thou yet to find

The problematic element yet to be explained, however, is not so much the 
Jewish assimilation of Turkish spirituales, but the adoption of frankly erotic 
love lyrics. Unaccompanied by any attempt to offer even a figleaf of reinter
pretation, the question yet pending concerns the penetration of such sensual
ism in the repertoire of Jewish devotional poetry.

VII. T h e  K a b b a l is t ic  Pe r s p e c t iv e

The rejection of divine corporeality forms the theme of Shi'ur Qomah,19 a 
treatise composed by the greatest kabbalist of his generation and the master of 
Isaac Luria, R. Moses Cordovero. Condemning the critics of the mystical 
liturgical poetry, Cordovero showers praise upon the poets of such poems, 
providing, of course, that their hearts were attuned to a properly devout 
intention. For the earthy images of sensualism are but the mystical symbols 
denoting celestial intercourse of the male and female sefirot. Tif’eret (beauty) 
represents the world of the sefirot, and malkhut (kingdom), represents the

19 See Moses Cordovero, Shi’ur Qomah, Warsaw 1885, p. 33.
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feminine aspect of the Divine Presence and the tenth sefirah — the 
Shekhina.20 The usage of profane imagery — Cordovero maintains — is an 
unavoidable necessity; how else is the human tongue to express the ineffable? 
Did King Solomon not teach us the language of sublimity in his Song of 
Songs? With the Song of Songs before our eyes and devotional intention in 
our hearts, we may well sing forth the love of the male element for the 
female, or that of the female element for the male.

The view of this great Kabbalist is most instructive indeed. Yet it is far from 
clear whether Cordovero would acquiesce in transferring intimacies uttered in 
the Song o f Songs by the beloved to the mouth of the lover. The matter is 
further complicated by the obscure identity of the lover in Najara’s poems. 
The traditional interpretation would of course render God as the lover 
addressing his beloved — the Community of Israel. Such of course is the 
classical, allegorical interpretation of the Song of Songs, and as such its 
locutions were traditionally embedded in the filigree of Hebrew sacral poetry. 
Najara’s poetry, however, is not liturgical. Rather, it is a personal, lyric 
expression of religions devotion. The linguishing lover in a significant portion 
of these intimate poems is perhaps best construed as the devout believer 
yearning after the Shekhina, the symbolic female side of the Divine Presence. 
In these poems Najara renounces the need for paraphonetic divine names (i.e. 
the Hebrew yah li in place of the Turkish yiiri etc.), and instead addresses the 
Divine Female in terms allowing no equivocation.

All this is in harmony with the mystical perception of conjugal union held 
by the guardians of secret lore, at least from the period of the Zohar: ‘There is 
no male, when married, who does not stand between two females, one secret 
and invisible, and one, his wife, who is visible... You will hence find that the 
Shekhina does not rest upon an unmarried man’.21 Iggeret ha-Kodesh, 
attributed to R. Moses b. Nahman (Nahmanides), relates the ascendance of 
man’s thoughts and their mystical union with the Supreme Light, which by 
strength of thought is drawn down to the lower world:22

20 Cf. G. Scholem, Major Trends in Jewish Mysticism, New York 1941, pp. 212-217; 
L. Siegel, Sacred and Profane Dimensions of Love in Indian Traditions as Exemplified in the 
Gitagovinda and Jayadeva, Oxford 1978, pp. 10-12.

21 See The Book o f the Pomegranate — Moses De Leon’s Sefer Ha-Rimmon (ed. 
E. R. Wolfson), Atlanta 1988, p. 223, and cf. ibid., p. 138; cf. 1. Tishby, The Wisdom o f the 
Zohar, Oxford 1989, III, pp. 991-993; J. Liebes, The Messiah of the Zohar', The Messianic 
Idea in Jewish Thought, Jerusalem 1982, pp. 122, 205 (Heb.).

22 See Iggeret ha-Kodesh, in Kitvei ha-Ramban (ed. C. B. Chavel), II, Jerusalem 1964, 
p. 333; and cf. M. Idei, 'Sexual Metaphors and Praxis in the Kabbalah’, Jewish Family (ed. 
D. Kraemer), Oxford 1989, pp. 197-224.
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And the Shekhina is found below..., for when man is united with 
his wife and his thought achieves union with the world above, his 
thought draws the Supreme Light downward.

Little wonder, then, that the contemporary public was enthralled by R. Isaac 
of Acre’s story of the earthly lover who ultimately renounced all wordly 
pleasures and became a celibate. The full story is related by Elijah de Vidas in 
the fourth chapter (‘Gate of Love’) of his Reshit Hokhmah,23 In view of its 
particular relevance to our subject, we cite the tale in its entirety:

Once it came about, that a princess rose up from the bath and a 
certain ne'er-do-well espied her and sighing a mighty sigh said: 
‘Would that I had her in my possession and could do with her as I 
pleased’. But the princess replied saying, ‘That will be in the 
cemetery, not here’. When he heard her words he rejoiced, for he 
thought she had told him to proceed to the cemetery and await her 
there, so that he might do as he pleased. But she had no such 
intention, desiring only to say that there alone would equality reign 
between great and small, young and old, humble and noble. There all 
were equal but [not] here, for it was unthinkable that a king’s 
daughter be approached by one of the common folk. So the man rose 
and went to the cemetery, sat there and fastened his thoughts upon 
her, thinking constantly of her form. So strong was his desire for her 
that he divested his thought of any sensation and concentrated it 
entirely upon the form of that woman and her beauty. Day and night, 
at all times, he sat in the cemetery. There would he eat and drink and 
there would he sleep for he said, ‘If she does not come today she will 
come tomorrow’. So did he do for many and many a day and from so 
much withdrawal from sensation, and the incessant fastening of his 
thoughts upon one thing, and his utter solitude and desiring only for 
her — his soul became divested of all sensations and cleaved unto 
the intelligibles, until it was divested of all sensual things, even from 
the woman, and cleaved unto the Blessed Name.

De Vidas draws the story to a close with a quotation from the ancient Sufi 
mystics:

For he who has never desired a woman is like unto an ass or less, 
for Divine Worship must be discerned from the sensual.

23 See op. cit. (n. 9), p. 89; cf. The Treatise of the Pool by 'Obadyah b. Abraham b. Moses 
Maimonides (ed. P. Fenton), London 1981, pp. 63-64.
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Against such a background, the religious lyrics imbibing the poetics of 
Israel Najara may feasibly be considered a devotional poetry reflecting 
authentic religious experience.

This is especially true for the poems written in Najara’s youth and published 
in Safed. These were the poems dismissed by Menahem de Lonzano as utterly 
defiled; no doubt the zealous scholar was dismayed by poems devoid of all 
Jewish-national sentiment. In these poems the poet avidly drew biblical verses 
from many a distant passage, soldering them into a picture of the Divine ray 
of light; an arrow piercing the darkness from which the yearning devout 
draws back trembling:

(1) But God shoots his arrow at them: suddenly ... all that see them 
shake their heads. And all men are afraid... (Psalm 64:8-10).

(2) ... they desire that God should be near (Isaiah 58:2)
(3) ... behold the skin of his face shone and they were afraid to come 

near him (Exodus 34:30)
Najara’s poem imbues all of these verses with a mystical-erotic dimension; 

all of them stream forth from the eyes of the woman whom the devout be
liever entreats:

n#j? D’D-m Vs pyV /  t p ’y  naV ’пер 
nun Tin в’л э  гтг /  D3 ntch Vs r n i r v  

nmo int ThxV / Vsn D’Dxiui ^ns-ip 
n u ó  tugV’ t >?.:V /  o n ix n  Vs nips VV’n

(S62;V 100)

My beauty, why do thine eyes / draw the bow in view so clear 
That all who seeth them shake / unto as fish in a net appear 
Their nearness desiring but / from thy light afraid to near 
Thou, star of Venus, in thy presence / shame doth orbs besmear

Sorrow and pain, sleeplessness and awe — attributes not of Almighty God 
but of the yearning, fervent mystics. This was the spirit in which the Early 
Risers sang their songs at the rim of dawn, while performing their special holy 
vigils. And just as these were songs to which the Kabbalists were wont to 
cleave, so did the aura of Kabbalism cleave to the circumstances of their 
composition.24

24 See Elijah ha-Kohen ha-Itmari, Shevet Musar, Constantinople 1712, p. 111. G. Scholem 
did not consider Najara’s nickname ‘the Great Kabbalist’, a very apt one, neither in view of his
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VIII. The Deity — Male or Female?

From a phenomenological aspect, consideration of devotional poetry from 
India provides an interesting comparison. Here we find that those who trod 
the mystic paths of divine love perceived the Lord in terms of the masculine, 
while only the soul of the lover is feminine. Thus even today a modem Hindu 
relates the custom of assembling together to sing hymns of divine love:25

You know the philosophy here that all men and women in the world 
are spiritually women, and the Lord alone is male... The love of a 
woman for her husband or for her lover is very much more intense 
than any other sort of love in the world... and when the Lord Su
preme is the husband or the lover of a woman, you can find no other 
love excelling or surpassing this love... Think constantly that you 
are a woman and that God is your husband or lover, then you will be 
a woman and God will be your husband or lover.

The problems besetting male-female relationships in religious poetry seems 
to have particularly engrossed Joseph Ganso, friend and disciple of Israel Na- 
jara. Ganso’s poetry displays frequent shifts in the gender of the poem’s ad
dressee. Although such shifts might be attributed to the characteristics of 
Turkish grammar, which unlike Hebrew does not automatically specify 
gender, we shall not be far wrong in surmising that this phenomenon of Gan
so’s religious poetry also has a theological basis. Thus, a poem ostensibly ad
dressing a maiden n^n  may n w  (‘Thou [fem.] art beautiful, exalted gazel
le’) (G 105), concludes the first stanza upon a masculine note: /w in  ’^y ’Din 
ni’txn ’runty (Have mercy [fem.] upon me, my beloved / hear [masc.] my 
prayer). In the space of a hemstitch, therefore, the poet switches from the 
feminine to the masculine genitive. The shift to the masculine genitive occurs 
within a verse borrowed directly from Psalms 39:13. Demands of rhyme, it 
could be argued, might have brought the poet to leave the verse as an 
unmodified appeal to [the masculine] God. Yet there are other considerations 
as well.

poetry nor his other known works: see G. Scholem, ‘A poem by Israel Najara as a Sabbatian 
Hymn’, I. Goldziher Memorial Volume, ed. S. Lowinger & Somogyi, Budapest 1948, p. 42 
(Heb.). On God as a beloved female, cf. H. Ritter, Das Meer der Seele, Leiden 1955, 
pp. 441 -  443.

25 Cf. M. Singer, When a Great Tradition Modernizes — An Anthropological Approach to 
Indian Civilization, London 1972, p. 234; R. J. Z. Werblowsky, “Review of J. Tishby’s 
‘Mishnat ha-Zohar’”, Tarbiz XXXIV (1965): 204 (Heb.); A. Schimmel, /U Through a Veil — 
Mystical Poetry in Islam, New York 1982, pp. 151-152.
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Genitive shift is a recurring feature in Ganso’s poetry; passages addressed to 
the [female] Community of Israel abruptly switch gender mid-line. Thus for 
example: IDI ny:nn ПТУПП ...Tm 'ty  Vim (G 159: ‘Reward me and sustain me 
[masc.] ... Awake, arise [fern.]’.) These poems are, unquestionably, expres
sions of yearning for the Shekhina, interspersed with entreaties to a [male] 
lord. Why, then, if Ganso felt obliged to entreat a lord of the male gender, did 
he not compose poems uniformly masculine. Why did he prefer this generic 
medley? Poetic convention notwithstanding, it would seem that Ganso was 
also propelled by the wish to cloak his poetry in the elusive veils of conceal
ment and enigma.

It was undoubtedly a youthful Israel Najara who composed the poems 
expressing masculine yearning for a masculine beloved. A poem appearing in 
the first edition of Zemirot Yisrael, and headed ‘To a bridegroom’ (S 36), is 
launched by an openly erotic statement:

lirtN ina  тл ’mb ’ran ’ 
nVi nyij? эУ? D’ryi 

in: nVi ту n:ui t: D^nV 
(V 63)

My lover’s cheeks so red do me arraign 
His eyes tear at mine heart and will not refrain 
From desire sleep evadeth and will not remain

The poet-lover subsequently confesses that the light of his lover guides him 
in darkness and distress. The groom is the ‘crown of love’s head’; his prox
imity — and his alone — is craved by one and all. We may surely conclude, 
together with Lonzano, that the poem was not written in praise of an earthly 
bridegroom. That the subject of this paean is the heavenly bridegroom — the 
sefira of tif’eret (beauty) — is settled beyond question in the poem’s final 
stanza:

’niTDJ DiUQ TO] V? NTS)
’n ijir ’Vl |1NW nTUiob

’niQtp V’n "in У к
V’Vi óv óv bVsnxi ib mxto

My entrails unto His Name and my innermost breast 
Unto Him bring a song from those of my best 
To He who calmeth my woe’s raging crests
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The force of my wits I ’ll arouse at His behest
To Him shall I fast and pray / even and night, day after day

The fruit of authentic mystical experience, such poems raised a hue and cry 
among the more captious scholars and Najara was ultimately obliged to adopt 
cautionary tacticts. In the Venetian edition, for example, these poems troop in 
on the heels of the ‘real’ epithalamions addressed to mortal bridegrooms. But 
all to no purpose; such stratagems fooled no one. Lonzano reports that having 
properly censured the poet for addressing so brazen a poem to the Lord, Naja
ra made no attempt to disguise his real intention. Utterly convinced of the 
poem’s true nature, Lonzano rebuked Najara for having availed himself of 
Turkish nomenclature. For whereas the Almighty is properly entitled ‘King of 
all Kings’, here was Najara imitating the Turkish equivalent ‘Lord of Lords’, 
begler begi. Such slavish imitation of Turkish models left the Almight de
moted, as it were, from the customary title of O'HiP ili> to that of ibn
□■obnn.

IX . T h e  R o y a l  R o b e s  o f  P o e t r y

Contemporary Turkish society did not necessarily consider slavery a mark 
of inferior status. On the contrary, a slave’s prospect of social advancement 
was generally better than that of the free Muslim subjects. Slaves recruited 
from the non-Muslim population of the Ottoman Empire converted to Islam 
and were trained from birth to serve the Emperor and his court with blind 
devotion. The slave-master relationship symbolized unwavering loyalty and a 
personal attachment that bordered on love.

This was the background, therefore, in which the refined bonds of love were 
rendered in terms of a slave-master relationship.26 Royal ‘sultan’ or ‘king of 
the world’, while the abject is most commonly a ‘slave’. Hebrew poetry also 
employed these images. A poem by Israel Najara balances complementary 
metaphors for man and God line after line, in order to reach the pinnacle of 
pinnacles and the metaphor supreme: that of the pair ‘slave-master’. Thus we 
find parallel complementary units in the boldly erotic:

mtxm Удэ ллх ло^упз / ’»W  лпхт Ьлх л’лх лЬti - i • • :  * - т i - i 1 •« т - i  V V vi V

(V 98)

26 Cf. W. G. Andrews, Poetry’s Voice, Society’s Song — Ottoman Lyric Poetry, Washington 
1985, pp. 89-91.
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If I were a tent and thou dwell within /
In love would we frolic, in joy be bedecked

as well as in the poem’s final stanza:
ГППЗК kb "ПТ! t|nT iay  /  ЧГП ППЮ 1ЭУ ГРПХ

If I were a slave and thou mine sovereign /
To derve I’d aspire, ne’er freedom elect

The celebrated poem of Eleazar Azikri, Ye did Nefesh (included in the 
prayer-book of numerous Jewish communities), is well attuned to this Turkish 
world of slavery.27 A poem defined by its composer as ‘a prayer for union 
and love’s desire’, the ardent God-seeker is portrayed as a slave prostrate 
before his master’s splendour. His love-sick soul entreats God — ‘Light of the 
World’ — to show her (i.e., the soul, a feminine noun in Hebrew!) the splen
dour of His light. The result of such an encounter? That the soul:

obiy nnoty ■qb ruvm «pynnt ptnnn tn

Would then be strengthened and healed, your handmaiden 
forevermore

Later generations, uninitiated in the delicate connotations of the Turkish con
text, altered the word nnstp ‘handmaiden’ to nnoty‘happiness’, and adding 
a slight grammatical emendation produced the line:

obiy ЛП7Э1У nb nnvn

... and she shall have happiness forevermore
Such an ‘emendation’, however, deprives the line of its rich Turkish back

ground and renders it well-nigh meaningless.
The tropes of thralldom appear in many of the Turkish songs that served as 

models for Hebrew poems. Thus, for example, in one of the Turkish song 
utilized by Najara the poet exclaims gyöngül bir saha qul oldum, ‘O heart, I 
have become the slave of a king’. In other words: I have fallen in love with a 
lad.

27 Eleazar Azikri, Sefer Haredim, Venice 1591, pp. 42-43. My gratitude to R. David Tamar 
for referring me to: N. Ben-Menachem, Be-Sha arei Sefer, Jerusalem 1967, pp. 210-213.
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One of Najara’s most widely known poems, ’:y bi oy by lias n’?r
'-|Vrn (V 3), ‘May the glory of Thy Kingdom be revealed to a poor and 
way weary people’, was adopted by the Sabbatians as the anthem heralding 
Sabbatai Zevi’s kingship. Somewhat later it was taken up by an extremist sect 
in Podolia and sung in the conclaves of their secret gatherings. Nor did its 
career end with the Sabbatians, for it is found resounding in the Cathedral of 
Lublin in 1759, following the conversion of the notorious Jacob Frank and his 
disciples to Catholicism. Chroniclers indicate that this poem was the very glue 
binding Frank’s adherents together, its strains accompanying their ministra
tions to his ‘royal’ dignity.28 Such was the curious path of an innocent song of 
devotion, first intoned by rapt worshippers of the Almighty Lord in mystical 
dawn rituals of the East...

X . B ey o n d  t h e  H o l y  L a n d  — T h e  D if f u s io n  o f  t h e  N ew  L it u r g y

The diffusion of new pietistic rites beyond the Land of Israel occurred pri
marily in Italy. To this effect we hear from R. Aaron Berechiah of Modena (fl. 
early 17th century), the disciple of the eminent R. Israel Sarug.29 R. Aaron 
Berechiah complains that many wise and respected personages — who should 
have known better — declined to join the reciters of Tikkunim and refused to 
attend the nocturnal rites of devotion. Among other excuses offered by these 
malingers, the claims of tradition figure prominently. Unwilling to depart 
from ancient custom, they were equally unwilling to participate in services 
unknown to their forefathers for, as they said: ‘to add is to detract, and 
whosoever does something unnecessary is called a fool’. The worst offenders, 
R. Aaron Berechiah states, are those learned scholars who hold that nighttime 
was created for nought if not for study, and who prefer to study in splendid 
isolation. The damage created by such scholars is all the more serious in view 
of the influence they wielded over the public. Their personal example had a 
most deplorable effect on the common folk, dissuading them from joining the

28 See The Krónika — On Jacob Frank and the Frankist Movement, ed. H. Levine, Jerusalem 
1984, pp. 44-45, 60-63; cf. Scholem, ‘A Poem etc.’ (n. 24), pp. 41-44 (Heb.); A. Kraushaar, 
Frank i Frankisci Polscy, I, Cracow 1895, p. 175.

29 See Aaron Berechiah Modena, Ashmoret ha-Boker, Mantua 1624, pp. 248-249 — 
according to the Ez Hayyim copy; cf. I. Yudelov, ‘“Ashmoret ha-Boker’ of R. Aaron Berechiah 
of Modena — A Censored and an Uncensored Edition”, Alei Sefer X (1982): 113-117 (Heb.). 
A complaint that Lurianic Kabbalah was being left to the poor, who did not have the means to 
study it, came from Jacob Zemah, writing in 1643; cf. Scholem, Sabbatai §evi (op. cit n. 18), 
p. 70.
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circles of Early Risers. And R. Aaron Berechiah provides us with a most apt 
description of the behaviour of one such scholar who chanced upon a band of 
ecstatic tikkun reciters:

Who has seen such a sight — for if once in a blue moon one of 
these personages happens, by pure chance, to encounter the Early 
Risers in the synagogue, he will hold aside and keep aloof, 
behaving as if he were going to his concubine by night...

Perhaps the scholarly opposition may be at least partially attributed to cer
tain vulgar practices. Texts may have provided another source of unease. 
Thus, for example, R. Aaron Berechiah of Modena’s Ashmoret ha-Boker 
(‘The Morning Watch’; Modena 1624) includes Joseph Ganso’s overtly erotic 
vnnx у т л  ID1 (G 103; ‘How beauteous your love, my sister’), as well as 
additional texts of a similar theme by Israel Najara.

Their liturgy had partly been gleaned from Lurianic pamphlets, and such 
poems as these pamphlets contained generally bore the influence of the 
liturgical and ritual innovations originating in Safed. Such innovations had 
been inspired by R. Isaac Luria himself, staunch opponent to the Spanish 
heritage of rationalism. Luria’s renowned disciple, R. Hayyim Vital, stated 
that Luria ‘never recited any refrain, hymn or supplication composed by the 
later [poets] ’.30 In their stead came ancient litanies and penitentiary prayers 
(,selihot). Once reserved for the Days of Awe, these ancient texts were now 
transformed into the staples of daily prayer.

Under the influence of R. Aaron Berechiah and his disciples the new prac
tices spread rapidly through northern Italy, and groups of their devotees 
sprang up in several communities. Some ten years prior to the publication of 
his Ashmoret ha-Boker, R. Aaron Berechiah was already leading a group of 
Early Risers in his own synagogue. By virtue of this book R. Aaaron hoped to 
disseminate his message further afield and influence the patterns of worship 
throughout Italy.31

30 See Hayyim Vital, Sha ar ha-Kavvanot — Nosah ha-Tefillah, Tel Aviv 1962, p. 328.
31 See I. Tishby, ‘The Confrontation between Lurianic Kabbalah and Cordoverian Kabbalah 

in the Writings and Life of Rabbi Aaaron Berechiah of Modena’, Zion XXXIX (1974): 8-85 
(Heb.).
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XI. Opposition to the New Liturgy

R. Aaron Berechiah’s efforts did not remain uncontested. His own brother- 
in-law, Joseph Jedidiah Karmi, set up opposition from the town of Modena it
self. A disciple of R. Moses Cordovero — a figure unknown for Pietistic 
proclivities —Karmi composed poems of his own in order to foil the rapid 
dissemination of the mystical poetry from the East. He appears to have 
gathered a following amongst the Early Risers in Modena, for even prior to 
the publication of Ashmoret ha-Boker members of the community seceded 
from R. Aaron Berechiah’s group. Forming a rival congregation, they called 
upon Karmi to preside. Karmi’s service consisted entirely of his own com
positions;32 poems of the dawn that drew from the teachings of his illustrious 
master, R. Moses Cordovero.

Karmi composed his poems according to the prosodic principles informing 
the classical Hebrew poetry of medieval Spain. A quantitative prosody 
distinguishing between the duration of vowels, Hebrew terminology dubbed 
the unites including a hyper-short vowel yetedot (lit. ‘pegs’) and the long 
vowels tenu’ot (‘cords’). Adopting an approach both old and new, Karmi set 
forth his ideas in the introduction to his Kenaf Renanim. In order to outfit a 
text with the wings of song, Karmi contended that the short vowels should 
really be eradicated altogether. However, since this would be rather difficult 
to achieve in practice, as the short vowels are an integral part of Hebrew 
language and grammar, they should at least be subjected to the rules of 
quantitative meter. Seeking to anchor his views on ideological bedrock, 
Karmi evolved a complex doctrine concerning the archetypal hyper-short 
vowel, the mobile sheva. A vowel in league with the forces of evil, its baleful 
influence must be neutralized — or to use Karmi’s terminology: ‘sweetened’ 
— by annihilating it altogether and converting it into a sheva quiescens. This 
would produce the ideal syllabic state: a ‘simple’ (pashut) poem without any 
hyper-short vowels whatsoever. Falling short of this prosodic idyll, pegs 
commencing with a mobile sheva might be ‘sweetened’ by restricting the 
subsequent ones into a regime of absolute order. After all, Karmi points out, 
even the pegs of the Temple’s Celestial Halls are uprooted and uplifted to the 
sound of the Heikhalot songs. Is not this the secret meaning of the verse from 
Job 38:7: ‘when the morning songs sang together’? Since song is capable of 
sweetening the bitter evil of the mobile sheva ’im, their retention in poetical

32 See Joseph Jedidiah Karmi, Kenaf Renanim, Venice 1626.
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texts provides a rhythmical force. Karmi’s ideas obviously stand in complete 
contrast to the poems composed by Israel Najara and like-minded poets, in 
which the offending sheva enjoys complete freedom of movement and is 
considered a legitimate and full-fledged vowel.33

It would seem then, that much of the opposition to the nocturnal rites of the 
Early Risers in Italy was directed against the external trappings of meter in 
syllabic poetry! Yet it must not be imagined that the question of the sheva was 
entirely new to the annals of Hebrew poetics. The rise and fall of the sheva 
had already been played out centuries before, in 10th century Cordoba. There, 
a brash newcomer from Baghdad, Dunash b. Labrat, introduced the principles 
of quantitative meter that allowed Arabic influence to come sweeping through 
the front door of poetic content, genre, and motif. The fine points of the sheva 
occupied a prominent position here too as Dunash conducted his fierce 
polemic with the defenders of traditional Hebrew poetry.

Disapproval over religious song-making in Italy was recorded for all pos
terity by Samuel Archivolti, in a treatise completed in Padua by the early 17th 
century.34 Archivolti classifies melodies into two types. The ‘praiseworthy’ 
melody essentially consists in proper accentuation and a discerning rendition 
of the text. Such, for instance, was the song of the Levites in the Holy Tem
ple, with a melody subordinated to content. ‘Unacceptable’ melody, on the 
other hand, consists of folk songs whose sole purpose is to beguile the ear; the 
melody may be haphazard, and quite different texts feasibly sung to one and 
the same tune. A proofreader in the printing houses of Venice, Archivolti 
placed the blame for this situation squarely with the printers, who would 
blithely preface a psalm such as ГПП D’nVxV П71Л ТЮ (Shir todah leWiim 
tenah — ‘Sing a Song of Thanksgiving to God’) with the opening lines of the 
song:

en toda la transmontana 
nunca vi cosa mejor 
que era su esposa de Antón 
el vaquero del Morana.35

33 Cf. D. Pagis, ‘Hebrew Metrics in Italy and the Invention of Hebrew Accentual lambs’, Ha- 
Sifrut/Literature IV (1973): 651-712 (Heb.); Sh. Morag, ‘Medieval Hebrew Poetic Meters — 
Some Linguistic Reflections’, Tarbii LX (1991), pp. 405-421.

34 See Samuel Archivolti, Arugat ha-Bosem, Venice 1603, p. 110 (Amsterdam 1730,
pp. 100-101).

35 Cf. M. Frenk-Alatorre, ‘El antiguo cancionero sefardi’, Nueva Revista de Filológia 
Hispanica XIV (1960): 315.
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Nor did the cantors escape blame for leading the people in prayer with 
‘tunes of popular catches, so that the sacred words conjure up profanities and 
lewdness’. Archivolti contrasts such compositions with the sanctity of poems 
that uphold the distinction between short and long vowels and is not based 
upon doggerel of the common people. He himself contributed five poems 
written according to the principles of the proper metrical system ‘for the 
members of the holy congregation of Morning Watcher in Venice’ .36 It is not 
clear why these poems, the clumsy and incondite work of a pedant, were 
incorporated in the Italian prayer book.

XII. L a n g u a g e , P o e t ic s  a n d  P r o s o d y

The Hebrew pronunciation of current usage had long ceased to conform to 
the meter and linguistic distinctions favoured by Archivolti. A variety of 
contemporary evidence indicates that the mobile sheva was no longer pro
nounced as a vowel of snatched duration, but as one to be fully enunciated. 
Just as hataf patah was pronounced like kamaz, so was sheva now considered 
identical with zere.37 Moreover, as early as the 15th century we find certain 
metrikoi attempting to uncover metrical symmetry in biblical poetry on the 
assumption that the mobile sheva was isochronic with all other vowels. Thus, 
R. Simeon b. Zemah Duran (d. 1444) cites the four parallel versets from 
Psalm 146:9. Each verset opens with the Tetragrammaton, and the first three 
contain three words each. That the fourth verset contains the ‘superfluity’ of 
the prepositional ПХ — contrary to grammar is due in R. Simeon’s opinion 
to considerations of poetic beauty and meter.38 The concluding verses of 
Psalm 146 (beginning with v. 6 ) were presumably scanned by Д. Simeon in 
octosyllabic metric symmetry, by treating each mobile sheva as a full .vowel. 
According to the Spanish Moses ibn Habib, in a treatise completed on Italian 
soil some time before I486,39 the latter part of the psalm also has metrical 
symmetry but in versets of nine syllables each:

36 Seder Tahanunim и Selihot le-Leilei Ashmurot ke-Minhaq Italiani, Venice 1587, 
pp. 70-76. I am indebted to Professor M. Schmelzer who enabled me to examine the copy in 
the Jewish Theological Seminary Library, New York.

37 See S. Almoli, Shekel ha-Kodesh, ed. H. Yalon, Jerusalem 1965, p. 53, and L 80.
38 See Simeon b. Zemah Duran, Magen Avot, Leghorn 1785, p. 55.
39 See Moses b. Habib, Darkhei No'am , Redelheim 1806, pp. 5-6; cf. J. L. Kugel, ‘Some 

Medieval and Renaissance Hebrew Writings of the Poetry of the Bible’, Studies in Medieval 
Jewish History and Literature 1 (1979): 57-81.
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ITiir ГШЬЮ Din’
ГПУ’ D’ l? lin

(ibid.)

All of these attempts to unearth a metrical symmetry in biblical poetry were 
apparently anchored in a poetic consciousness shaped by full syllabic meter. 
The road from theory to application must surely have been a short one. That 
the system of pegs and cords was obsolete became painfully apparent to those 
poets who tried their hands at it after being accustomed to the full syllabic 
meter. Israel Najara himself provides such an example in the introductory 
poem to the Safed edition of Zemirot Yisrael. Employing the quantitative ha- 
shalem, the Hebrew equivalent of the Arabic kamil, we read the following line 
in the eighth stanza:

nxan^i lim?? tu?3 nn/m unp ]iu?V Tip Dsnb рлгэ

(S, p. 2)

‘The song of holy tongue to their palate was sweet 
and they selected shir mizmor and la-menazeah'

Here the hataf in the word ППЭ1 (‘and selected’) has the duration of a full 
vowel, as though the word had been conjugated in its pausal form ( Г1П31). A 
similar example is provided by Joseph Jedidiah Karmi. For all his avowed 
loyalty to quantitative meter, Karmi vocalized the word Dibn in Kenaf Rena- 
nim as if it had two full vowels. Vocalizing the first syllable not with a hataf 
patah but with kamaz, Karmi notes in the margin: ‘And even if (!) Dibn should 
have hataf patah, the poet is at liberty to change this to a kamaz for metrical 
purposes’.40 Karmi bolsters his case by citing precedent from a poem of 
Samuel Archivolti, in which oibn is vocalized with a kamaz-41 

Prosody was clearly a thorn in the side of these poets. Israel Najara also 
took up arms in the controversy, as we learn from the collection of his 
polemic epistles Mei Merivah (‘Waters of Strife’) 42 Praising the poems and 
songs of a certain young poet, Najara nevertheless takes his quantitative verse

40 See op. cit. (n. 32), p. 19.
41 See op. cit. (n. 34), Venice, p. 113; Amsterdam, p. 103. This is already evident in the 

poetry of Immanuel of Rome; cf. U. Cassuto, MGWJ LXXI1 (1928): 217. Incidentally, the 
initial syllable of the word Dipt! is also pronounced with a kamaz in the Hebrew component of 
Yiddish.

42 See Israel Najara, Meimei Yisra’el, Venice 1605, pp. 156-157.
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to task. Words such as mVn, Najara points out, betray his ignorance. Ani
mating the ‘pegs’ and ‘cords’ terminology of quantitative measures Najara

Approaching ... to smell your lilies I came thus far (lit., to [the 
word] and could not summon strength to stroll through a 
garden beset with tangled thorns, for lo, it was overgrown with 
brambles... by claiming [your measures] to lay in the balance [cf.
Psalm 62:10]. You should have ‘pegged’ the word ciVn with your 
spade [cf. Deut 23:14], rather than give it two cords...

This young and promising poet, whose quantitative verse clearly left some
thing to be desired, was probably Joseph Ganso. In the poetic anthology 
printed during his own lifetime, the few quantitative poems included therein 
do indeed betray his absolute ignorance of these metrical principles. Of 
course, it is entirely possible that Ganso regarded himself as an innovator of 
language and poetry. At any rate, he consistently uses hataf patah as equiva
lent to kamaz and equates the zere in an open syllable with the mobile sheva. 
Moreover, he goes so far as to vocalize the prepositional adverbials V"32 be
fore a hataf with a mobile sheva, rather than with the full vowels required by 
grammar. For example, the word лх? (‘like a lion’) which should be vo
calized as a cord and a peg, is reversed by Ganso into a peg and a cord: 
ЛХЭ (G 223). Another example occurs in the same poem with the words 
nbm m oy) rather than the grammatically correct nnyin. There are other 
examples as well.

Ganso’s unique receptivity to the nuances of spoken Hebrew finds expres
sion in another element of his poetry — that of his rhymes. Due to his famili
arity with Spanish pronunciation, for instance, Ganso frequently treats the 
sound of sh as equivalent to s:

writes:

(roshi)
(shimshi) 
(mahsi)

’uiKib rvn uftan ч'оI T T  T I

-и b n n  bit n o ip
’ОПЯ ’ЛХ ППХ ’Э• I -  T - I  T -

(G 54)

Weeds were twined around my head 
Arise, God, illume the candle, my Sun 
For thou, о Lord, art my shield
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The dictates of spoken language also led him to rhyme the letter J"’y, when 
terminating a closed syllable, with the letter Л"’П:43

in ,T1 ГТ1УЗО ’npi 
rnx minV vnsa dV Ъ
(G 206)

A dunce and a fool from his youth but a bane 
Every day in his folly doth he entertain

The mystical poetry of Najara and Ganso combine to produce some of the 
fundamental elements of a renaissance. First and foremost, they abandoned 
old and fossilized linguistic traditions for the sparkling fonts of contemporary 
Hebrew usage, while galvanizing it into their revolutionary prosody. More
over, both of these figures physically returned to the cradle of the Hebrew 
language — the Land of Israel. In the realm of ideas, they rejected elitist 
rationalism for an authentic Jewish mysticism. But whatever hopes they may 
have harboured were shattered by the rapid decline of the Safed center.

X III. T ra its  o f  t h e  E m e r g in g  H eb r ew  Po e t r y

Already the preface to Pizmonim u-Baqqashot (Songs and Supplications) 
Constantinople 1573/4) finds Menahem de Lonzano announcing that he used 
Turkish melodies for the performance of his poems, but he explains this with 
an exceedingly pious explanation. For he finds the Turkish melodies heart
rending and oppressive, and it goes without saying that he had no intention 
whatsoever that frivolous people would sing them with instrumental accompa
niment as was customary in the taverns. Because of the plaintive strain of his 
melodies he even prohibits recital of many of them on Sabbaths and holydays. 
And indeed the incipits of some of his songs announce this most explicitly. At 
the end of the poem ’Vr JHPiai p’lX (‘Righteous and a Saviour is My Lord’; (L 
74) the composer declares that he called it rw  “jsb? (after the afflicted man 
who ‘pours out his complaint’ in Psalms 102:1). Hence, it was not to be 
recited on Sabbaths and holy-days. It is interesting that for this same poem, 
whose incipit bases it on a melody of the Turkish song “qardaslarum 
yarenler[iim]” (‘My brothers, my friends’), the composer elsewhere explains

43 Cf. O. (Rodrigue) Schwarzwald, ‘The Pronunciation of 'Ayin in the East Ladino Speaking 
Communities’, Lésonénu XLVI (1982): 72-75 (Heb.); Y. Tobi, ‘The Messianic Poems of 
R. Samuel Isaac Modigliano’, Sefunot XVI (1980): 217 (Heb.).
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his choice (L 141-2) by the fact that in this melody the Turks raise their voice 
to the tenth key of the scale. Thus is the song reinterpreting the precept of 
King David who called to ‘Praise the Lord with a lyre with the harp of ten 
strings’ (Psalm 33:2). Since the song and praise are for the Holy One Blessed 
be He, ‘tis fitting that it be in the sum of perfection’.

Even though Lonzano had such a great interest in melody, his preeminent 
concern was with the poetical text and not the melody. Words in this spirit he 
includes in his introductory poem to the section nVs blp (‘The Voice of the 
Bride’) of the collection of his poems composed as praise of the matronita in 
honor of her King, the King of Kings (L 75). This section of poetry was first 
published as part of Shtei Yadot (Venice 1618), in the expanded edition of 
Shirim u-Pizmonim. In his introductory Winn О’ТШйСPoets, fall silent’), that 
was apparently written after Najara’s star was already in the ascendant, 
Lonzano criticizes the way of his fellow poets. For these poets regard the text 
as subservient to the melody, whereas he himself seeks to furnish the text with 
an appropriate melody (L 75):

bi л’Д1 D’Vzp Vipb jw p a n  /  алю Vip oninV  »p ax

Viain pp n a r  Vip ргзпл /  onxi i ’??' napa Vx л ш

I seek out for the words music while you
Seek out for the music words and poor utterance (niv dal)
I delight the Lord with words of song while you 
Raise a voice delighting toodler and utter dunce (nivdal)

The word play between niv dal and nivdal expresses in its most concise 
form Lonzano’s criticism of the new versifiers, whose poetic content is 
meager and geared at their co-religionists lounging at the fringes of the camp. 
He himself, on the other hand, is well aware before whom he doth stand when 
immersed in his holy work: T will sing with love and work with fear’ (ibid., 
ibid.). And even though he also seeks to move closer to the Lord, he does so 
with great restraint (ibid., ibid.):

naps’ n'V Dj?a tPj’ /  naanp o’rtVx лзпр

To move closer to God would he sue /
To slowly approach, not bursting go through

And indeed, when coming to examine his poetry we find him most cautious 
with his descriptions.

A declaration such as ‘She who slept in my bosom by night’ (L 72) is firmly 
entwined in a well-developed allegorical story concerning the relations
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between the Community of Israel and the Holy One Blessed be He. A most 
unusual feature of the poem is the feminine voice of its speaker. According to 
her account she hears a sudden and terrifying lion-like roar of a comely young 
man, whom she immediately identifies as the father of her children. When 
questioned, he recounts that he once had a lovely maiden whom he greatly 
loved and who slept by night in his bosom. Having committed a sin she was 
banished from his presence, and for this he is now greatly agonized. Here the 
poem’s speaker suddenly emits a great cry and reveals herself. She herself is 
none other than this lost love. Though her appearance has altered, as she pro
ceeds to tell him, and though she has, alas, been possessed by others — her 
house ruined and herself polluted — she nonetheless remained steadfast to his 
love. Concluding with the lovers’ mutual recognition, the man promises to 
exact revenge on the enemies and redeem the world. According to its incipit, 
the poem was written according to the melody of the Spanish romance ‘Ya se 
partia la nina’. Even though its exact source is unknown, the allegorical poem 
fitted to its melody is reminiscent in its brief story line to romances belonging 
to the theme of “La Esposa fiel”.44 One of the variants of the romance rhym
ing with the sound “a” and that most approximates our poem is known from 
Judeo-Espanol tradition to our own day: “Cuando la blanca nina” .45

Exactly where Menahem da Lonzano became acquainted with this romance 
is something that we do not know. In his surroundings, at any rate, Spanish 
romances of chivalry such as Amadis and Palmer in were avidly devoured, so 
that he even found it incumbent upon himself to forbid their recital on the 
Sabbath (L 135). Against this tightly woven Spanish backdrop we must con
sider the extent of the penetration of Turkish language and literature in Jewish 
society, as well as its various stages.

Extant are three printed collections of poetry originating in Turkey and its 
environs from the first three generations following the Expulsion from 
Spain.46 The oldest of these collections, which contains a poem written in 
commemoration of the Turkish conquest of Rhodes (1523), still has no 
melodies other than those from Hebrew and Spanish.47 In the collection from 
the second generation Shirim u-Zemirot ve Tishbahot (‘Songs, Hymns and

44 Cf. S. G. Armistead and J. H. Silverman, ‘El antiguo cancionero sefardí: Citas de ro
mances en himnarios hebreos (siglos XV1-XIX)’, Nueva Revista de Filológia Hispanica, XXX 
(1981): 453-512 (No. 71)

45 See M. Attias, Romancero Sefardi, Jerusalem 1961, pp. 93-94 (Heb.).
46 Cf. also: H. Avenary, ‘The Melodies in a Collection of Hebrew Songs from Greece’, 

Sefunot — Annual for Research on the Jewish Communities in the East, XIII (1971-1978): 
197-213 (Heb.).

47 See N. H. v. Biema, Eine seltne Gebetsammlung, Hebräische Bibliographie, I (1858), 
pp. 87-88.
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Laudations’), that was published in Constantinople in 1545 under the editor
ship of Solomon ben Mazal Tov, approximately one third of the poems are 
modeled after Turkish songs.48 The Turkish songs of this volume are not 
actually denoted by name. Rather, they are concentrated in a single section of 
twelve songs (nos. 233-244), written by the editor and bearing the incipit: 
“An Ishmaeli melody”, which is to say, a Turkish melody. Over two-thirds of 
the songs in Lonzano’s Songs and Supplications (1573-74) are based on 
Turkish melodies. These are explicitly and for the first time given by name, 
though of course in Hebrew transliteration. Lonzano’s special method is 
evident in his attempt to find several suggestions for melodies, sometimes as 
many as four to a single Hebrew poem. That he was breaking new ground is 
also evident in the internal contradictions between poetic manifesto and actual 
composition.

At the end of Songs and Supplications (L 80) Lonzano devotes a special 
chapter to the issue of melody and prosody. He places his opposition to those 
who sing any and all songs with whatever melody should chance along the 
way. So unfastidious are these poets that they sing such hallowed hymns as 
‘Nishmat Kol Hai’ and ‘Kaddish’ to every melody under the sun. This causes 
them to draw out their words even when it is not fitting to do so. He cites in 
example Adon 'Olam, one of the most famous of Hebrew poems:

к т п  т г  Уэ D -m  /  ^Уя ток  оУпу jíik

Master of the World that did reign /
’ere any creature had been formed

Lonzano charges that they draw out the hatafim of the letters aleph, as well 
as the sheva ’im of the first letters of П"Ш and TX\ Thus do they read the aleph 
as though it were vocalized with kamaz, and the other two letters as though 
with zere. Adon 'Olam seems to have been especially close to Lonzano’s 
heart. He employs it, at all events, as the melodic indication to his poem Ч2Т7 
7[--l ^ГПэУа (Tn memory of Thy Kingdom, О King’), which is written in full 
syllabic meter (L 78). One has only to check the number of syllables in this 
syllabic poem in order to understand that he himself considered the hyper
short vowels as full syllables. Such is to say: the very thing that the poet 
reproaches in his poetic treatise.

48 See I. D. Markon, Sefer Shirim u-Zemirot ve-Tishbahot, Dvir, I (1923), pp. 228-284. The 
first dated book that was published by Eli’ezer Soncino appeared in 1535 and the last one in 
1547. Cf. A. Yaary, Hebrew Printing at Constantinople, Jerusalem 1967, pp. 93-103 (Heb.).
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Close examination shows that Lonzano often sinned in the very matters 
against which he himself took up the banner. Especially in those poems that 
are ostensibly written in the meter of tenu’ot, without peges at all (i.e., that 
exclude the hyper-short element). Lonzano tended to term such poems as 
“simple” alongside the indication of their Turkish melody. These poems are 
usually composed of hemistiches of eight cords without any pegs at all. How
ever, a closer perusal reveals that in many cases he used vocalizations of hataf 
and mobile sheva ’im as cords. And in one such poem the incipit even bears 
the poet’s express apology for deviating from the “simple” manner, having 
been unable to carry out his mission in a few spots (L 80). Najara, however, 
extracted the matter from the realm of permissibility and turned it into the 
norm. Nor was he ashamed to admit that the words to his songs were created 
from the outset for the sake of a given tune whose words were Turkish. He 
even regarded this writing as a sacred task, for he had succeeded in filling 
vessels of impurity with a pure and untainted content.

XIV. A G l im m e r in g  In f l u e n c e

Early in the 18th century, the young Moses Hayyim Luzzatto apparently 
made an attempt to revive the mystical literary movement founded by Israel 
Najara. In his poetic treatise Leshon Limmudim, Luzzatto proposed to abolish 
the special prosodic function of the mobile sheva.49 But no sooner had he 
made this proposal than he retracted the work that had advocated it. His 
proposal was of course based on the author of Zemirot Yisrael, who, as 
Luzzatto mentions, had been highly esteemed by the great R. Isaac Luria 
himself. Yet Najara could not have met Luria, having been no more than a 
mere strippling at the time of Luria’s demise in 1572. Even so, there does 
exist a strong affinity between the dissemination of the Lurianic rituals and 
the adoption of the melic practices initiated by Israel Najara. The legend 
weaving the poet of mysticism to the great mystic himself was presumably 
spun out of this affinity.

The traces of this poetry resounded well into the modem era. The great 
Hebrew national poet, Hayyim Nachman Bialik (1873-1934), seems to have 
been aware of the lures exerted by mystical poetry, though he chose to deride 
it:

49 See Moses Hayyim Luzzatto, Leshon Limmudim (according to the author’s autograph 
manuscript) Jerusalem - Tel Aviv 1951, PP- 134-136.
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What the Italian Don Giovanni would croon to his siqnora, 
bouquet of flowers in hand, stealing beneath the window upon a 
balmy night — R. Israel Najara, ashes upon his head, would sing 
in the selfsame melody, in the sacred tongue to the Holy One 
Blessed be He... by the Holy Ark during the hour of midnight 
prayer...50 51

In the post-Bialik years, Israel Najara’s inspiration has been detected in one of 
the poet-laureates of lyric Hebrew poetry, Joseph Zevi Rimmon (1889— 
1958). The biblical hero of h is ‘Songs of Samson’ ( JVPölP'VW ) is a captive 
of love, communicating through its medium with God. And as he walks the 
paths:

in]’?) D’rftX pi 
.irgnxa ток 

q’it ni:3 ’D’ тргг run
.1ST  ]П’РУ | ’3 0  

ЗПТ Ц0Х1 ’^nVn lino  
,]jn nip'W) ay DiT 

51ПЭПК Dpj ,DgJ : i a i K  Í 1?

Only God alone accompanies him 
Captive in his love
And studying the beauty of the foreign maids
[God] darts out from their eyes
From their golden locks
Will rise with the heaving of their breasts
To him [Samson] He says: Revenge, Avenge love!

The great lover and the great man of God — both come together in the 
figure of Samson. It is when he is in love that the nazarite achieves the 
summit of religious experience. The outer limits of sensual love and holiness 
are united as the jealous God, the wrathful God, the God of retribution seals 
the poem in the name of love’s agony as well.

50 See H. N. Bialik, "Shiratenu ha-Ze'irah’ (Odessa 1906), Rep. in idem, Divrei Sifrut, 
Tel Aviv 1965, p. 115.

51 See Joseph Zevi Rimmon, Ketarim, Tel Aviv 1944, p. 132; Poems (ed. Z. Luz), Ramat 
Gan 1973, p. 145; cf. D. Sadan, ‘Ant Hu Malka Melekh Malkhaya’, A. Mirsky Jubilee Volume, 
Lod 1986, pp. 551-552 (Heb.).
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XV. Conclusion

During the sixteenth century, the interplay of three different factors shaped 
religious Hebrew poetry:

(A) Traditions imbibing from the Hebrew sources themselves, from the 
biblical Song o f Songs — the Holy of Holies — to the poetry of exile and 
redemption bequeathed by the Hebrew poets of medieval Spain.

(B) A new trend of religious thought; one perceiving the individual as a 
partner in the celestial processes of redemption propounded by the Kabbalah 
of R. Isaac Luria. Such an individual required texts that would induct him into 
this new experience of a believer maintaining a personal and intimate relation 
with the forces of the upper worlds.

(C) A close acquaintance with Turkish love poetry. Addressed to a male 
recipient, this poetry has by its very nature a more sublime designation as well 
— that of the Almighty God.
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ANDREAS TIETZE

FROM THE OTTOMAN POINT OF VIEW





I. Introduction

For thousands of years before history itself began we possess cultural 
documents in the form of ceramic, graffiti, tools and weapons, but these relics 
cannot tell us clearly what those people who made them thought, how they 
communicated, what songs they sang during their work. Only with the inven
tion or introduction of a writing system does human history take shape. The 
same is true for the history of music. There always was music but only after 
some form of musical annotation had been devised can we really understand 
what it was like. Indirect information about it we may have since long before 
but its history only starts from the time when we can reproduce it. The con
tinuation of a musical tradition is like oral transmission of literature: it teaches 
us the general outlines but we can never be sure to what extent we can trust its 
details, its spirit, as it is likely to have undergone changes through the chang
ing tastes of subsequent generations.

The period of prehistory of Ottoman music lasted until the middle of the 
17th century, until the time of the first noted Ottoman music that has come to 
us. We know from written sources that there always was music since the very 
beginning of Anatolian Turkish and Ottoman history. We have descriptions of 
musical performances at court and in derwish circles. We know the names of 
modes, of instruments. We read of works on the theory of music. We are told 
the names of composers, of master performers. But we lack the thing itself, 
the music. We are like deaf persons at a concert: we see the performing 
orchestra, the open lips of the singers, the enraptured faces of the listeners, but 
the music itself remains a mystery to us.

Starting from a very old time, there was a close connection between music 
and word. A reciprocal interrelation: music was enlivened by words, words by 
music; music lent rhythm to the words, words added meaning to the music; 
supporting each other they fixed the sound amalgam in the memory of audi
ences, of nations. By trying to connect the two components we may perhaps 
be able to move one step closer to an understanding of “prehistoric” music.

On the side of the word we are rich. Of the Ottoman poetry of the 14th 
century little has reached us but starting with the 15th century an abundant 
treasure of various forms of poetry has come to our days, the works of thou
sands of poets, unfortunately to a large extent still unpublished. We can 
assume — and in a few cases it is confirmed by a note in the manuscript — 
that a certain number of these poems were written for music or that they were
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used by musicians as the base for a composition. Even without a hint to this 
effect in the sources, we can often guess from the general character of the 
poem that it might easily have been written for — or been used as — the text 
of a musical composition. To this point the following criteria:

Relatively simple language, avoidance of erudite vocabulary, of rare 
grammatical forms;

Expression of a simple, even commonplace, thought; absence of highly 
involved or very specific topics.

In short, what we a priori expect will be light poetry. However, as we will 
see later, our expectations are not always confirmed by our findings. We 
should nevertheless keep in mind that these expectations, which are based on 
the dominant features of the materials of later centuries, have been instrumen
tal and even basic for the decypherment of the corpus that is being presented 
in this volume.

In the collections of the poems of individual Ottoman poets of the post- 
classical period (mainly from the 17th-18th centuries) we find a new subdi
vision, a new genre: the sharqy (in Turkish §arki), which had not existed in 
the díváns of earlier centuries. This designation means “art song”, and is 
today the usual term for an urban style song. The word appears around the 
middle of the 17th century and its original meaning is “eastern, Oriental”. It 
goes together with Oriental music, the art music inherited from the Arabs and 
Iran. It is distinct from the tiirkii originally tiirki “song of the Türk”, i.e., 
“village song”, an older term, but still used. Thus the documented history of 
Ottoman music begins in the postclassical period of Ottoman literature, a 
period contemporary with, and influenced by, the European rococo. Its chief 
protagonist, its poeta laureatus, was Nedim (d. 1730), who in his poems 
described the elegant, luxurious life of the “Tulip Period”. The section of the 
sharqy takes up a substantial part of Nedim’s díván. Since this was also the 
time when the first concrete description and notations of Turkish music 
became known in Europe, one got the impression that this was the time when 
Ottoman music actually started. On the basis of the material presented here 
you will see that various types of Ottoman music were already in existence 
much earlier and that even the “light” genre thought to be characteristic for 
the post-classical period already had its antecedents in the 16th and probably 
even in the 15th centuries. What Nedim and his period added as new to it was 
mainly respectability: the lover of poetry is taught to appreciate a new genre 
of which music is an integral part, essentially not unlike the amalgamation of 
the theatre with music in the Italian opera.
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The first exact description and notation of Ottoman songs that has reached 
us is the manuscript codex Mecműca-i sáz и sűz in the British Library by the 
Polish captive Albert Bobowski (Albertus Bobovius), alias All Ufql 
(1610-1676 ?), who for many years was working in the Saraglio as musician 
(santür-player). It seems that his work was written in 1650, with some later 
additions. An unfortunately very poorly printed facsimile edition was pub
lished by §ükrü Ehjin in 1976 (here cited as Ufqi 1976). It contains also in
strumental pieces but in connection with our present topic we shall only deal 
with the songs. All in all it presents over 360 Turkish songs plus a small 
number of Persian and Arabic ones. A part of the Turkish songs are non-met- 
rical folksongs but literary songs are represented too, though mostly of the 
“light” kind. Maqäm, rhythm, type or title, notation (based on the European 
system) are usually given, sometimes also the composer; however as no seri
ous musicological study and edition of the work has so far been published, a 
clear statement of which remark belongs to which song can often not be 
made. E.g., a musicologist will have to investigate whether the pages are 
bound in the right order. Nevertheless we have made the use we could of this 
work which proves that many of the songs popular in the 16th century were 
still sung by the middle of the 17th.

By making use of the Turkish incipits inscribed at the head of their own 
poems by Najara and other Hebrew poets to indicate the melody we are able 
to discover in what scale (maqäm, more exactly “mode”) these Ottoman songs 
were presented in the 16th century. If this scale happens to be the same as the 
scale given in later sources, e.g. in Albertus Bobovus’s collection, we can 
assume that the same melody was still applied to them at that later period and 
this will enable us to reproduce them as they were sung in the 16th century. 
We are thus gaining a means to avoid the pitfall of naively thinking that later 
recorded melodies have to be the original ones. As a warning example we can 
point to our incipit No. 157 Gyönglüm aldi al He “He stole my heart with 
cunning” with the maqäm TJzzäl. The same text is still known today (see 
Üngör vol. 2, pp. 1175 f.) as composed by Küi^ük Носа in the maqäm §evq-i 
tarab. The composer Dervish Mustafa, known as Küchik Khoja, is reported to 
have died in 1683-84 (see Ergun 1942, p. 43). We must conclude that the old 
poem inspired him to a new composition. Indeed, even within the 16th 
century material there are quite a number of texts sung to more than one 
maqäm (unless they belong to versions from later centuries?). In the light of 
this warning we ought to be cautious in accepting L. T. Kazymova’s observa
tions on the musical tradition of a ghazal by Fuzüli (see Bibliography).
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We can assume that in 16th century Syria performances of Ottoman music 
were held in coffeehouses — a new social institution of that century (see 
Hattox 1985) — and that access to these performances was also open to non- 
Muslims. Possibly musical performances in derwish circles were also acces
sible to outsiders. Of course, taverns were always open to the public regard
less of community affiliation, but we do not know whether the winehouses, 
which figure so largely in the traditional poetry, in reality offered such 
cultural delights. Thus we are left to our own imagination and assumptions as 
to the actual stagings of the transmission. Wherever and however it took 
place, we must be amazed at the relatively fast and deep effect of Ottoman 
culture, emanating from the center, on cultural life in these outlying provinces 
which had only two generations earlier been conquered and integrated in the 
Empire. The repertoire of the professional musicians and singers in the 
provincial centers of the area, which could have housed only a tiny layer of 
speakers of Turkish (administrators, soldiers, etc.), contained a rich variety of 
Ottoman-Turkish songs of all styles.

In the first place we have to distinguish between the refined art style culti
vated at the Court and among the high-society circles of the capital, and the 
folk music ranging from popular hits to the derwish hymn (nefes) and the 
village song. Art style music is based on metrical poetry. The poems of the 
high literary style are mostly ghazals (having 5-7 mono-rhyme couplets), 
sometimes qasidas (like ghazal but much longer) and rarely other forms. Folk 
poetry appears as murabbac (the predecessor of the 17th century §arqi, usually 
in 4 line stanzas), military songs (“Janissary songs”), derwish hymns {nefes), 
and village songs (tiirki, varsagi, qo§ma). Each of these styles is also 
distinguishable by lexical and topical characteristics.

Who were the poets who provided the texts for these songs or whose poems 
were taken by musicians to serve as base for their compositions? We have 
quoted scores of poets, some of the 14th-15th centuries but mainly of the 16th 
century, a number of them belonging to the most outstanding poets of their 
time. However it would be senseless to give a statistical breakdown of any 
kind. First of all because our survey of the pertinent literature was only quite 
patchy, our access to the sources (which are in the majority unpublished) was 
limited by availability and investment of time; and secondly our identifica
tions of authorship can only be regarded as mere suggestions as they are 
entirely based on the incipits, which are often insufficient or of doubtful 
readability. These circumstances have the effect of agrandizing the contribu
tion of the top poets as their works are more readily available in print, and in 
case of a choice one tends to regard the poem with the better known author’s 
name as the original and the one by a less famous poet as an imitation (or
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“parallel” \naz,ire\). After this caveat it is possible to point to the illustrious 
names of the poets Qäzi Burhänüddin, Nesimi (of earlier centuries) and 
Fuzüli, Bäqi, Yahyä Beg (of the 16th century) as the elite of poetry repre
sented in this corpus, of course with many others more.

Did any one of these “masters of the word” actually write their verses “for 
music”? To answer this question one would have to study their life stories 
contained in the tezkire-i §ucarä literature of the 16th century. For the purpose 
of this study the question is perhaps marginal. But to cite at least one exam
ple, let us see what Äshiq Chelebi in his collection of biographies of (mostly 
contemporary) poets, completed in 1568-69, has to say about the poet and 
composer TJbeydi Chelebi (cÁshiq 1971, fol. 170-171a). Besides describing 
his person and dwelling on his poetic work he devotes several lines to TJbey- 
di’s musical talents and achievements, praising him in his usual rhymed 
prose:

cilm-i edvärda sit u sadäsi §öhre-i dar u diyär 
ve fenn-i mösiqlde dem-i Tsä ile sihr i Sämir-T cemc 
itmekde mucciz-äsär-dur ...

“In the knowledge of musical theory (cilm-i edvár) his fame has spread over 
the lands and in its application in the art of music he wrought miracles com
bining the [life-giving] breath of Jesus with the Samaritan’s (i.e., the creator 
of the Golden Calf) witchcraft.”

After a few decorative phrases he continues:
El-haq tasnlf u camelde 
ve murabbac ve taqslm-i gazelde 
nefesi mizmär-i Dävuda nefes ogh olub 
bu catiye cänib-i Haqdan aqa sunulmij 
yäxod dem-i Meslhadan bir hissedür ki anuq 
dehäniyfün bax§-i gäyib qonulmi§ dur.
Bundán bir tarz -i nagz 
ve bir tavr-i piir-magz
ixtiyär idüb murabbaclar be§ xäne iken Ü9 xäne olmagi
bu ibdäc itmi§-diir
ve terennümät-i bl-macnlden bedel
müstezäd däxil mebhas-i murád macmür u macnldár
niyáz-i cá§iqlden nümüdár
Bunuq bagladugi türkller ...

“Indeed, both in composing and in performing, be it a murabbac or a ghazal, 
his breath was the breath-child (i.e., the inherited character implanted by
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breathing) of David’s shawm, a gift received from God, or perhaps a share in 
Jesus’s [healing and resuscitating] breath that has been put into his mouth as a 
gift from the beyond. It enabled him to adopt an effectful style, a powerful 
expression. It was he who started the reduction of the five-foot murabbcf to 
the three-foot one. It was he who replaced the meaningless ornaments by 
pertinent and meaningful elements in harmony with the yearning of the lover. 
The türkis which he composed...” etc. etc.

This example may suffice to show that there were indeed poets who were at 
the same time composers and performing musicians and that also the critics 
and the public were aware of such combination in one person and approved of 
it. It was a natural thing to them that there could be close connections between 
poetry and music, between writing and singing. Unfortunately, what remained 
was only what was written and we have to painstakingly assemble the 
fragments in order to reconstruct what was once an altogether natural unity.

II. R e m a r k s  o n  t h e  L a n g u a g e  o f  t h e  In c ipit s

The incipits presented in this corpus show certain linguistic peculiarities 
some of which are not without interest for historical linguists. However, their 
significance as source material for the knowledge of 16th-century Ottoman is 
diminished by certain phonetic limitations of the Hebrew writing system. The 
most obvious limitations in relation to Turkish are:

a) the often careless treatment of the vowels which presupposes — as in the 
Arabic writing system of Ottoman — a prior knowledge of the reading po
tentials of a group of signs. Short vowels within a word may not be marked 
at all. The marked vowels distinguish only between “open” (a), “narrow” (e,
i), and “rounded” (o, u). Thus “open” can mean Ottoman a or ä, “narrow” 
can mean Ottoman e, é, i, i, or i, and “rounded” Ottoman o, ö, Ö, и, й, or Ü.

b) There is no distinction between b and v.
c) Very often there is no distinction between Ottoman c (pronounced j), g 

(pronounced ch), palatal g (often spelled gy) and velar g (pronounced gh). 
The combination ng corresponds to the Ottoman phoneme rj (pronounced 
like English ng in singer).

d) There is no distinction between/and p.
e) The palatal к is not distinguished from kh (in Ottoman x). Furthermore the 

letter for the velar к (q) is very often used instead of the palatal к (often 
followed by у as gy), perhaps in order to underline its plosive character (in 
contradistinction from its fricativization at the end of Hebrew words).

f) There is usually no distinction between s and sh (Ottoman 5 and y).
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In spite of these limitations we will try to derive some linguistic observa
tions from our corpus of incipits. In the 16th century Ottoman is in a state of 
transition from Old Ottoman to Early Modem Ottoman which leads to a split 
between a more progressed colloquial and a more conservative “learned” 
form of the language. In our corpus the colloquial form is represented by the 
non-metrical material of folk poetry and the more conservative layer by the 
metrical poetry. A neat distinction between these two layers is, however, 
hindered or even rendered impossible by the fact that presumably both styles 
are transmitted by the same set of persons, the singers in the cafes of the pro
vincial centers of Syria. Who were these transmitters? Were they Turks, 
Arabs, or of which other nationality? We do not know. That Sephardic musi
cians played a significant role in this transmission is proven by the existence 
of a considerable number of Judeo-Spanish incipits in the same corpus but not 
included in the Turkish material. The point we can establish is that this trans
mission was purely oral as emerges from spellings like baytan for baydan, 
virmes for virmez, döqti for dökdi, etc. Under these circumstances we can only 
state that certain phonological features of Early Modem Ottoman are already 
clearly discemable while, on the other hand, many of the archaic forms 
continue to exist.

Concerning the narrow vowels in non-first syllables, this is a period of 
transition from the twofold system of vowel harmony (in which rounded and 
unrounded vowels each formed a separate group) to the fourfold system (with 
rounded and unrounded vowels forming a single category). The Hebrew 
writing system allows us to distinguish between rounded and unrounded 
vowels (и, ü versus i, i) though not between front and back vowels. In the pos
sessive suffixes we find both the older forms like cánum, cevrüng and the 
later unrounded forms cemälim, cevrin. If these late forms do already occur in 
the printed sources of the 16th century, this means that the morphopho- 
nological shift was already far advanced in colloquial Ottoman of that time.

The disappearance of the closed é and its blending with the open e in the 
colloquial and with i in erudite style cannot be observed as there is no dis
tinction between these vowels in the Hebrew script. The phoneme q is usually 
rendered by ng, but it does also occur as n (göngül / gönül, cevrüng / cevrin). 
The Early Ottoman phoneme x (=kh) is often replaced by h as in Modem 
Turkish (e.g., xasret for hazret) — perhaps a Hispanism. Intervocalic palatal g 
is usually preserved, but there are cases where it is replaced by у (sürmeye [if 
our interpretation as dative of the infinitive is correct], see 250 on p. 149; and 
niyar for nigyar, but this may be under the influence of the Jewish 
pronunciation, see below).
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Finally the change from initial g to h in certain interrogative pronouns is 
exemplified by qaganjhagan which both are represented.

III. Fu r t h e r  R e m a r k s  o n  In d iv id u a l  O t t o m a n  P h o n e m e s

The glottal stop fain) in loanwords from Arabic is sometimes dropped (e.g., 
fan/besides tacrif lal besides lact), but it appears also in Turkish 'ala besides 
ala ‘hazeleyed’ or in Arabic alam as calem ‘grief’.

Word initial aspiration is sometimes dropped (e.g., hüsn/üsn, haq/aq), but 
also the opposite occurs (e.g., al/hal ‘cunning’, agddi/hagildi) — this waver
ing again pointing to Hispanic heritage.

The phoneme к is often expressed by q (as already mentioned above). 
Sometimes both spellings are found (e.g., mülklmülq, kügücük- 
tenlqügücükten). A special case is miigkil which appears as miigqil, miiggil and 
müggül.

The phoneme s is sonorized in the beginning (sünbül becomes zünbül).
The phoneme v is desonorized in the word zefq.
The phoneme z is regularly desonorized at the end of words (e.g., bilmes, 

gyiilsis), occasionally also inside a word (xasret for hazret).
Some of these changes Meninski in the 17th century would have classified 

as vulgarisms. This label he would have used also for the following develop
ments:

r is consistently replaced by l in the word serv > selvi ‘cypress’.
The Arabic loanword mahabbat is pronounced muhabet.
Persian и ‘and’, being confused with the i in the Persian izäfet construction, 

is rendered as i in cevr i cefä, mest i harab, zefq i safa.
The question can be raised whether the incipits reflect features of certain 

dialects.
Some deviations from Standard Ottoman Turkish are so widespread that no 

conclusions can be drawn from them, as, e.g., the simplification of the 
consonant cluster gt (cht) to §t (sht).

One incipit surprises by the phenomenon of the desonorization of word- 
initial medials, characteristic of the East-Pontic dialect. The incipit reads: 
taxumil teyilimig pir. If it can be interpreted as [miijtehammil deyil-imi§ bir “a 
... said to be unable to support hardships” we would indeed have d>t and b>p 
in the last two words. But as this interpretation is utterly hypothetic and since 
we have otherwise not noticed any trace of the influence of the dialect of 
Trebizond, the incipit has been relegated to the column of unsolved cases.
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There is however one dialectical phenomenon that appears in the corpus in 
many places: that is the replacement of initial b by m when an n or ij follows 
in the same syllable, e.g., men for ben, maija for batja “to me”. The phe
nomenon is widely spread among the non-Ottoman Turkic languages and 
dialects, notably in Chaghatay, the literary Turkic language of Central Asia, 
but even in dialects as close to Ottoman Turkish as Azerbaijani. Because of its 
occurence in our material we need not suspect that there was a stray 
Chaghatayi or Azerbaijani among the transmitters of Ottoman music to the 
Syrian audience. These influences can easily be explained as purely literary. 
The highly developed Chaghatay poetry of the 15th century was greatly 
admired and emulated by its younger offshoot in the Ottoman domaine and 
also the poetic output of Turkey’s Azerbaijani-speaking eastern neighbors was 
very popular in Anatolia (especially the poems of Khatä’i/Shäh Ismäcll, the 
first Safavid ruler), notwithstanding religious and political antagonisms. There 
can be no doubt that these songs of non-Ottoman origin were also sung in the 
capital preserving their eastern form and without Ottomanizing their initial ms 
into bs. In this form they were also exported to the provincial centers together 
with the genuine Ottoman material.

Exactly the same could be said of the occasional Persian texts found among 
the incipits. Since we are not specifically dealing with these, we could have 
excluded rthem from our material, but as they are few and can be assumed to 
be firmly integrated in the traditional Ottoman repertoire they have been 
presented together with the Turkish incipits.

Finally we can state that the pronunciation of initial palatal g as y, typical 
for the dialect of Turkophone Jews of today, is frequently reflected in the 
spelling of the incipits. Does that mean that the transmitters, the singers in the 
cafes, were themselves Jews? Not necessarily, though that would of course be 
a possibility as we often read of Jewish performing artists in the Ottoman 
sources of earlier centuries. But this transformation could also have taken 
place in the last stage, in the minds of the Hebrew poets and their audiences 
themselves.
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IV. A Note on Transliteration

In our study the writing system for Ottoman in Modem Turkish scholarly 
literature has been used with the following exceptions:

g has been used for the gh sound (Arab, ghain) 
q has been used for guttural к (Arab, qáf)
rj has been used for the ng sound (but also ng when so transliterated in 

Hebrew)
X has been used for the kh sound (Arab., khi).
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ANDREAS HETZE — JOSEPH Y AH ALOM

THE SONGS





The Incipits

In this chapter we will present the incipits which can be read and interpreted
with more or less plausibility. They are alphabetically arranged according to
their reconstructed Ottoman text.
Each entry consists of:

1) the Hebrew transliteration (or transliterations) of the Turkish incipit, 
preceded by the abbreviation of the (printed or manuscript) source;

2) the reconstructed original Turkish text of the incipit with eventual 
comments;

3) a statement about the presumable prosodic character of the underlying 
poem;

4) the maqäm, if indicated in the Hebrew source;
5) the author and the first lines of the Turkish poem, if they can be iden

tified;
6 ) comments and comparative materials, if necessary.

R e m a r k s

la) The abbreviations used for the (printed or manuscript) Hebrew sources 
are on p. 183.

lb) Only the fullest texts and those deemed best by us are quoted.
2a) The Turkish text is presented in the Modem Turkish alphabet with the 

addition (for reasons of historical phonology) of the letters g (=velar 
gh), q (=velar k) and x (=kh).

2b) The text is a transliteration of the Hebrew transliteration. Therefore it 
often deviates from Standard Ottoman although it tries to keep as close 
to it as is possible (e.g., by showing for w the vowel о, о, и, от ü used in 
the Turkish word). As the Hebrew transliteration shows no consonant 
gemination and no vowel length these are also not shown in our trans
literation. The Turkish vowels i and i, not distinguished in the Hebrew 
graphy, are all represented by i.

2c) Possible variant readings or text variations in different sources are in
dicated with a slash between them (e.g., dilbere/dilberi means that the 
word can be read both ways; dilberde/dilberden means that both forms 
occur in different manuscripts or printed versions).

2d) Letters in brackets are necessary additions (e.g., dilberde[n] means that 
the letter n is lacking in the Hebrew transliteration and must be added) 
but interconsonantal vowels are tacitly added.
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2e) Garbled spellings, often caused by confusion of similar Hebrew letters, 
follow the correct word in parentheses as, e.g., dilber (text: dlnr).

2f) For remarks on the language of the incipits, see p. 52.
3a) Some incipits are so short, that nothing can be said about the prosodical 

structure of the poem.
3b) Since the incipits rarely present the full first line, the statements on their 

prosodic features often contain an element of doubt and are offered with 
reservations (“possibly”, “may be”, etc.).

3c) Turkish folk poetry is non-metrical. It is based on the stable number of 
syllables in each line (most often 7 or 11). It is also characterised by 
lexical and topical features.

3d) High style poetry (in Turkish divan edebiyati) is based on a quantitative 
metrical system developed in Arabic and Persian. However only a lim
ited number of its meters are commonly employed in Ottoman poetry. A 
list of these meters, with a definition of each one, is found on p. 204 (the 
list contains only the meters mentioned in this corpus).

3e) The reconstructed incipits do not always fit the permitted and common 
meters. We then speak of “faulty” meters. The reason for this may be an 
error in the reconstruction or a missing word or even letter in the text. 
But if they fit, they are a confirmation of the reconstruction.

4a) The maqám is usually indicated in the Hebrew sources. However, there 
are cases when it is not.

4b) Sometimes the same poem is mentioned with two (even three) different 
maqáms. It is logical to assume that the same poem served again — 
after a period of time — as text for a song with different musical com
position. In such cases more than one maqám are indicated.

4c) A list of the maqáms mentioned in this corpus is found on p. 202.
4d) Our Hebrew sources indicate no other musical feature but the maqám. 

Ufq ’s 17th century musical manuscript, often quoted by us, does also 
show rhythm (usüt) and the notation of the songs quoted.

5-6a) Turkish personal names of the Ottoman period are spelled as they would 
be spelled in English scholarly publications, e.g., Täjizäde Jacfer (in 
Modem Turkish Tacizade Ca’fer), Sheikh-ul-Isläm Yahyä (in Modem 
Turkish §eyhulisläm Yahya), Khäqäni (in Modem Turkish Hakan). But 
modem Turkish personal names are spelled the Modem Turkish way, 
e.g., Mehmet £avu§oglu.

5-6b)Quotations of Ottoman texts are spelled as described above under 2a), 
only that the nasal ng (as in English singer) is represented by q and not 
by the sequence ng as in the incipits (where it transliterates the Hebrew 
transcription).
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5-6c) In the quotations from older Ottoman literature a standardised form of 
the language of the time has been used. In quotations of folk literature 
the linguistic form of the source has been preserved.

5-6d)Most of the quotations from older Ottoman literature stem from the 15th 
and 16th centuries. In many cases we have added life dates to the names 
of the poets mentioned. If they are lacking, they can also be found on
pp. 206-208.
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Text

1

>3 ГОУ >11У DK L5448K  D>3 Л О К ЬЗЖ

acablama beni “Don’t think I am odd”. * Maqäm Dügäh. For comparison 
look at the first stanza of a qo§ma by the folk minstrel Gevheri (1929, p. 56, 
No. 94; Köprülü 1940, p. 147):

Acablamaq dostlar melül gezdügüm 
Derünumda daglar qadar gamum var 
Ah idüb ta§larla bagrum ezdügüm 
Gül gül olmiij gözlerümde neműm var
“Do not find odd, О friends, that I walk around sadly,
In my heart I have mountains of sorrow;
That I sighing beat my breast with rocks - 
My eyes, red like roses, are heavy with tears.”

2

OD> Kb Т1П bN m i> J2 0 0 0 ’ DDK3>'> >bD b1” i  <y>K

Caceb gyűl yüzli (text: gyiizli) civänum “I wonder if my rosy-faced youth...” 
* Maqäm Nevä. The emendation gül yüzli ‘rose-faced’ instead of gül-gözli 
‘rosy-eyed’ is confirmed by the beginning of a ghazal by Shävur (15th-16th 
centuries), see Latifi (1314, p. 200):

Dolub gül yüzli dilberlerle meclis döndi gülzäre 
Güle yir yoq meger yapi§diram penbeyle diväre
“The party, filled with rose-faced beauties, has turned into a rose- 

garden,
There is no room left for the rose unless I attach it to the wall with 

some cotton thread.”
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3

DÜH DPM I K"l’ i>7 Р1П П’ J878’ ’IK ’ blK З ’Ж
Caceb ol yad-i “I wonder if the memory of that...”. Meter hazaj. * Maqäm 
Nevä.

4

’РПЭ ЗП1 '3  ГОУ ’3iy DK L5448K ’TI’^’K )’1’P DVTbKp Р ’9У
beiz qaldum, gyüzel, senin elinde[n] “I have become unable to do anything 
because of you, О beauty!” Non-metrical. * Maqäm not shown. Popular style 
poetry. Compare, e.g., this first quatrain by Öksüz Dede (end of the 16th cen
tury). See Köprülüzade (1930a, p. 38, No. 11):

cÁciz qaldum dilberümüg elinden 
Benüm qara bagrum her-dem när eyler 
Bülbülümden gonqa gülden ayrildim 
Deli gőgül dösti arar zár eyler

“I am desperate because of my beloved,
Incessantly fire consumes me in my heart.
I have been separated from my nightingale, from my rose-bud 
[My] crazy heart mourns, missing the friend.”

Cf. also the poem by the 17th century poet Qayiqci Qul Mustafa (1930, 
p. 64, No. 21):

"Áciz qaldum delü gőgül elinden 
Gurbete dü§enüg häli böyle olur 
Loqmán Hekim derde dermán bulmami$
Dalgalanan ci§quq seli böyle olur

“I am desperate on account of [my] crazy heart.
That’s what happens when one is separated from one’s 

homeland.
Loqmán the Wise has not found a remedy to this illness 
Such is the flood of the waves of passion.”
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5

ТГТ l 'ű m  ПОЭ’ V2788' >1’3 vvy Т1\!ЛЮЖ 

agladasin sen beni “That you make me cry”. Meter ramal. * Maqäm 
Hüseyni. The first word could also be read as i[n]gledesin\ compare, e.g., the 
beginning of a ghazal by Mihri Khátún (d. 1506; cf. 1967, p. 241):

Ni?e bir iqledesin derd ile ey yär beni 
Ni$e bir öldüresin cevr ile her bar beni

“How long are you going to make me moan with pain, О friend,
How long are you going constantly to kill me with torture?”

This poem is based on a ghazal by Ahmed Pasha (d. 1497, cf. 1966, p. 340, 
No. 335):

Nice bir iqledesin derd ile dőláb gibi 
Nice bir aqidasin e§kümi seyl-äb gibi
“How long will you make me moan with grief like a water-wheel.
How long will you make me shed tears like a flood?”

Another natfre was produced by Nejäti Beg (cf. 1963, p. 544).

6

NTQ О’Л0\У Э’1 П' N1021’ D1P3 1К7Ж
aglar bizüm yözlerim[üz] (Text: yirlerimüz) “Our eyes shed tears”. N has 
aqalar instead of aglar. Of the required ending imiiz only F has the m. Meter 
rajaz■ * Maqäm Sabä. This may be the incipit of an elegy for the death of a 
sultan.

7

ТИЛ I’f p n  n o t  V264Í DVn’TN Л2Ч

ab iderisem “If I sigh”. Meter rajaz■ * Maqäm Hüseyni. This is the beginning 
of a ghazal by Qäzi Burhänüddin (1314-98; cf. 1980, p. 418, No. 1075):
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Äh ider isem äh ki ähumi i^itmez 
Sen sanmagil iy döst ki bu äh i§ itmez
“When I sigh, alas, he does not hear my sigh.
Do not [wrongly] think, О friend, that that sigh has no effect!”

(The wronged person’s sigh causes the wrongdoer bad luck.)

8

13Э’ Kb \УО\УП ОЯ1’ G1797’ ЛКП DpKD ПК

ah pak (text: pake) ziya “Oh the pure light”. Meter not clear. * Maqäm 
Dügäh.

9

>ТГТ Л’3’3’ ОТКП >3110 L176D 'ОГ) ’ЛЬП’З hVkv 

D’31’ *J’3’V nVV’ ЛК ПО’ S3312’ nVKV

>n n3V ’31V DK L5448K >ОП’^П” 3 Л^К
ala (S calá) gyözli Rumi “The hazel-eyed Greek”. Meter mutaqárib. * Maqäm 
Bú-Selik. Folk songs addressing the “hazel-eyed sweetheart” are common but 
the exact model of this incipit has not been found. A collection of Turkish 
popular love songs in latin transliteration of 1657 (Korkut 1960, p. 46, No. 3, 
p. 56, No. 13, p. 57, No 14) has three of them:

Alla giosléruné kurban oldugum...
“You the victim of whose hazel eyes I have become...”

Benum ala giosli Jarum 
Giundén giunde arti sarum...
“О my hazel-eyed beloved,
My tears got more from day to day...”

Bre Eé ala giosli dilbér,
Severlér korlarmi seni

“О hazel-eyed beauty,
They love you, would they let you go?”
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10

npvnnn >fll4 'PH >01pD 'PH mW K G784N "РЛ DIP! >*Tp24

aldi benüm gyönglümi bir “A ... has stolen my heart”. Meter rajaz or ramal. 
* Maqäm Räst. The beginning reminds of a religious hymn of Yúnus [Emre] 
(d. 1320 ?; cf. 1965, p. 93, No. 101):

Aldi benüm göqlümi noldugumi bilmezem 
Yavi qildum ben beni isteyüb buhmazam

“He took away my heart, I don’t know what became of me,
I have lost my self, I search for it but can’t find it.”

11

i m  yil-p J3822> >1 У н

aldi/öldi giti “He or she took/died and went away”. * Maqäm Panjgáh. A 
modern composition (by TJdl Hasan, 1865-1922) is based on a text that starts: 
Aldi gitti gönlümi bir §ivekár “A graceful one took my heart and went away”, 
mäqam hicázkár kürdí, usül devr-i hindi, see Ismácil Haqqi 1314, p. 282. An 
old text? But if we accept the reading oldi/öldi (as in Cambridge p. 9), we can 
connect the incipit with a ghazal by cÄli with this first verse (cAli Díván fol. 
101v ):

Öldi gitdi hecr-ile bir nev-civän ister göqül 
Eski derdin täzeler bir nev-civän ister göqül
“[My] heart, deadly wounded by separation, longs for a youth,
The heart longs for a youth who would revive its old 

anguishes.”
Another possibility is the beginning of a ghazal by Rühi (cf. 1287, p. 189):

Öldi gitdi elem-i ci§quq ile cä§iqlar 
Nedür ey §üx-i cihán sende bu racnähqlar

“Lovers have died of the pain of love for you;
О world’s graceful one, what are those coquetteries?”
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n > m  yowl n m  w’n n> S880> yu>n >i>oby
calemde bu-giin ah divitiim “In the world today, the sigh [is] my pencase”. 
Meter: a hazaj variant. * Maqäm Räst (S), Segäh (T). In its concept this must 
be a variant of the first couplet of a ghazal by Khayäli Beg (1945, p. 316, 
No. 36):

Düd-i ähum divitiim safham olubdur gerdűn 
Mekteb-i dehre gelelden iderem me§q-i cünün
“The smoke of my sigh is my pencase (referring to its 

blackness/ink-stainedness), my page is the sky,
Since coming to the school of the world, I do my (writing-) 

exercises on insanity.”

A similar image is used by the 16th century poet Shevqi Chelebi (see Ahdi, 
fol. 118r):

Däg-i pür xünum devät surx-i sinem levh-i zer
Yazmaga dil mä-ceräsmt eliflerdür qalem

“My bloody scar is the pencase, the red of my breast the gold 
writing tablet,

The aleph-like cuts are the pens to write the adventures of [my] 
heart.”

13

ПУЛП ПУ2Э ЛУТУЛ G4007> Ш ’р 'D” Np о ю ’Ьгчу 

7VT m b 77> C3798> ’ЛПЭПЮ >Ь ПОЛ’\У ПВ>Р ПУЛ’р DDO ЬК

calemüm Qayse qiyas itme dil-i mahzunun. Some words corrupted. Translation 
see below. Meter ramal. * Maqäm Neva. Beginning of a ghazal in meter 
ramal by Bäqi (1935, p. 323, No. 372):

Elemin Qaysa qiyas itme dil-i mahzünüq 
Aqli yog-idi ne derdi var-idi mecnúnuq

“Do not compare the sorrow-filled heart’s grief with Qays’s!
He had no brains, so what grief had he, the crazy one?”

The famous Arab lover Qays is known as Majnün “the Crazy One”. The 
second and third words are anagrams. The corruption of the first word shows
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that the text was not understood. Baqi’s poem inspired his contemporary "Áli 
to write a poem with this first verse (cÁli Divan fol. 90r):

Bizi kim-ki Qaysa qiyás ider ne aga ne “aqlina qäyiluz 
Sa9 i leylimüzle muqayyedüz biz efendi xaylice cáqilüz

“We don’t agree with the one who compares us with Qays nor do 
we trust his brains,

We are attached to our black-haired/Leyli-haired one [but], Sir, we 
are quite intelligent.”

14

>1? ÍOPN >D bN S3782N ]\УПК >'3ü1b ’О bN ’ObN 
V3782N )КРГЖ ’2U1Í? >0 !Ж ’DbN

almi al mi/fi lutf i ihsan “The knower of the world of kindness and generos
ity”. Meter out of order. * Maqäm Iraq (S), Hüseyni (T). The reading of the 
first words is tentative, however the play on words is confirmed by the begin
ning of a ghazal by Zäti (1477-1546; cf. 1967-87, vol. 3, p. 324):

cÁlim-i cälem-i gayb olmasa yärüq suxam 
H19 ke§f olmaz idi zerrece sirr-i deheni

“If the beloved one’s word were not a knower of the hidden world 
[of transcendency],

The secret of his mouth would never have been discovered.”
(The ideal beauty’s mouth is all but invisible!)

15

■p T nyN  nnnvn *l>\y n> S1135’
OVN OVD nnOVyN L8100N НЭ’ЬК

alindi göngül “The heart was taken/took offense”. * Maqäm Rast.
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16

TIT ПОП N̂ O’ С3407> *1N3n  ЬН >П1\У ТЭ 'ОИЛН HbN >7bN
al-le aldi gyönlümi bir §uh-dil giné “Again a gay-hearted one has stolen my 
heart with cunning”. G has only the first 3 words. Meter ramal. * Maqäm Evj- 
ärä.

The incipit reminds of the first verse of a ghazal by Ähdi-yi Bäghdädi 
(d. 1592; cf. 1978-79, p. 130):

Á1 ile göqlürn alan bir dilber-i mekkäredür 
Yaqmaga dil ki§verini xaddi äte§-päredür

“The one who has stolen my heart with cunning is an artful 
beauty

Whose cheek is a spark that can set a country on fire.”
The concept is also found in the beginning of a murabbac by Niyäzi cited in 

Qmahzäde (1978-81, vol. 2, p. 1023):
Al-ile beniim göqlüm alan yäruq elinden
“[God help me] against the friend that has stolen my heart with 

cunning!”

aq-i qademi, see under 181.

17

”m> D>b»m 'ЛГТЗ *tna> S2889> >om> рорк
aqitdin yüzüme “You made run over my face”. * Maqäm Segäh, cIräq.

18

>3>V 1Ю Н’У Tlb7> C633> >70ПК pbNb'J )’ПП >7ЬК ’ОИрКУ
caqlumi aldi deli ruhin Celalin Ahmedi “O Celál’s Ahmed, your crazy spirit 
has robbed me of my wits”. Meter ramal. * Maqäm Bü-Selik.

The incipit reminds of a varsagi by Üveys Pa§a-zäde Mehmed (d. 1014 
h./1605-1606) who used the pen-name Qul Mehemmed (see Köprülüzäde 
1930, p. 27):
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Aqlumi yagmä ider $irin edäsi Ahmedül]
§ive-i reftärmui] yoqdur bahäsi Ahmedül]
Päyine dü§mi§ gezer üftädesi ijoqtur veli 
Ben gibi yoqdur cihända mübteläsi Ahmedül]
“Ahmed’s sweet gracefulness has plundered my wits,
Ahmed’s sweet elegant gait is priceless.
His lovers who crouch at his feet are many but 
He has no one in the world as much in love with him as 

myself.”

According to Köprülüzäde, there were two poets by the name Qul Mehmed, 
one in the 16th, the other in the 17th centuries.

19

DV Г03 ' i m p  1V>3> V3049> HJIbVT VI» H b lK  D K 'P pN

aq§am oldi, giin dolundi “It became evening, the sun vanished”. Meter 
probably ramal. * Maqäm Hüseyni.

20

- \m  DDK >P1]Q >y\y> C4179> D’b ’bDN 01ПП П М

arz eyle ruhum Yusufingi a halilim gel “Unveil your Joseph, О my soul, 
come, my friend!” Meter rajaz. * Maqäm Segäh.

21

b v n  КП З! Ьэ by T I K  T112K  ]’\y>üb’3 D H blK  р>\УК

a§iq oldum bilmesin “I have fallen in love. He should not know”. Meter 
ramal. * Maqäm not given.

The concept may be akin to the one expressed in the first verse of a ghazal 
by the 15th-century mystical poet Eshref-oglu (1286, p. 53):

Duymasun bu cän göqül ben dősta pinhän giderem 
Aql-i cän bigänedür bí-dil u bi-cän giderem
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“О heart, may this [my] soul not hear of it, I go to the Friend 
(i.e., God) secretly,

The soul’s mind is aloof (a stranger, not participating), I go 
without conscience, without soul.”

Compare with incipit 241 (ol beniim hälümi...).

22

TIS D m n ) >Ж>*Р V2180' *Pi»'N >3 0>i>N 
Л1Т1П7 DIpN yi>bv ЬЮ b>b1 DOP G1982> Y>b” D D>b’N ’\?р>\УМУ

ca§iqta dem neyler/ ne eyler “What has sadness to do with a lover (= why 
should a lover be sad)?”. Meter: a variety of hazaj. * Maqäm Nevrüz Ajam.

The incipit reminds of a murabbac cited in Ufqi (p. 183):
§aräb-i laclini/laclüi]i nü§ eyledüm xätirda gam neyler 
Safa kesb idecek demler-dürür dilde elem neyler 
Benüm-9ün dögülür defier iijiler dem-be-dem neyler 
Derún-i síneden gú§ eylegil áh-i cigersűzüm
“I drank the ruby-hued wine/the wine of your ruby lips, why 

should sadness be in my heart?
These are moments to enjoy, why should the heart grieve?
For me the tambourines were beaten, the flutes moaned 

without pausing.
Hear my heart-renting moan come out of inside my breast!”

23

>DPV*1 "p yWITP DP DP V1778> ’ПКЬЖТ DNOVW
a§amam daglari “I cannot cross the mountains”. Non-metrical folk poetry. 
* Maqäm Hüseyni.

Crossing mountains is a much used motif in folk poetry. Compare this 
beginning of a narrative folk poem (Giese 1907, p. 52, No. 3):

A§amadim Belirgadin daglarin 
Yagligim yüzüme dutdum aglarim 
Yisir virdik Belirgadm beglerin 
Aman imdäd dir de aglar Belirgad
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“I could not cross the mountains of Belgrade,
I hold my handkerchief on my face and weep.
The begs of Belgrade have become captives,
Ah, help! calls Belgrade in tears.”

Or these first lines of a tiirkii from the Vilayet of Elazig (Caferoglu 1945, 
p. 92):

A$amadim §u daglarm gurdu var 
l9erimde bir gözelin derdi var

“I could not cross them, these mountains have wolves.
In my heart there is suffering because of a beautiful one.”

Or this beginning of a modem folksong from the vilayet of Kir§ehir 
(Caferoglu 1948, p. 131):

A§amadim §u daglarm garmdan 
Yatamadim sevdiyimin zanndan

“I could not cross those mountains because of the snow on them,
I could not sleep because of my sweetheart’s crying.”

24

D>Kba vn >  -joy d >í o t j  ravy yri> G1S60> *pb>\?nv>w<n пу’огчу
cate§-i hasret-ile (text: hastretiler) “With the fire of yeaming/frustration”. 
Meter ramal. * Maqäm Segäh.

The poem closest to this beginning is a ghazal by the poet Nevci (1533— 
1599, cf. 1977, p. 537, No. 523):

Áte§-i hasret ile can eridiir qal ehli 
Sáf ider cevher-i ci§q ile dilin hál ehli

“The refiners smelt the soul with the fire of yearning,
The mystics refine the heart with the substance of love.”

АлоЛег possibility is a five-liner (mukhammes) by the poet cUlvi (d. in 
1585, cf. Tarlan 1948, part 3, p. 16):
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Âteş-i hasretle yanub sîne-biryân olduğum 
Sâye-veş qaddüi] ğamiyle xâke yeksân olduğum 
Şubh olunca her gice qapuqda nâlân olduğum 
cîd-i edhâ-yı ruxuq şevqi-ile qurbán olduğum
“My breast is scorched, burning in the fire of yearning,
Pining for your [tall] body, I am cast on the ground like a shadow. 
Every night I moan at your door until morning.
Eager for the Feast of Sacrifices of your cheek have I become a 

sacrificial ram.
My becoming your sacrifice is all for you.”

Another poem, whose author is not given, is found — with notation — in 
Ufqi (p. 306):

Âteş-i hasret-le bağrım nice bir dâğlayalum
Nice bir sular gibi her cânibe çağlayalum
Yâr yoq dildâr yoq hâlüm kime ağlayam vây kime ağlayam
Hey Delü Bâlî zülfine dil nice bir bağlayam vây nice bir bağlayam
“How long am I to brand my breast with the fire of yearning?
How long am I to plash in all directions like water?
No friend, no sweetheart is around — to whom shall I pour out my 

troubles?
О crazy Bali, how long am I to tie my heart to your hairlock?”

25

>л1лл\уу qiy in>:n> v i 8 4 > >тЬк\у 'ж т > 'п  >\у>\жу

cateş-i hicrâni saldı “[It] filled [my heart] with the fire of frustration”. Meter 
ramal. * Maqäm Dügâh.

26

fptÛSN D> >ЭПЬ "PW DyP V3053’ >р>'\УКУ PVON

atiğin tyiqi “The knucklebone which you have cast”. Possibly the beginning 
of a folksong. * Maqäm Segâh.
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ayri dügtüm gün yarümden “As I have been (or: When I was) separated from 
my friend/beloved”. Meter: a faulty ramal. * Maqäm Nevrüz.

A very common topic. Compare, e.g., this first verse from a ghazal by 
Nejäti Beg (d. 1509; cf. 1963, p. 358, No. 350):

Ayru dü§düm dőstlar serv-i bülendümden benürn 
Rästi ben böyle ummazdum efendümden benüm

“I have been separated, friends, from my tall cypress.
In truth, I had not expected this from my master.”

Such a song was still known in the 17th century, see Ufqi (1976, pp. 89 and 
140):

Yine ayri dü$düm yärden 
Göqül sabr eyle sabr eyle (etc.)

“Again have I been separated from the friend (beloved),
О heart, resign patiently, resign patiently!”

Of course, there were also folksongs with similar beginning as, e.g., this 
türkü (Hasan 1987, p. 339, No. 178):

Ayru dü§düm ey güzel sanma ferägat eyledüm 
Yalaquz qodum seni özge qabähat eyledüm

“I am separated from you, О beautiful one, dont think I have 
given up,

I have left you all alone, I have committed a great crime...”

28
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badeyi bir gurdan/curdan/xurdan igsek “What if we would drink the wine 
from a bumper?” The third word is in N kurdan/xurdan. We assume that it is 
Persian jaur “a bumper of wine presented to anyone” (Steingass, s.v.), though 
rare in Ottoman. Meter possibly ramal. * Maqäm Träq.
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bad-i saba, söyle yarümfe], bagrum qan oldi “Gentle breeze tell my beloved, 
my breast is covered with blood”. Non-metrical. * Maqäm Segäh. As an 
example for this typical topos, see, e.g., the beginning of a ghazal by Fighäni 
(d. 1532; cf. 1966, p. 37):

Ey sabä ähumi var milket-i cänäna ilet 
Mür-i lengem beni dergäh-i Süleymäna ilet

“О gentle breeze, go carry my sigh to the throne of the beloved;
I am a lame ant, carry me to Solomon’s court!”

Reference to the story of Solomon and the ant.

30
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bad-i saba, xaber apar yariime “Gentle breeze, carry the message to my 
sweetheart”. Non-metrical. * Maqäm Hüseyni. Common topos in high-style 
and in folk poetry. See, e.g., a folksong according to Ufqi (p. 142), where a 
Persian/Turkish varsagi (quatrain with fourline refrain) starting with the line 
Man ki az у ár por dárdám is recorded (with notation). The third quatrain runs 
as follows:

Bäd-i saba xaber eyle yärüme
Gör ki hicrän ne eyledi cänuma
MüddaTler (text: medäTler) susayubdur qanuma
“O gentle breeze, give notice to my sweetheart:
Look what frustration has done to my soul!
The claimants (or, accusers) thirst for my blood...”

Apparently one line is missing. Another typical example is the beginning of 
a ghazal by the 15th century poet Jacferi (Ergun, vol. 2, p. 893):

Ey bäd-i sabä halümi ol yäre xaber vir 
Dil derdini bir bir yüri dildäre xaber vir
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“О gentle breeze, tell that friend my state of mind,
Go, tell the beloved what state my heart is in!”

The topos has survived in modem folksongs as, e.g., in this line from the 
vilayet of Van (Caferoglu 1951, p. 20):

Bädi sabbah selam apar oyansin

“Morning breeze, carry greetings [to my beloved, tell her] she 
should wake up...”

31

тгт r m  abi d n -i чпю> V2900’ o v n N i w a

bage vardum ol gyül-i “I went to the garden; that rose...” Meter ramal. 
* Maqäm Segäh.

32

НПЭ О’ЧП IDD’ J3009’ )’\УП VJ’Oin ’JÍO

baq-i hüs[n]üng ru§en [olsun?] “[May] your garden of beauty (i.e., the 
garden of your beauty) [be] bright”. Meter ramal. * Maqäm Hüseyni.

33

>DV *тн> C443’ m ’D d iín 'í  ’D m  пзка

bana rahm eylese canum meger “If only my sweetheart would have pity on 
me”. Non-metrical. * Maqäm Träq.

34

’л” л íjüid v n in  qiv пэ’ N3362’ о!Ж> л к’ m o s  ’p w  р п з

baq §evq-i sabah yar canum “Look, the shine of morning beloved, my soul!” 
Possibly yár is a mistake for var. Non-metrical. * Maqäm Awj- Träq.
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ЧЗП ’DÍJ bN Л1Т1ПЬ C507b *1>ЭЬН bVi NbNV ’ГРЗ

be hey Ыа gözli/gyözU dilber “О you hazel-eyed beauty!” Non-metrical. 
* Maqäm Hüseyni. Records of two seventeenth-century songs, both beginning 
with this first line, are found in Ufqi 1976, one on pp. 77 and 111, the other on 
p. 93. The first stanza of the first runs like this.

Behey ala gözlü dilber,
Béniim caqlum yerinde diir 

Yüri, yüri, yüri 
Ben severem sen qa^arsm 
Dinün imän/Din lmänuq nereqde dür 

Yüri, yüri, yüri
“O you hazel-eyed beauty,
My mind is in its normal place;

Go, go, go!
I love you — you run away;
Where do you have your good behavior?

Go, go, go!”

And the second one:
Behey ala gözlü dilber 
Razi olsun Xudä senden, Xuda senden 
Yegänemde qirmizi güldür 
Alur bülbül gidä senden, gidä senden 

Dost
“O you hazel-eyed beauty,
May God be pleased with you!
My unique one is a red rose,
The nightingale nourishes on it.

О Friend!”

Both non-metrical.
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*[ПЛК Л Ю7У 73 N3733 <)ПЮ *1>3 П>3 
П71У >33 >ЛЗ>П> G3886’ З’ЗМ *1>3 П>3

ben Ыг garib/garip “I am a stranger (a person away from his home)”. N has 
bir instead of ben. Meter could be rajaz- * Maqäm Hüseyni or Dügäh.

37

О’Л’УЗ '37 p7'0 "l>33> V2772’ DVT’N КЗ» *1>3 )>3
ПЗЗ D’OVTp 3103 ^ЗУЗ 7N G3935N N3» >3 )>3

ben bir yire i[r]düm “I reached/went to a place”. Meter rajaz. * Maqäm 
Nevä.

38

ЗУО >301’ >3 1П>0> V 4042’ Л3»1 З’З D n ’7’33’3

ben dilerüm bir cada “I wish that in a position/rank” (translation tentative). 
Meter ? * Maqäm Nevä.

39

313’1 7y )Л 07n ЛО’М Л> V697> )YO’t4 P’071N о7гчп noon 1>3

ben hasta-halem ölmeg igiin (text: i$iiri) “For me, the sick one, to die[is...]”. 
Meter rajaz. * Maqäm Nevä.

40

nm  DVm 3>3> J354’ >7Г> ПЗО >33’3

ben-de severi[m] güzeli “I also love the fair one”. Meter not clear. * Maqäm 
Segäh.
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’ЛЮ ЬЭ О ’ЗЭЬЗ TD’ Т217’ bl} ’Ь’ЮЖ 31b1N 1’\УО’П’3 

*TVT 17173 \У’РЭ Ч21Э’ V3380’ 31blN DNP\}433’3

G217’ 3lblN )’\У З’О’З

bengzetsem olur seni gül[e] “I may very well liken you to a rose”. Two 
manuscripts have the verb in the second person. The last two words appear 
only in one manuscript and with a cryptic li between them. Meter: a hazaj 
variant. * Maqäm Segäh (V) and Neva (G). For the concept compare, e.g., the 
beginning of a ghazal by Bahäri (d. 1531-32), Ergun (vol. 1, p. 659):

Beqzediirsem nola bu hiisn ile am meleke 
О peri yüzli melähetde bulupdur meleke
“I may well liken him with this beauty to an angel,
That fairy-faced one has acquired mastery in gentleness.”

42
33N ’ ’33b ЛК7’ J304’ З ’ЗЬ’7 ” КП )’P 013K3 013’3 

33} )\y’ 3 3 i 013’ N3080’ з ’зЬ’з  ” к п  )’\у о т ’} о13’з  

333 Ьк ’3 G4383 З’ЗЬ’7 ” Л )’Р D13N3 ОЗЗ’З

benütn canumsin hey dilber “О beauty, you are my soul”. Meter hazaj (the 
meter requires ey instead of hey). * Maqäm cIräq and Awj-Träq.

43

Ч13П’ ’Ob ЬЗЛ 321’ C2202’ ОШГГ ’pb ’IK 013’3

benüm evelqi dőstum “My former/first friend”. Meter hazaj. * Maqäm 
Zünbüle.

44

’y\y’ 312 Л’ 131К S1648K 0 1300  ’ОО’} ЬЖ D13’3

benüm ol gegmi Tatarum “О т у  [beloved] whose eyes are [cruel, repacious] 
Tatars”. Meter hazaj. * Maqäm Nevä. The eyes of the beloved are likened to
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Tatars (i.e., Mongol horsemen). See, e.g., this verse from 15th century poet 
Nejäti Beg (1963, p. 466, ghazal No. 365):

Gamzesi Tätärlar sihrinden aglar gözlerüm 
£aq §u yagmur yagduran boncuga ox§ar gözlerüm

“My eyes shed tears through the effect of the spell of his 
Tatar-like glance,

My eyes resemble exactly those beads that make the rain rain.”
Even closer is a line from a satirical poem by the 16th century poet Sadri, 

see Ahdi fol. 130 v:
£e§m-i Tätärini vasf eylemedin Tätärug 
Yeg-idi sap a göreydüg у ine rammälligi
“Rather than to describe the Tatar eye of the beloved 
It would have been better for you to stick to your job as a 

geomancer.”

45

ЛЭ2 ЛЖ Л"1Н2 Л\У T441’ ПК>УУ >13
béri gal siyah zülfini “Throw forward your black forelock”. Meter possibly 
mutaqárib (with siyeh instead of siyäh). * Maqäm Dügäh. Cf. 305.

46

Л3> nűVN >33 ЛУУ> S3220> DH>N >J>3 D>Ob>3
bilmem nice idem “I don’t know how to go about it”. Meter muciáric. 
* Maqäm Räst. This may be the incipit of a ghazal by the poet Hayreti (16th 
century, cf. 1981, p. 414, No. 450):

Bilmem nice idem saga senden §ikäyeti,
Big ha§r ola yazilmaya en kem hikäyeti.

“I don’t know how to complain to you of yourself.
One could not write down its shortest story even if one had 

[the time] of a thousand resurrections!”
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члпз ’лл’ V2H5’ ч п к у  т з
П1ЭЗЗ ’TIN *рж L1627N 1Л” 3 ЧПУ ТЗ

bir carizi gyűl “A rosy-cheeked one”. Meter: probably a variant of hazaj. 
* Maqäm Bü-Selik.

48

1П *pVTP >33!? ОП’ V2725’ рТ” Nl?l’ pNVIN ’N13 *1’3
bir boy uzaq yola yideyin “I should like to once go on a long journey”. Non- 
metrical. * Maqäm Hüseyni.

49

DON p  ’ЛПО’ V3438’ D1VWVT ’Ж П’’3 П 3 ’’> *1’3

bir cevr-i cihane dü§tüm “I have fallen into a torture of world-dimension”. 
Meter: probably a variant of hazaj. * Maqäm Nevä.

50

’П01 \У’П ’ТТЛ П’ G823’ DVPlN }N>P~I” N )N D n  Т З

bir demin ayrilmaz (text: ayrilmaq) oldum “I never leave [the sweetheart] for 
one moment”. Meter ramal. * Maqäm Nevä.

51

’\У1У ’Г) i>N ЧГОЛ -р> С629’ OVP’N )N p  П зЬ П  >3

bir dilbere qan eyledüm “I made blood (i.e., committed a murder) to a 
beauty”. The reading is clear but the sentence is unidiomatic as the expression 
qan eyle- is used neither with the dative nor with accusative (dilbere can also 
be read as dilberi). Therefore the translation is tentative as long as it is not 
clarified by a parallel. Meter rajaz. * Maqäm Chärgäh.
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52

*ТО\У р и л  р\у >Э т а п к  ЛЮЬУ bl F3733 <)>-|Ni Л>П
bir garip “A stranger (a person away from home)”. * Maqäm Hüseyni.

53
>34УРЛ *J3’0’ S2986> >3313 *1>П 

13ПЛП ani» >-l\y> G2459> >3313 *1>П

bir gonge “A (rose) bud”. * Maqäm Nevrüz Ajam. This could be the incipit 
of a poem by the 15th century poet Elvän-i Shiräzi (quoted in Köprülüzade 
1934, 119):

Bir gon9eyi sevdiim ki bugün güller i?inde 
Cänänelik eyler

Baglandi göqül zülfine sünbüller Í9Índe 
Divänelik eyler

“I fell in love with a rose bud that today is a sweetheart among 
the roses,

[My] heart became a captive to its hyacinths (i.e., locks of hair, 
i.e., fetters) as an insane person [tied up in his cell].”

54

1b П>3 П13> J3030> Non i»ty 3>i>13 “>>n

bir giilec gözli d[a]yima “One with smiling eyes always...”. Probably non- 
metrical. * Maqäm Nevä.

55

bn >nni m \y ’ C4032> лазка p ü t i  n i N  >oii?3i>a ni»N >oii»3va io n  ->>n
bn

bir gyűl gyönlümi aldi, gyönlümi aldi, virmez banga “A rose has taken my 
heart, and does not give [it back] to me”, Non-metrical. * Maqäm Sabä.
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*рі>У * m  ЬЛ ЛЬ TIS’ V3505’ DHblN р>'\Ж ’b 4 ” > *РЛ 

DVTp 1^0 ~\Tt>2 VN G2996K ОПІПК p ’VV )НЬ'П> Л>Л

bir gyüzele/yüzelden ca§iq oldum “I have fallen in love with a fair one”. Meter 
ramal. * Maqäm cUzzäl.

57

\ГТП *1>\У >ЛП П>П> С1178> >1Р\У )>К’7ЧЮ р7к\у \?>л>р Л'Л 

ПОП \У’ЛП ЛОЛ 7ЛУЛ> J3419> >К17>\У >К >ЬЧЮ >7К\У П ” 2Чр "РЛ

bir keret/kere sahn nazilen selv-i revanum “Walk by gracefully only once, О 
walking cypress”. Meter: a faulty hazaj. * Maqäm Bü-Selik. The incipit re
minds of the beginning of a ghazal by Remzi (d. 1547), see cÁ§iq (1971, 
fol. 240a); Qmalizäde (1978-81, vol. 1, p. 416):

Dur sahn näz-ile ey serv-i gül-endämum benüm 
Säye §eklin baglasun yanuqca endämum benüm

“Get up, walk gracefully, my rose-bodied cypress!
May my own body turn into the shadow by your side!”

58

qpvom *p\yn S238’ p ’b>n ~рл

bir meleq “An angel”. Meter possibly ramal. * Maqäm Hüseyni. There are at 
least four 16th century ghazals that begin with these words: one is by Zäti 
(1477-1546, cf. 1967-87, vol. 2, p. 43, No. 539):

Bir melek gördüm bu gün dirler aqa Äbd-ül-Aziz 
Dir gören cömrüq mezid itsün Xudä Abd-ül-Aziz

“Today I saw an angel, they call him Abdul caziz.
Whoever sees him says: May God augment your lifespan,

О Abdul ’iaziz!”

Another one is by Yahyä Beg (d.1572, cf. 1972, p. 403, No. 193):

Bir melek sevdüm ki §ehr іфге bu gün mümtäz imi§,
Lebleri mey-gün, sözi efzün, gözi gammäz imi$.
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“I fell in love with an angel who, they say, today is a paragon in 
the city,

His lips are color of wine, his words are spells, his eyes are 
tell-talers, they say.”

One by Usúli (d. 1538-39), see íz (1966-67, p. 238), with the first verse:

Bir melek sevdüm ki görse ins u cän hayrän olur:
Allah, Allah, ol peri-peyker ne xüb insän olur!
“I fell in love with an angel that human being or living creature 

would become stunned when seeing him,
О God, О God, what a beautiful person is that fairy-faced one!”

Finally, Shäni, see Qmalizäde (1978-81, vol. 1, p. 503):
Bir melek yüzlü güzeldür yine gökden indi,
Mürdeler cismini císá gibi ihyä qildi.
“Again an angel-faced fair one descended from heaven,
Like Jesus he revived the bodies of the dead.”

With this frequency it is impossible to decide to which poem the incipit 
refers. It may just be a shorter version of the one now following.

59

-ТЛПГЖ \У1Ч pbVT 3b J507b ’by )’\У ЮЮ ’m i*  Р ’Ь’П Ч’Л

bir melek-surat (text: -surati) canisin cAli “O Ali, you are an angel-faced 
murderer”. Meter ramal. * Maqäm Segäh.

60

1’у о  'о л  -1ПОЮЭ1 qoD q - isű s  л ’ G919’ )’) пгчл’о  ->’л
bir meyhanenin “A tavern’s...”. Meter unclear. * Maqäm Rast.
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ОГЖ1 П2 *TVT N13> С86> ОПТО >1\У>\У ПО ПЗ 
Ч-1КП >1П ЬУ 3\У1> G2326> 01*ТП> >>’>>> ПО ПЗ

bir тог gigegi/suseni gördiim “I saw a purple flower/iris”. Non-metrical. 
* Maqäm Mähür.

62

ППО D’W  1УО\У> N4128> ИЬХ D1^3V> '>>3 >ПЗ ПЗ
bir peri-vec[h] gönglüm aldi “A fairy-faced one has captured my heart”. 
Meter: a faulty ramal. periveg “fairy-like” would be metrically better than 
peri-vech “fairy-faced”. * Maqäm Räst.

63

>bxi> ib n  ЗП >ПЗ ЬЗПО ОУО> Т3010> ПЗО >ПХ ПЗ п з

bir pir eri sever “She loves an old husband”. Reading and translation 
doubtful. Unmetrival folk poetry? * Maqäm Nevä.

64

>3\У 1b ]>X "ION 1ПК T2397K >1010>0 >013 ПЗ

bir püt-i simin-teni “A silver-bodied idol [acc. or dat.]”. Meter ramal. 
* Maqäm Dügäh.

Possibly to be connected with a ghazal by Ahmed-i Däci (1952, p. 66, 
14th-15th centuries):

Ol büt-i simin-teniiq serv[u] semendiir qoqusi 
cÁrizi süsen ve reyhän-i gemendür qoqusi

“That silver-bodied one’s fragrance is of cypress [and] jasmin,
The fragrance of his cheek is of iris and sweet basil.”
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65

>\У1У ’П 7N ’ЗГОЛ ГР N629’ ОПЬ’К )Кр n ’bmb ->>П

bir ruhleri qan dilberüm “[I have] a darling whose cheeks are [red like] 
blood”. Meter rajaz■ * Maqäm Chärgäh.

66

’Л1311П 7У ’Л т у  m i ’ С3793’ ПППК1 ’)Э’ПКП ’П’ПП̂ ’П )’Ю>ЖУУ П’З

bir sencileyin dilberüm yar-mi vardur “Is there a friend like yourself, О my 
beloved?” Meter: a faulty hazaj variant. * Maqäm cIräq. The concept of this 
verse can be found in many variants. Its oldest may be the line at the be
ginning of a ghazal by the famous heretical poet Nesimi (executed in 1407 ?, 
cf. 1973, vol. 1, p. 335, No. 153):

cÄlemde bugün sencileyin yár[i] kimüng var 
Ger var dirseng yoq dimezem var kimüng var

“Who is there today in the world who has a friend like you?
If you say there is one, I don’t say there is none, there is one 

[but] who has one?”
Variants: Beginning of a ghazal by Ahmed Pasha (1966, p. 169):

Bir sencileyin yär-i cefä-kärt kimül] var 
Bi-rahm ü sitem-kár ü dil-äzän kimül] var
“Who has a cruel friend like yourself,
Such a merciless, torturing, heart-oppressing one?”

Ahmed-i Däi (16th century, cf. 1952, p. 108; Ergun, vol. 3, p. 1123):
cÄlemde bugün sencileyin yär kimül] var 
Lutf issi vefá macdeni dildár kimüq var

“Who in this world of today has a friend like you,
Such a generous, faithful, loving friend?”

Or this variant by the same poet (Ahmed-i Däi 1952, p. 52):
Dünyäda sencileyin bir daxi xó§ yär ola-mi 
Dilber-i fäbük-i §engül büt-i "ayyär ola-mi
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“Can there be in this world another fine friend like yourself,
A nimble and pleasant beauty, a crafty idol?”

The concept was widely imitated. See, e.g., the beginning of a ghazal by 
Áni (d. 1569, cf. Ergun vol. 1, p. 56):

Dünyeye sencileyin gül-i racná mi gelür 
Yá daxi bencileyin bülbül-i gúyá mi gelür
“Will there ever come into this world a beautiful rose like you,
Or also, a talking nightingale like myself?”

Or the first couplet of a ghazal by Nejäti Beg (d. 1509; cf. 1963, p. 272, 
No. 205), also picked up by Reväni (d. 1524, cf. Tarlan 1948-49, part 4, 
p. 13):

Yamnda kimül] sencileyin bir sanemi var 
Käfirdür eger zerrece göq linde garni var

“He at whose side is an idol like you
Is an Infidel if there is an inkling of grief in his heart.”

67

n'DN ~WH ГРГЖ bVU bN G3531N ” blp DONU’J ’ПТО "l>3

bir §uh-i cihana (text: cim-anza) qul (text: quii) “I have become the slave of a 
world-graceful one”. Meter possibly hazaj. * Maqäm Nevä.

68

W13b3 - in n  ’юу ТГР J338> DDNID'H Olbpb ТЮЗ ЬК ЮТЮ >3
bi[r] tersa (text: terse) aluptur caqlum imanum “A Christian has robbed me of 
my wits, of my faith”. Non-metrical. * Maqäm Hüseyni.

69

*рЗ УЛЗ’ 3b -I3N’ J12' ЛЗ’\У >13>N ]П  DTI» *P3N'3 *1’3 
Ьгч ЬэЬ 13П \У>К N3133N ПЗ'\У >Т1К >1>ЗКЗ -|>3

bir xaber yarümden [virjibdi saba “The gentle breeze sent news from my 
friend”. The third word is missing in N. As all manuscripts have ibdi/ebdi
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instead of viribdi the emendation is tentative. No parallel has been found. 
Non-metrical. * Maqäm Zünbüle and Sabä.

70

>jp\y> io n  1» N2761’ ’ШЬрку HOHblN ’btl’J НЭ’Г) ИЛ
bir xumar/himar gözli (text: nigzli) aluptur caqlumi “A drowsy-eyed one has 
robbed me of my wits”. F has only the first two words. Meter ramal. 
* Maqäm Hüseyni.

bir yüzelden ca§iq oldum, see under bir giizele ca§iq oldum.

71

Diny qbo ОЬУЛЛ bN G4256N DVn>l Ьил» ’Ь’П’ ИЛ
bir yüzele yöngül virdünt “I have given my heart to a fair one”. Possibly non- 
metrical. * Maqäm Nevä.

72

m b i b t pm  tv N876’ п о  \у’оЬж  d o k ik ? п л р л

bister-i sincabum olmi§ xar и xas “My ermine bed has become [a couch of] 
rubbish and sweepings”. Meter ramal. * Maqäm Räst.

73

in л’л* люул л»а» S3401’ m in i’ \у’п\ил
’ИОЛ ’ПК flIK  L1627K Dll ’И’ \У’Ю\ИЛ

bitmi§ yüregüm “Му heart[’s ...] is finished.” * Maqäm Dügäh. The expres
sion seems strange but compare the beginning of a ghazal by Khatä’i 
(1486-1524; cf. 1959, p. 131, No. 210):

Cänum tükendi hasret-i cänäne-em yine 
§emc-i ruxine ci§q ile perväne-em yine
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“My soul is at the end; I am again yearning for the beloved, 
Full of passion I am again the moth that throws itself into the 

flame of his cheek.”

74

m\yht 7b л т о ш  T8088N -iNbvyhabi’ >-u *i>bm> >-o
bre yarenler, bre yolda§lar “O friends, О comrades!” Non-metrical. Folksong 
of military style. * Maqäm Dügäh.

75

TUN rv>' Nb m> V3870’ >ЛП!Ч1 ’ж д и
bu cani bu huni “This criminal, this bloody (murderous) [eye or glance]” or 
“This soul (acc.), this blood (acc.)”. Meter possibly mutaqárib. * Maqäm 
Segäh.

76

*1>\У ЛЮЬУ by L587y ТРД Ж П П  U
bu dideyi györ “Look at this eye”. * Maqäm: not indicated. The incipit re
minds of the beginning of a ghazal by Qäzi Burhänüddin (1314-98; cf. 1980, 
p. 244, No. 620):

Gözümi gör benüm garqäb Í9Índe 
Göqülüq dut elin seyläb ifinde

“Look at my eye, it is sunk in the floods;
Give the heart a hand, it is drowning!”

77

ПЮ ЬК >П’\У ny\y ГР G1155’ >\y>N 3N"INn >b’T и  
bu dili xarap iti “It/Не has devastated this heart”. Meter? * Maqäm Nevä.
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>з л *зп  >э >лут> S660’ *лз р з  р л з  

>УЛО ПОЬ >)>N HN L4908N Н у >П>\У *1>3 R3 11513

bu-giin ben bir §eh-i cali. Meter hazaj. * Maqäm Dügäh. Ufqi (p. 153) records 
the first quatrain of a song (with notation), defined as murabbac (quatrain), 
maqäm Ajam, rhythm awfar\

Bu gün ben bir §äh-i Cäli-cenäba mübtelä oldum 
Gam-i sevdä-yi zülf-ile giriftär der belä oldum 
Dehänuq fikrine dü§de fenä-ender-fenä oldum 
Miyänuq yolina cümle varum-la der-miyän oldum.

“Today I fell in love with a noble-hearted sovereign,
Yearning for the blackness of his locks I became engulfed by 

misfortune
I became annihilated by dreaming of his mouth.
With all my existence/possessions I became engaged in an 

attempt to embrace his waist.”

Metrical faults in lines 1 and 2.
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bülbül gibi bir gün ki sen “When you one day like a nightingale”. Meter 
rajaz■ * Maqäm Mähür.
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bülbül giri vir gönlümi (text: qunlupí) “О nightingale, give my heart back!” 
Meter rajaz. * Maqäm Räst.
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can seni xaberlerin/(havlering) “Soul, I notify you”. Reading and translation 
tentative. Meter: a hazaj variant. * Maqäm Räst.
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сапа, cemalüngdür ( G cemalimdiir) seni “О soul, it is your beauty that ... 
you”. Meter rajaz■ * Maqäm Neva.

canim volungda (text: yolunden) öleyim, s. under 180.
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canler virip “Sacrificing lives”. Meter mudäric. * Maqäm Nevrüz Äjam. 
Beginning of a ghazal by Fuzüli (died 1556, cf. 1958, p. 311, No. 187), with 
this first verse:

Cänlar virüb senüij kimi cänäne yetmi§em,
Rahm eyle kim yetince saga cäne yetmi§em.
“Sacrificing [my] souls/lives (plural of intensification), I have 

reached a beloved one like you,
Have pity (i.e., forgive me), until reaching you I became 

disgusted with life.”
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canum dilber, canum dilber “О beauty, my soul, О beauty, my soul!” No 
repetition in N. Non-metrical. * Maqäm cIräq, Awj, and Awj-cIräq.
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сеfa  ile beni öldürme “Do not kill me with tortures”. Meter probably hazaj.
* Maqäm Bü-Selik. The first verse of a ghazal by Zäti (1967-87, vol. 2, p. 78) 
comes pretty close:

Cefá ile beni öldürdi Ilyás 
Benümfün cemc oldi tutdi il väs

“Ilyäs has killed me with his tortures,
The whole country assembled and mourned over me.”
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cevri bir kafir-i “An Infidel [of...... ] the torture (acc.)”. Reading and transla
tion tentative. Meter probably ramal. * Maqäm Hüseyni.
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cevriing/cevrin geqeyim “May I suffer your pain”. Meter probably rajaz.
* Maqäm Segäh. Compare this line from Nazmi (1928, p. 20, No. 56):

Bir bencileyin diinyede derdiiq feker olmaz

“There is no one in the world that would suffer your pain (i.e., the 
pain caused by the love for you) like me.”
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gi kyunem kis dili men §em§i “What can I do to get §emsi out of my heart?” 
Meter probably ramal. * Maqäm Evc-Clräq. Persian text in Ottoman trans
literation.
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cihán bag[in]da ey bülbül “In the garden of the world, О nightingale”. Meter 
hazaj. * Maqäm cIräq. We find a similar beginning in a ghazal (of the same 
meter) by cUlvi (see Qinalizäde 1978-81, vol. 2, p. 648):

Cihán bäginda xadd u ziilf u fe§m u qadduq ey dilber 
Biri güldür biri siinbiil biri carcar biri cabher
“In the garden of the world your cheek, your lock, your eye, 

your stature,
Are one a rose, one a hyacinth, one a juniper tree, one a 

narcissus.”
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cihande sen boy i se Ivi “In the world — you with the stature of a cypress”. 
Meter hazaj. * Maqäm Sabä and Dügäh.
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cümle calem sanga ca$iq dolu-mi “Is the whole world full of lovers for you?” 
Meter ramal. * Maqäm Nevä.
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dag ur didiler lale-ve§ ol “Mark [your breast] with scars, become [red] like a 
tulip/poppy”. Probably non-metrical. * Maqäm Segäh. The incipit reminds of 
the first line of a ghazal by Áhi (1476-1517), cf. íz (1966-67, vol. 1, p. 221):

Däg oldi läle gibi dil-i bi-qarärumuz
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“My restless heart, the scars [on my breast] have become [red] 
like tulips/poppies.”

The topos is common. Compare, e.g., the beginning of a ghazal by Fighäni 
(d. 1532; cf. 1966, p. 74):

Daglarla sínemi naq§-i nigär itsem gerek 
Yäre bu resm ile gendüm ä^ikär itsem gerek

“I must mark my breast with signs of the beloved,
In this way I must disclose myself to the friend.”
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dem-be-dem (text: demeden) aglar isem (text: isen) “If I don’t stop weeping, 
[the reason is...]”. Meter probably ramal. * Maqäm Träq.
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dem-be-dem qan aglayam “Let me shed bloody tears drop by drop”. Meter 
probably ramal. N has only the first word. * Maqäm Segäh. It resembles a 
part of the first line of a ghazal by Fenäyi, see Ahdi, fol. 162r:

Hasret-i laclüng-le cänä dem-be-dem qan aglarin 
Gözlerüm ya§i caqiqa dönse cänä gam yemin (for yimeyiq?)
“I incessantly shed tears, О soul, yearning for your ruby lips.
Don’t be frightened, О soul, if my tears turn into beads of 

cameol (i.e., are mingled with blood).”

There is a pun involved: dembedem “moment by moment, i.e., incessantly” 
in Turkish sounds like demc-be-demc “tear by tear”. Compare, e.g., the begin
ning of a ghazal by 16th century poet Ätä (see Ahdi, fol. 149r):

Dem-be-dem gözlerüm iir] ya§lari aqmag ister 
Yär kúyinden anuq-i?ün beni irmaq ister
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“My tears want to flow incessantly from my eyes,
That is why my beloved wishes to chase me from his 

neighborhood.”
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dem-i zefq i safa irdi “The time of joy and pleasure has arrived”. Meter hazaj. 
G has only the first two words. * Maqäm Segäh.
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dil günc-i firaq “The heart...comer of separation (or, longing)”. Meter 
probably a hazaj variant. * Maqäm Träq. Somewhat similar is the incipit of a 
ghazal by the poet Áhi (died in 1517), quoted in Nazmi, fol. 555v:

Kiinc-i furqatde ürnid-i vasl-i yär egler beni,
Cän virürdüm derdile ol intizär egler beni.

“In the comer of [mourning over] being separated [from the beloved] 
the hope of being reunited with the friend diverts me,

I would die of grief would not that expectation divert [my thoughts].”
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dilber uyanmi§ uyanmi§ “The beauty has awakened, has awakened”. Meter 
ramal or non-metrical. * Maqäm not indicated.
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dilberin qapisindan “From the sweetheart’s door [do not chase me]”. Meter 
khafif. * Maqäm Nevrüz Äjam.
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dildar/(bildar) sencileyim [olmali] “If one has a sweetheart, he should be like 
you”. Supplementation and translation are tentative. Meter mudärf. * Maqäm 
Neva.
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dile cevr i cefa mi ya “Does the heart [deserve ?] pain and anguish or”. Meter 
hazaj. * Maqäm Neva.
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dili nar-i Meter hazaj. * Maqäm Räst. This may be the beginning of a ghazal 
by the poet TJbeydi (d. 1573), see Tarlan (1948, part 2, p. 29, No. 27):

Dili när-i firäq ile yaqub yüz big cazäb eyle 
Eger yüz döndürürse dilberä bag a ciqäb eyle

“Bum the heart with the fire of separation, with a hundred 
thousand tortures,

If it turns away [in lack of faith, treacherously], О sweetheart, 
punish me!”

The poet is known to have written poems for music which he composed 
himself.
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dilimi bir ruhleri “One whose cheeks are [... has captivated] my heart”. 
Meter: a faulty ramal. * Maqäm Segäh.
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döqti tig-i gamze hajtan “[The beloved one] poured sword [stroke] s of his 
glances, from the head”. Meter ramal. * Maqäm Bü-Selik. S has only the first 
two words. The beloved one’s glance seen as a sword or dagger is a common 
topos. For an early example compare the first verse from a ghazal by T§qi (see 
Ömer b. Mezid 1982, p. 229):

Gamzesi tigin ?eküb 9Ün ol sitemger deprediir 
Fitne vü gavgä qoparur §ur ile §er deprediir

“When that cruel one draws the dagger of his glance and waves it 
He starts uproar and fight, he sets terror and evil in motion.”
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döqti tigi Tiirq “The Turkish horseman poured sword-[strokes]”. Meter 
ramal. * Maqäm Bú-Selik.
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dostler sanmang beni “Friends, do not think that I ...”. Meter ramal. 
* Maqäm Segäh and Tráq. Without the first word (which could be understood 
as a vocative preceding the poem) it may be the beginning of a ghazal by Täji- 
zäde Jacfer (cf. 1983, p. 257, No. 60):

Sanmaq beni ol qa§ u göz yä tir-i müjgän öldürür
$ol vazc-i qallä^äne vü 9äk-i giribän öldürür

“Do not think that that eyebrow and eye or the arrows of the 
eyelashes kill me!

What kills me are that challenging posture and the slit in the 
collar.”
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Very famous was the tarkib-band by Rühi of Baghdad (who died in 
Damascus in 1605), with this beginning (Gibb 1900-1909, vol. 6, p. 171):

Sanmaq bizi kim §ire-i engür-ile mestiz 
Biz ehl-i xaräbätdaniz mest-i elestiz

In Gibb’s translation:
“Deem not that we be flushed with new-fermented juice of vine;
We’re tavem-haunters drunken with the Primal draught divine.”
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diin (text: din) yice hamam iginde “Last night in the (public) bath”. Meter 
ramal. * Maqám TJzzäl.
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dur/dud iti beni еу xuban “О fair ones, he has sent me far away/tumed me 
into smoke”. Meter not clear, possibly a hazaj variant. * Maqám Neva.
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durdum ben yarüme (text: yardümn) vardum “I got up and went to my 
friend/sweetheart”. Non-metrical. * Maqám Nevá.
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düymesün/düymiyem öngüme (text: ögmüne) oldum/öldüm/ aldim “He should 
not fall before me; I have become...”. Although readable and clearly Turkish, 
a convincing interpretation and identification has not been possible. Meter 
ramal. * Maqám Nevrüz.
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dü§ti deli gongul yine “The crazy heart has again fallen...”. Meter mudärf or 
hazaj. * Maqäm Segáh. The incipit belongs to a ghazal by the 14th century 
poet Nesimi (cf. 1973, vol. 2, pp. 137-139, No. 346):

Dü§di yine deli göqül gözlerügüg xayäline 
Kim ne bilür bu göglümüg fikri nedür xayáli ne

“My crazy heart has again sunk into dreaming of your eyes.
Who can tell what the thoughts, the dreams of my heart are?”

300 years later the poem was still sung, see Ufqi (1976, p. 250), where text 
and notation are recorded as semáci:

Ay dü§di deli gögül yine leblerinüg xayäline 
Yar yel le li (repeated)
Yar yele le le li cánum dóst 

Ay kinder bilür bu göglümüg fikri nedür xayáli ne 
(repeat)

“Oh, the crazy heart has again fallen into phantasies of your lips 
(plus melismata)

Oh, who has an inkling of what this heart is thinking, is dreaming 
o f’ (plus melismata).
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dü§ti sen ruh-i musawer “It fell, you, the embodied soul”. Meter ramal. 
* Maqäm Segäh. (V) and Dügäh (S). Reading clear but the meaning is 
obscure. It can perhaps be explained by comparison with the first verse of a 
ghazal by Sunci (see Qinalizäde 1978-81, vol. 1, p. 571):

Qismet idicek caql u dil u cant güzeller 
Göglüm saga dü§di i mh-i musawer

“When the beauties divided among themselves mind and heart 
and soul

My heart fell to your share, О embodied soul.”
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eger dirsen “If you say”. Meter hazaj. * Maqäm cIräq. This may be the begin
ning of a ghazal by the 16th century poet Enveri (see Ahdi fol. 59v, Ergun 
vol. 3, p. 1302):

Eger dirseq begüm ben bendeqe qandan geliir ya§um 
Ki bir seyyähdur Rüma qara qandan geliir ya§um
“If you, my master, ask from where my tear comes to me, your 

servant,
[I tell you] that it is a traveller, it comes to Rúm (i.e., the Ottoman 
lands) from the black blood.”

(Perhaps there is a pun involved.) Another possibility could be a ghazal by 
Me’äli (d. 1535 -36; cf. 1982, p. 215):

Eger dirseq ki qil tevbe §aräb u dilber u säza 
Béniim qulaguma girmez ayä süfi bu äväze

“If you say: Repent, renouncing wine, beauties and music!
О sufi, this call will not enter my ear.”

Still another incipit of these words is found in a ghazal by Khäqäni (d. 1606, 
cf. Iz 1966-67, vol. l ,p.  334):

Eger dirseq ki säqi cäm-i meyden §eb-?irägum var 
Benüm-de §eb-?iräg-äsä tenümde ni?e dágum var

“If you, О cup-bearer, say: “I possess a shining gem in the 
shape of the cup of wine”,

[I can answer:] “I too have on my body gem-like shining 
brandmarks.”
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ehl-i ci§qiz diinyede “We are the people of [mystical] love, in this world”. 
Meter ramal. * Maqäm Neva and Chárgáh. For a partly identical incipit see 
this ghazal by Beyäni (d. between 1512 and 1519, cf. Ergun vol. 2, p. 834.):
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Ehl-i ci§qiz $erába mensübuz 
Düd i?inde habäba mensübuz
“We are the people of [mystical] love, we belong to wine,
We belong to the bubbles that rise in smoke.”
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enisi (text: en isi) de ye gagirdum “I called him, saying ‘My friend’”. Meter 
probably hazaj. * Maqäm Neva. Reading and translation tentative.
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etraf-i gemen “The surroundings of the meadow”. Meter: a hazaj variant. 
* Maqäm Segäh and Dügäh. Beginning of a ghazal by the very famous poet 
Bäqi (1526-1600, cf. 1935, p. 215, No. 213):

Eträf-i 9emenzäri yine äb dolandi 
Gülzära girüb her yaqa salindt bulandi
“Water has again encircled the meadow,
It has entered the rosegarden and swung to every side.”
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evei yas oluncaq “When/Until spring comes”. Meter rajaz'l * Maqäm Räst.

Note on the vocative participle ey: In manuscripts of the 15th century the 
vocalization is still given as i. We have assumed here that in unvocalized 
manuscripts of the 16th century the particle can be read as ey.]
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ey bag-i letafet benüm “О garden of loveliness, my...”. Meter: possibly a 
hazaj variant. * Maqäm Neva.
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ey begler (text: pleer) qazile[r] begler begi “0  princes, cadis, governor”. It is 
hard to conceive how such an unmetrical list of dignitaries should constitute 
the text of a song. Reading and translation tentative. Perhaps qázíler stands 
for gäziler “champions of the faith”. * Maqäm Dügäh.
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ey ciger pür derd-i dil “O heart full of love-sickness”. Meter ramal. * Maqäm 
Rást.
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ey dil, yine bir ruhleri “О heart, again one with cheeks like...”. Perhaps 
ruxleri gül “cheeks like roses” or ruhleri qan “cheeks red like blood” (as in 
65). Meter rajaz. * Maqäm Chärgäh. Cf. incipit No. 102.
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ey ecel, girü can alirsan “O [Angel of] Death, when you again grab a soul...”. 
Meter khafif. * Maqäm Bü-Selik. Ecel, the predestined hour of death, is often 
addressed in folkpoetry. See, e.g., this refrain of a tiirkii (Hasan 1987, p. 330, 
No. 168):

Qiyma ecel be silaya varayim
Silamda bir xämm var göreyim aman göreyim
“Don’t kill me, О ecel, please, let me reach my home place,
In my home place I have a Sovereign whom I want to see!”
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ey felek “О destiny!” * Maqäm Nevrüz Ajam. Many poems start with this 
plaintive exclamation so that it is difficult to decide which one of them was so 
famous that mentioning these two words was enough to remind the reader of 
its melody. Of the 15 poems with this incipit we were able to find perhaps the 
oldest one, written by Sultan Bäyezid II under his pen-name Adli (1447-1512, 
cf. íz 1966-67, vol. 1, p. 191) was the one best known:

Ey felek däyim beni sen nä-muräd itmeq neden
Beni gamkin eyleyüb agyári §äd itmeq neden
“О destiny, why do you always have to frustrate my hopes?
Why do you have to make me sad and the rivals happy?”

Or was it a ghazal by Khayäli Beg, who inspired many music-makers of the 
time, (cf. 1945, p. 396):

Ey felek, yä hemni§in-i bezm-i cänän it beni 
Cüy gibi yä qara topraga yeksän it beni

“O destiny, either let me share the company of the friends 
Or let me sink into the black earth like a rivulet!”

Or a ghazal of “Khatä’i”, the Safavid Shah Ismail, whose poetry was popu
lar among the Shia-oriented nomads of Anatolia (cf. 1966, p. 51, Iz, p. 226):
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Ey felek devrüngde niqün ol nigär elden gider 
Qanum ilen elini qilmi§ nigär elden gider
“O destiny, why has that beauty been lost in your era?
The beauty whose hand is stained with my blood has been lost!”

The incipit may also be a shorter version of the following one.
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ey felek yarum gibi bir (text: pir) bi-vefa “O destiny, an unfaithful one like 
my sweetheart”. Meter ramal. * Maqäm Nevmz. Possibly identical with the 
incipit ey felek (see 122).
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ey/hey gül-i giilzar/gyiilzar itme beni zar “O rose of the rosegarden, don’t 
make me cry!” Meter? * Maqäm Sabä. The last two words only in N.
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ey/hey gül-i/gyül-ü gülzar-i /  gyülzar-i cenet “О rose of the rosegarden of 
Paradise”. The last word only in V. Meter ramal. * Maqäm Bü-Selik. Perhaps 
a variant of a poem by the famous 14th century poet Nesimi (executed in 
1404, cf. 1973, vol. 3, p. 47, No. 29):

Ey ruxuq gülzär-i cennet, sa^laruq reyhänidür 
Ey dudaguq äb-i hayvän, cän anuq hayrämdür
“Oh, your cheek — the garden of Paradise; your hair its sweet basil;
Oh, your lips — water of life; the soul is stunned by it.”
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еу gyűl-i ziba (text: zika), ey gyül-i racna (text: d-) “O beautiful rose, О 
lovely rose!” Meter ? * Maqäm Hüseyni.
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еу gyü[zel]liq tahtina yeyting “Oh, you have ascended the throne of beauty”. 
Meter ramal. * Maqäm Räst.
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ey máhi hilal “O crescent moon”. Meter: a hazaj variant. * Maqäm Mähür.
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ey men (text: meni) fasiqi “Oh, ... me the sinner (acc)”. Faulty meter. 
* Maqäm cIräq.
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ey meni mest i harab iti “Oh, he has made me completely drunk”. Meter 
ramal, but in G the first word is lacking and therefore the meter is hazaj. * 
Maqäm Segäh.
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ey Muhamet §ah “O Muhammed Shah!” * Maqám Segáh and Segäh cIräq. 
Poems were addressed to persons named Muhammed (or Mehemmed) §ah 
(famous beauties in Istanbul) by the poets Täjizäde Jacfer (1452-1515), see his 
Divän (p. 239, No. 43), and Heläki (d. ca. 1575), see his Divan (p. 203, 
No. 7). In the collection of biographies of poets by Ahdi, written in 1564, 
there is a short biography of Mehemmed §ah Efendi (fol. 26r).
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ey peri§an-hal “O perplexed one!” Meter ramal. * Maqám Bü-Selik. A dif
ferent meter (hazaj) is found in a ghazal by Zäti (cf. 1967-87, vol. 1, p. 184, 
No. 184):

Peri$än-häl olub her dem qararmasun-mi giysular 
О dilber yol basar bunlar diyü dä’im ayaq dolar

“No wonder those locks are always confused/disheveled and 
have become black (of shame)

They always trip the fair one because he commits robbery.”
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ey pertev-i enver-i Xuda “O reflex of the divine light”. * Maqám Räst. Meter 
perhaps a hazaj variant. A close parallel is found in a ghazal by Hayreti 
(cf. 1981, p. 255) lacking however the vocative particle in the beginning:

Pertev-i nür-i Xudádur ci§q-i pák 
Yacni sirr-i Mustafádur ci§q-i pák
“Pure love is the reflex of the Divine light,
That is: pure love is the secret of the elect one (i.e., Muhammed).”
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ey qo varum qul “Oh, allow, my friend, [that I become your] slave”. Reading 
and translation tentative. Meter ramal. * Maqäm Dügäh.

ey ruhzar-i piir letafet, see under 265.
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ey sanem-i can-sitan “O soul-ravishing idol!” Meter munsarih. * Maqäm 
Nevrúz Äjam.
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ey saqi aga (text: ana) zade dol[d]ur igelüm bade “O cup-bearer, Agha’s son, 
let us drink wine!” The text has ana ‘mother’ instead of aga ‘agha, older 
brother, etc.’. Unmetrical. * Maqäm Rast.
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ey sevene bi-rahm-sin “Oh, you are without mercy to those who love you”. 
The reading of the second word is tentative. Meter rajaz■ * Maqäm cIräq.
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eydüresin dilberi “You should change the fair one’s mind”. Meter ramal. 
* Maqäm Hüseyni.
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eyyam-i §ita ye§ti, bahar “The days of winter have passed by, spring...”. 
Meter: a variety of hazaj. * Maqäm Nevmz Ajam. The incipit reminds of a 
murabbcf (given with its notation) maqäm Nishäpür, in Ufqi (1976, p. 280):

Gitdi eyyäm-i $itä, eri§di eyyäm-i bahär 
§imdi zendrin sürür divänedür her cüyibär 
Yärsuz (?) dil xaste ten evgärum ‘aqlum tár u mär 
Her ki§i bir serv-i bäläyi idübdür der-kenär

“Gone are the days of winter, the days of spring have arrived.
Now all rivers are lunatics that drag their chains behind them.
[My] heart has no friend(?), my body is sick, my mind, my 

thoughts are confused.
Everybody has embraced a tall cypress[-bodied one].”
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fasl-i bahar “The spring season [has come]”. Several meters possible. 
* Maqäm Nevä. This may be the beginning of a ghazal by Zäti (1477-1546; 
cf. 1967-87, vol. 3, p. 362):

Fasl-i bahär iri$di cihänuq güzelligi 
Virür safäyi qalbe havänuq güzelligi

“Springtime has arrived, the beauty of the world,
The splendid weather pleases the heart.”

An earlier example would be the first verse of a ghazal by Ahmedi 
(1334-1413; see Iz 1966-67, vol. 1, p. 172):

Fasl-i bahär iri§di gel ey serv-qad nigär 
Sinüq yüzüq yeter bize nevrüz u nev-bahär
“Spring has arrived. Come, О idol of cypress tallness,
To us your face is enough as for Naurüz and spring.”
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(377-378, 554, and р. 14). feleq, vir mahitabundan/mayitabinden canum 
“Heaven, give of your moonlight, my soul”. The last word only in N. Meter 
hazaj. * Maqäm Nevmz and Chärgäh.
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gam acisini (text: acisini) lezet-i diinyeye. Meter muddric. * Maqäm not indi
cated. Beginning of a ghazal by the poet Khayäli Beg (d. 1557, cf. 1945, 
p. 327, No. 59):

Gam acisini lezzet-i dünyäya virmezin 
Künc-i beläyi ki§ver-i Däräya virmezin
“I would not give the agony of frustration for [all] the 

pleasures of the world,
I would not give [my] comer of misery [even] for the domain of 

Därä (Darius).”
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gam yimem “I don’t worry”. Reading and translation tentative. Meter may be 
ramal. * Maqäm Nevä. This could be the beginning of a ghazal by °Áli 
(Divän, föl. 104r):

Gam yimem gam gussa yirsem ger belä (?) mihmäniyem 
Te§ne-leb cänin viren merd-i Xudä mihmäniyem
“I don’t worry. If I worry and lament, I am misfortune’s guest.
I am the guest of the godly person who thirstingly offers his 

soul/life.”
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gam-i/nam-i canan ile “Grief because of the friend”. The variant with ndm-i 
would make it “In the name of the friend”; it is less probable. Meter ramal. 
* Maqäm Bü-Selik. For comparison see the beginning of a ghazal by Nejäti 
Beg (d. 1509; cf. 1963, p. 285, No. 228):

Gam-i cänäneyi her cän götürmez 
Ki degme memleket sultän götürmez
“Not every soul can bear the pain of love for the friend 
Just as not every country can bear a sultan.”
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garib и (text: ben) bi (text: bir)-qesem qünc-i “I am away from home and all 
alone [in] the comer of [disaster]”. Meter hazaj. * Maqäm Chärgäh. Begin
ning of a ghazal by cUlvi (d. 1585), which runs (according to íz 1966-67, 
p. 293) as follows:

Garib u bi-kesem, künc-i beláda mahremüm sensin,
Benüm-9Ün agla, ey 9e§m, ölünce hem-demüm sensin.
“I am away from home and alone, you are the only person 

close to me/my confident in the comer of misfortune.
Cry for me, my eye, you are my only companion until death.”
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gel dilber seni[n]gle ige Him “Come, sweetheart, let us drink together with 
you”. Non-metrical. * Maqäm Hüseyni. A 17th century record of this song is 
found in Ufqi (1976, p. 306), with this first stanza:
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Gele dilber senüqle mey ifelüm 
Bu devrän kimseye qalmaz efendim 
Hey, bu devrän ge?mezden bir xo§ geselüm 
Bu devrän kimseye qalmaz efendi sultänum cenäbum (text: 

cenänum)
“Come, sweetheart, let us drink wine with you!
Master, nobody can have this world forever.
Oh, let us have a pleasant time before this life is over, 
Nobody can have this world forever, [my] master, my Sultan, 

my Highness!”
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gel esirci, ben köleyem “Come, slave-merchant, I am a slave”. Meter roughly 
ramal. * Maqäm Nevä.
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gel gyöngül sabr eyle “Come, heart, be patient”. Meter ramal. * Maqäm 
Hüseyni. Beginning of the first quatrain of a nefes (religious hymn) by Pir 
Sultän Abdái (middle of the 16th century, cf. 1929, p. 65, No. 89):

Gel gőgül sabreyle qatlan bu cevre 
Eibette seni agladan güldürür
“Come, О heart, be patient, patiently suffer the pain!
He who makes you weep will certainly [also] make you laugh.”

The popularity of this theme is also shown by another poem with similar 
beginning, see the 17th century musical collection by Ufqi (1976, p. 202):

Sabr eyle gögül bu da ge?er devr-i zamändur 
Qaddum ki senüg qabza-i ci§qugda kemändur 
Áhumdur anug tiri zihi ri§te-i cändur 
Her tir-i belä kim atilur saga qazädur
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“Be patient, О heart, this too will pass, it’s temporary.
In the grip of your love my body became a bow (=bent).
Its arrow is my sigh, its string my life string 
Every arrow of fate that is shot is destiny for you.”
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geldüm/gyeldüm yare bir selv-i “I came to the friend, a cypress...”. Meter out 
of order. * Maqäm Räst.
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gendi canum “My own soul”. Meter may be ramal. * Maqäm Dügäh.
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gezer iken nige yiri gördüm “When travelling around I saw many places”. 
Meter hazaj. * Maqäm Segäh.

The beginning is typical for the repertoire of a vagrant singer; compare, e.g., 
the first stanza of a gogma by the folk minstrel Gevheri, supposed to have 
lived in the 17th century (cf. 1940, p. 163):

Gezerken §u yere ugradi yolum 
Bu yerlerde böyle güzel olur mi 
Qugum seni U9 urmi§lar gölüqden 
Bu göllerde böyle qugu olur mi
“Wandering about my path led me to that place,
How come there are such beauties in these places?
My swan, have they chased you away from your lake?
How come there are such [beautiful] swans in these lakes?”
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giné bir derziye (text: duciye) virdüm gönlümi “Again have I given my heart 
to a tailor”. The word derziye “tailor” is a conjection, however young 
craftsmen are often mentioned in erotic poetry. Meter ramal. * Maqäm Träq.

For comparison see the beginning of a ghazal by Celili of Bursa quoted in 
Latifi (1314, p. 119):

Yine bir derzi güzel sevdi göqül päresi foq 
Ri§te-i zülfine baglu yeler äväresi foq

“The heart is again deeply in love with a pretty tailor,
Many are the loafers fettered by the chain of his lock.”
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gül§ene/gyül§ene eyledi feryat “[The nightingale] filled the rose garden with 
warbling”. Meter ramal. * Maqäm Äshirän.

güzele de mir dimeli, see under 174.
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giizeliq ihtiyal (text: ixtiyal) iti niyarum “My idol made use of deceit/magical 
illusion”. Meter hazaj. * Maqäm Zünbüle.

gyeldüm yare bir selv-i, see 149.
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gyine (text: gyüne) döndürdi xayale “Again [love] has turned [my body] into 
a specter”. Meter ramal. * Maqäm Zünbüle.
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For comparison see the beginning of a ghazal by Jelál ChelebI, quoted in 
Latifi (1314, p. 121):

Zacif cismümi döndürdi äh u zár neye 
Görüg beni neye döndürdi rüzigär neye

“Sighs and laments have turned my slim body into a reed flute;
See into what the times have turned me, into what!”
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gyine dü§me safa-yi neylen “Do not again fall [into...] with the pleasure of the 
flute”. Translation tentative. * Maqäm cIräq.
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gyönglüm/yönglüm/yöngülüm aldi al-ile “He stole my heart with cunning”. 
Meter ramal. * Maqäm Segäh, Träq and ‘Uzzäl: The text was later also made 
into music (maqäm §evq-i taratí) by Köfek Khoja (=Dervish Mustafä, d. 
1683-84) see Üngör (pp. 1175 f.):

Göqlüm aldin äl ile ey bi-vefä 
Dil virüp oldum saqa ben mübtelä 
Naqd-i cänum hep fedä olsun saga 
Ey felek-mejreb cefä-cü dil-rübä 
Dil virüp oldum saga ben mübtelä
“You have captivated my heart with cunning, О faithless one,
I have given my heart to you and become addicted to you.
May the ransom of my life forever be a sacrifice to you.
0  cruel heart-ravisher, fickle like Destiny.
1 have given my heart to you and become addicted to you.”

C has only the first two words. Apart from the possibility of regarding it as 
a shorter variant of the same incipit, it may also be taken for a (metrically 
possible) variant of the beginning of a ghazal by the 16th century poet
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cUbeydi of whom we know that he also was a dedicated musician and wrote 
texts for songs (see Tarlan 1948-49, part 2, p. 18):

Göqlüm alduq hey begüm bu dil-rübäliqlar nediir
Qul idindüq cälemi bu pädi§ähliqlar nediir
“You have stolen my heart, О my sovereign, what is the 

meaning of these heart-robberies?
You have enslaved all the world, what is the meaning of these 

Caesarian doings?”

Whereas these poems have the verb alduij “you have taken” in the second 
person, an older poem of the same type shows the third person like our incipit: 
a ghazal of the 15th century poet Nejäti Beg (d. 1509, cf. 1963, p. 161, 
No. 27):

Aldi göqlüm bir peri-peyker melek-simä yigit 
Qasd-i din itdi meded hey ol büt-i tersä yigit

“A fairy-fair, angel-faced youth caught my heart,
He aimed at my religion — help! — oh, that youth, that 

Christian idol!”
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gyönglümi virdi yine “[He] again gave [back] my heart”. Meter ramal or 
mudäric. * Maqäm Segäh.
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gyönglümi virdüm yine bir “I have again given my heart to a...”. Meter ramal. 
* Maqäm Segäh.
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gyöngül bela dur “The heart is a calamity”. * Maqäm Bü-Selik. This seems 
to be a common expression. It occurs in a quatrain by Qayiqji Qul Mus tafä 
(1930, p. 61; Köprülü 1940, p. 104):
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Göqül bir belädur saqa dü§erse 
Beni ferdälara salma sevdügüm 
Mäh yüzüqi görüp caqlum §a§arsa 
Baqa delü deyü gülme sevdügüm
“The heart is a calamity. If it falls to you,
Do not put me off, my sweetheart!
If I lose my mind, beholding your face,
Do not laugh at me as if I were crazy, my sweetheart!”

Or this in Ufqi (1976, p. 80):
Ugratduq beni beläya, göqül ne belä imi^sin 
Göqül ne belä imi§-sin / etc.)
“You have thrown me into trouble,
What a calamity you are, О heart!”

Or in the refrain of a folksong (varsagi) recorded in Ufqi (1976, p. 207):
Sevmek benüm haqqum degül 

Göngül belädur sevdügüm 
Ben bir gedä sen pädi§äh — xünkärimä 

Göqül belädur sevdügüm 
Ah sevdügüm väh sevdügüm

“I have no right to fall in love (with you),
The heart is a [person’s] misfortune, О my beloved!

I am but a beggar, you are a king, О my sovereign!
The heart is a misfortune, О my beloved,
О my beloved, alas, my beloved!”

The refrain of another folksong (türkü) strikes similar notes (Hasan 1987, 
p. 364, No. 197):

Göqül belä yüz qaradir amän amän 
cÄ§iqhq ba§a belädir amän amän
“The heart is a calamity, deep shame, О heavens!
To be in love is a headache, О heavens!”

For the concept compare also the beginning of a ghazal by Fevri (see Tarlan 
1948-49, part l,p. 103):

Cän belä ba§qa belädur bu dil-i zár daxi 
Ne belädur baqa bu cism-i pür efgär daxi
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“The soul is a calamity, also this tearful heart is a calamity 
And what a calamity is this my body full of sores to me!”

Already much earlier a ghazal by Ahmedi begins like this (see cÖmer b. 
Mezid 1982, p. 142):

Sa9uq durur qamu cänlar belast 
Yaluquz ben degülem mübteläst
“Your hair is the trial of all souls.
I am not the only one hit by it.”
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gyöngül bír §aha qul oldum “O heart, I have become the slave of a king”. 
Meter hazaj. * Maqäm Segäh. The last word may be an error for oldi which 
would result in a more plausible text. This is confirmed by a poem by Mus tafä 
"Áli (1541-1600), see Äli, Divän, föl. 84:

Göqül bir §áha qul oldt ki anut) misli nádirdür 
Lebi ihyäya qädirdür gözi cän-kü§ tebádürdür

“[My] heart has become the slave of a king whose equals are rare,
His lips are able to revive [the dead], his eye/glance represents 

the idea of killing.”

Similar in concept is the first couplet of a ghazal by the 16th century poet 
Gedäyi, quoted in Nazmi fol. 508:

Ey gögül bir §äha qul olduq yine dil-§äd-sm 
Gam dfegiil] §imden girü kirn gussadan äzädstn
“О heart, you have become the slave of a king and you are 

again/nevertheless happy.
No doubt that from now on you will be free of sorrows.”

The concept is already found in earlier poetry. Compare, e.g., the first verse 
of a ghazal by Avni (Sultan Mehmed II, 1430-1481; cf. 1946, p. 43):
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Bir §áha qui oldum ki cihán aqa gedädur 
Bir máha tutuldum ki yüzi §ems-i zuhádur
“I have become the slave of a king to whom the world is a 

beggar.
I have been captivated by a moon whose face is the sun of 

late morning.”
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gyöngül qimseye qul olmas “The heart never becomes anybody’s slave”. 
Meter hazaj. * Maqäm Neva.
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györ banga ne hal iti Meter: possibly a hazaj variant. * Maqäm Dügäh. Ufqi 
(1976, p. 234), records the first quatrain of a murabbac, giving also the 
notatiton. Rhythm dü-yek.

Gör baqa ne ál itdi ol läle-ruxuq äli, 
ol läle-ruxuq äli,

Bir gü§e-i 9e§m-ile aldi dil-i meyyäli, 
aldi dil-i meyyäli,

Bir serv-i xirämänuq oldum yine pämäli, (repeated)
§imden girü nolisar ben xasta-dilüq häli, (repeated)

“Look what trick has done to me that tulip-cheeked one’s red!
With the comer of his eye has he captured the enraptured heart.
Again have I become the trodden-under-foot one of that strutting 

cypress.
Heretoforth what will become of me, that heart-ailing one?”

With this may be compared a ghazal by the 14th-century poet Qäzi 
Burhänüddin (cf. 1980, p. 13, No. 8 8 ):
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Yär bizüm ile yine gör ki ne ál eyledi 
Tá ki ya§um qan óla yanagin ál eyledi
“Look what trick the beloved has again played on us:
To make me shed bloody tears, he has painted his cheeks red.”
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györdüm seni ca§iq oldum “I saw you and fell in love [with you].” Non- 
metrical. * Maqäm not indicated.
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györmi§ daglari “He saw the wounds/scars [on the lover’s breast]”. 
Metrically faulty. * Maqäm Hüseyni.

The concept is found in the first verse of a ghazal by Maqäli (d. 1584), cited 
by Qmahzäde (1978-81, vol. 2, p. 921; Ähdi fol. 181v; cÁli KA, fol. 495г):

Sínemür) dägin görüb atar mélámét sengini 
Gel gör ey §irxn-dehen dag-ile ta$uq cengini
“Seeing the scars (tattoo?) on my breast, he hurled [at me] the 

rock of blame:
Come and see, О sweet-lipped one, the fight of rock and 

mountain!” (Pun: ddg ‘scar’ ~ dag ‘mountain’).
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gyűl gibi i§iin “Like a rose, [all] you do is...”. Meter perhaps ramal. * Maqäm 
Nevä. If we assume that the last word is a corruption, we can perhaps find 
similarity of sound with the beginning of a ghazal by Bäqi (1935, p. 161, 
No. 125, meter mudárf):

Gül gibi ci§ret olmaz ise berg ü saz ile 
Sünbül gibi ge9Ínmek olur bir piyäz ile
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“Though with leaves and reeds one cannot carouse as with 
roses

But one can — like an hyacinth — get along with [only] one, 
onion.”
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gyiile kani letafet (text: lutfes) “[To call] the rose ‘mine of gracefulness”’. 
Meter hazaj. * Maqäm Neva. Reading and translation tentative.
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gy[ü]ler agildi “The roses burst into bloom”. * Maqäm Träq. May be based 
on a ghazal by Säfi (15th century), cf. Köprülüzade (1934, p. 120):

Güller afildi cäyimzi cüybär edül]
Bir serv-i läle-rüy ile cay§-i bahär edüq
“The roses are blooming. Make the river[-side] your place,
Relish the spring together with a tulip-faced cypress!”

Or the first verse of a tesdis by Fevri, based on a ghazal of Shemsi Pasha, 
Tarlan (1948, part 1, pp. 76 f.):

Güller afildi sahn-i fernen sebzezärdur 
Devrän-i läle mevsim-i zülf-i nigärdur
“The roses are in bloom, the meadow is flourishing in green,
It is the time of the tulips, the season of the beauty’s locks.”

More contemporary is a ghazal by Rűhi (1287, p. 275) with this beginning:
Güller afildi gülüq zevqin idüq dir bägui)

“The roses are in bloom, come and relish the roses of the 
garden, says he...”
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Even a folksong might be the source, see, e.g., Hasan (1987, p. 332, No. 170):
Güller afildi femende sebzezär oldi yine 
Í9elüm cäm ile bade lälezär oldi yine 
Bülbül-i §üride-ve§ dil bi-qarär oldi yine 
Dem-be-dem sä'at be-säcat ben senin hayränesiyim
“The roses are in bloom, the meadow is again green,
Let us drink cups of wine, (the meadow) is again covered with 

tulips/poppies,
The heart is again restless like the love-crazy nightingale,
I am your admirer every moment, every hour.”

gyűlje ne eyledi feryat, see 153.
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gyün yüz[ü]ni görmeyeli “Since I last saw your sunlike face”. Meter ramal or 
rajaz. * Maqäm Nevrüz.
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gyűri gyűri canum gyűri “March ahead, march ahead, my soul, march 
ahead!”. Meter rajaz, but hazaj also possible. * Maqäm Räst.

For a remark on lines starting and ending with the word yüri/gyüri, see 
under у űri.
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gyűri hey bi-vefa (text: bir defa) “March, О unfaithful one”. Meter hazaj. 
* Maqäm Hüseyni. No old text found. A modem poem with this beginning, 
purportedly by Riza Tevfik Bölükba§t (1869-1949) and with music by 
modem composers (Leylä Saz, 1850-1936, and Rakim Elkutlu, bom 1872), 
maqäms Karcigar and Hicaz, is given in Üngör (pp. 559 and 240), resp.:
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Yürü hey bivefa hercäi güzel,
Gönlüm о sevdadan vaz mi ge^ti,
Soldu a?ilmadan gonca-i emel,
Sonbahära erdik, yaz geldi gefti (etc.)
“Go ahead, О faithless, fickle beauty !
Has my heart given up that dream?
The rose-bud of hopes has withered before bursting into 

bloom.
We have reached autumn. The summer came and passed.”

Possibly its beginning was inspired by an older poem or song.

gyűri qara gyözli gyűri, see under 341.
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gyüzel hoqa (text: xoqa) “The beautiful jewelbox (i.e., mouth)”. Metrically 
not clear. * Maqäm Nevrüz. The round jewelbox is a symbol for the mouth. 
Compare, e.g., the beginning of a ghazal by Qäzi Burhänüddin (1314-98; 
1980, p. 402, No. 1036):

§ol hoqqa-i yäqüt ki vahdetden urur dem 
Bir cäm durur ki daxi görmedi am Cem
“That casket [full] of rubies that announces [God’s] unity 
Is a cup that even [the legendary king] Jam has never seen.”
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gyüzel Mebrure “Beautiful Mebrüre”. Meter perhaps hazaj. * Maqäm TJzzäl.
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gyüzele/güzele de mir dimeli “Also the fair ones one must call princes”. The 
second word only in N. * Maqäm Neva. The interpretation is unconfirmed by 
examples.
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gyiizelsis qaldi-mi calem “Has the world remained without beauties”. Meter 
hazaj. * Maqäm TJzzäl. This line is the beginning of the repeat verses of a 
folk song (varsagi), see Ufqi (1976, p. 130):

Güzelsüz qaldi-mi cälem bapa bir yär bulmmaz-mi 
Gice gündüz firäquqa aqar ya§um silinmez-mi
“Are there no beauties left in the world? Can’t there a 

sweetheart be [found] for me?
Day and night my tears flow in yearning for you.”
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“Had Beqta§i ” * Maqäm Segäh. If we disregard the accusative ending -i, this 
could be the incipit of a nefes (religious hymn) by the 16th century poet Pir 
Sultän Abdái (cf. 1929, pp. 71 f., No. 104):

Häci Bekta$ tekkesinin di§indan 
Didiler bir suna a§di yalimz 
Ayirmi§lar yäreninden e^inden 
Didiler bir suna a§di yalimz

“Outside of the convent of Haci Bektash 
A pheasant flew over it all alone, they said,
They separated him from his friend, from his partner,
A pheasant flew over it all alone, they said.”
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Another nefes of the same incipit is by Qul Himmet (second half of the 16th 
century) see Niizhet (1930, pp. 192 f., No. 16):

Häci Bekta§ tekkesine gireli 
Dervifleri gül göründi gözüme 
Záhir hátin himmetine ireli 
Dervi^leri gül göründi gözüme
“Since entering the convent of Haji Bektash 
Its derwishes appear to my eyes like roses.
Since attaining its visible and invisible blessing 
Its derwishes appear to my eyes like roses.”
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hagildi gyűl “The rose burst into the bloom”. Meter haz.aj or rajaz■ * Maqäm 
Nevrüz Ajam. This may be the incipit of a ghazal by Nevci (cf. 1977, p. 496, 
No. 449):

А91Ш1 gül Í9 ilür cäm-i xö§-güvär yine 
Safä vü ci§rete yüz tutdi rüzgár yine
“The rose has burst into bloom, one can again drink the 

palatable cup,
The time of pleasure and carousing has again started.”

Another text is recorded in Ufqi (1976, p. 279) with its peshrev (prelude) 
composed by a certain Solaq-Oghli. The music is given, the maqam indicated, 
rhythm devr-i kebir.

A91W1 gül gibi calem 
Esdi nesim-i subh-dem 
Cü§ eyleyüb bülbül gibi 
Mutrib sürür it dem-be-dem
“The world has burst into bloom like a rose,
The morning breeze has started.
Rising up in exuberance like a nightingale 
Jubilate incessantly, О musician!”
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halas olmaq “То be rescued (saved, liberated)”. Meter hazaj. * Maqäm Nevä. 
The incipit refers to a poem (tar/P-band) by the very famous 14th-century 
poet Nesimi (executed in 1404, cf. 1973, vol. 3, p. 352, No. I l l ) :

Xaläs olmaq dilerseg gamdan ey dil gel gedä olgil 
Olub dervi§ mülk-i ci§qa yacni pädi§äh olgil 
Yüri gel gel tariqatden yaga sen pi§vä olgil 
Tariq-i ci§qda yacni baga sen rehnümä olgil 
Gelürseg mülk-i sünnede zähid-i bi-riyä olgil 
Murádul] deviet ise tälib-i faqr u fenä olgil 
Cihán sultänhgm isterseg ey dil gel gedä olgil

“If you want to be freed of sorrow, come, О heart, become a 
beggar,

By becoming a derwish (beggar), become the king of the realm 
of Love!

Come over, come, become my leader on the [mystical] path;
In other words, become my guide on the road of Love!
If you come to the realm of orthodoxy (note: translation 

tentative), be a sincere devout;
If you long for kingship, search for poverty, and annihilation,
If you aspire toward world rulership, become a beggar!”

Perhaps a later poem based on Nesimi’s tarjT-band served as model for the 
Hebrew song, as, e.g., this ghazal by §emci (d. 1524, see °Ä§iq 1971, 
fol. 252a; Nazmi fol 513r; Tarlan 1948-49, part 2, p. 74):

Xaläs olmaq ne mümkin bir gőgül kim mübtelä olsa 
Ahnmaz ci§q elinden iki cälem bir yaga olsa.
“A heart that is stricken by love cannot be saved,
It cannot be freed from the power of Love even if both worlds 

join/come together.”

The same verse is also ascribed to Shemsi (d. 1580), see Latifi (1314, p. 211).
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handan ol ey gyöngül “Laugh, О heart”. Meter mudärf. * Maqäm Räst. This 
is the incipit of a ghazal by Yahyä Beg (died in 1582; cf. 1977, pp. 316 f., 
No. 57):

Xandän ol, ey gőgül, ki visäl ihtimäli var,
Fürqat kemäle irdi, kemälüg zeväli var.

“Rejoyce, О heart, because there is a chance of coming 
together,

Separation has reached its culmination, culmination is 
followed by decline (or, diminution).”
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hanum/canum yolunden/gyolunda öleyim “I am ready to die for you, my king 
(khan)/my soul”. Meter hazaj. * Maqäm Segäh.

For comparison look at this beginning of a ghazal by Beyäni (died between 
1512 and 1519), see Latifi (1314, p. 107):

Didiim yolugda can virsem hey äfet 
Gefer-mi minnete didi ne minnet

“I said: If I die for you, fatal beauty ,
Will [such a favor] oblige you? He replied: What favor?”
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haq-i/aq-i qademi/qadem-i “The earth (soil, dust) on which he steps”. Meter: 
a variant of hazaj. * Maqäm Nevä. The text may be taken from a ghazal by 
the famous poet Báqi (1526-1600, cf. 1935, p. 173) with this first verse:

Xäk-i qademüg kühli gelürse gözüm üzre 
Küyug yolinug xidmeti ba§um yüzüm üzre
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“If the antimony (eye powder) of the dust on your foot touches 
my eye,

I am ready to do service on the road of your quarter.”
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harab olur “[...] is destroyed”. Meter hazaj. * Maqäm cUzzäl. If we assume 
that olur stands for oldi, the incipit may belong to the first verse of a ghazal 
by the 16th century poet Hasibi (see Qmalizäde 1978-81, vol. 1, p. 286):

Xaräb oldi yeter/yatar seng-i melämetden dil-i cä§iq 
címáret qil esirge qalmasun §ähum bozuq yazuq

“It is enough, the lover’s heart lies in ruins due to the rocks of 
blame [you have thrown],

Have pity, my king, build it up again so that no destruction, 
no fault remains!”
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hast[a] misin “Are you sick?” * Maqäm Segäh.
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hay agalar nedür (text: gediir) beniim sugim (text: sugimis) “O, aghas, what 
wrong did I do [to be punished like that]?” * Maqäm Nevrüz.
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hay banga “Oh, to me”. * Maqäm Sabä. This is a possible beginning of a 
poem as, e.g., in the beginning of a ghazal by Vasfi (late 15th or early 16th 
century, cf. 1980, p. 152, No. 94):
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Ey bar]a ibräm idüp her lahza során derdümi 
Gör benüm bu e§k-i gül-günumla rúy-i zerdümi
“O you who all the time press me asking what my trouble was:
Look at my rose-colored (i.e., bloody) tears and at my yellow 

(pale) face!”
Also two hymns by the popular religious poet Yünus [Emre] (d. 1320 ?; 

cf. 1965, pp. 53 and 69) begin with these words:
iy baqa eyii diyen benem qamudan kemter/yavuz
“O you who call me ‘good’, I am lower/worse than anybody.”

However, the incipit is so short that these quotations have little weight.
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hecrin sitemi “The torture of separation”. Meter: a hazaj variant. 
* Maqäm Nevrüz Ajam.
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her haqan/qaqan ah eylesem “Each time when I sigh”. Meter ramal. S has 
only the first two words. * Maqäm Máhúr.

Compare this first verse of a ghazal by Nazmi (d. 1588; cf. 1928, p. 48, 
No. 172):

Qafan derd-ile äh itsem cigerden 
Geliir san qati yel bir issi yirden
“Whenever I, full of grief, heave a sigh from the heart 
A stiff wind, as it were, rises from a hot place.”
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hey canum Hicri canum “О my soul, Hicri, my soul”. Unmetrical. * Maqäm 
Räst.
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hey giil-i gülzar itme beni zar, see under 124.

hey giil-i güli zar, see under ey gül-i gülzar itme beni zar or under ey gyül-i 
gyülzar-i cenet.
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hüsn-i/üsn-i yüli lebe/leb-i “[To liken] the beauty of the rose to the lip [of the 
beloved]’’. * Maqäm Neva. For this kind of an inverted comparison see, e.g., 
this first verse of a ghazal by Vasfi (1980, p. 94, No. 36):

Ebmrja beqzerem dir imi§ lutf ile hiläl 
Beqzer ki ey sanem yeqile oldi bu xayäl
“I resemble your brow in loveliness the crescent moon is said 

to say condescendingly.
It seems, О idol, that this fancy is quite new.”

Or this first verse of a ghazal by the 15th-century poet Senä’i (see Latifi 
1314, p. 113):

Xaddüqe beqzemeyeydi güle kim dirler idi 
Zülfüqe beqzemese sünbüle kim dirler idi

“If it (i.e., the rose) did not resemble your cheek, who would 
have likened it (i.e., your cheek) to a rose?

If it (i.e., the hyacinth) did not resemble your locks, who would 
have likened [your locks] to it?”

Another example: a ghazal by Sadri (16th century) has this beginning (see 
Latifi 1314, p. 222):

Gü§uqa gül öykünürmi§ kimseier i§itmesün 
Beijzerem zülfüqe dirse sünbül oqub bitmesün

“The rose tries to resemble your ear, may nobody hear of that!
May the hyacinth never prosper, if it thinks to resemble your 

locks!”
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Many more examples could be cited. Two nice ones from Me’äli (d. 1535- 
36; cf. 1982, Nos. 44 and 45):

Lebüqe sehv idüb öykündi ammä 
Su9in bildi pe§imän oldi halvä
“Halva (Turkish honey) mistakenly tried to act as your lip 
But it realized its fault and repented.”

And:
Qadduga öykündügiyijün serverä 
Servi her dem silküben sarsar sabä
“Because it wanted to imitate your stature, О sovereign,
The wind always shakes and batters the cypress.”

Or M e’äli (1982, p. 382, No. 204):
Gözine öykünür habibüi]
Etini yidiler ähü garibüij

“Because it wanted to ape the friend’s eyes 
They devoured the flesh of the poor gazelle.”

Honey lips, cypress statures, gazelle eyes are common similes.
Or a ghazal by Zäti (1477-1546; cf. 1967-87, vol. 3, p. 448):

Mihr öykünür cemälüqe bilmez zevälini 
Meh beqzerem cebinüqe dir gör kemälini
“The sun apes your beauty, not thinking of its afternoon] 

decline.
The moon claims to resemble your forehead [but] note its 

perfection!”
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ilahi cazim (corn Alláhülcazitri) hiinkyar “God the Almighty, the Ruler”. 
* Maqäm Räst.
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ilahi xasret-i (corr. hazret-i) hiinkyar “O God, his Majesty, the Ruler”. 
* Maqäm Rast.

i[n]gledesin sen beni, see under 5.
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Ъ а misin, Musa misin helle “Are you Jesus, are you Moses? (i.e., it seems 
that you are able to perform miracles)”. Meter rajaz■ * Maqäm Awj-Träq.
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ci§qum gene de bilmes haliimi “My love does still not know the state 1 am in”. 
Meter? * Maqäm Sabä. The personification of i§qum “my love” strikes one as 
unusual. Compare with the incipit 21 (a§iq oldum bilmesin) and 241 (о/ 
benüm hálümi cánum bilmesin).
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lstanbuldan/lstambuldan giqtum “I left Istanbul”. Non-metrical. * Maqäm 
Nevrüz Ajam. Well-known anonymous folksong, for a modem version see 
Esen (1986, pp. 49-51, with many references):

Istanbuldan 9 iktim derya yüzüne 
írást geldim bir Ermeni kizina 
A? ya§magm bak yavmnun yüzüne 
Dönme m’ola gävur kizt dinime
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“I set out from Istanbul, [I set out] on the sea,
I came across an Armenian girl.
Unveil your face! Look at the kitten’s face...
I wonder, would that child of an Infidel turn to my religion?”

In the last quatrain, Benli Halime is given as author’s name, but the editors 
do not believe in the authenticity of this name which also appears in several 
19th-century historical poems, see Boratav (1982-83, vol. 2, pp. 434 f). See 
also in Saygun (1976, p. 318), Reinhard (1965, p. 162).
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kimseden bilmes idüm bu muhabeti “I had never experienced this love from 
anybody”. * Maqäm Segäh.
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kügücüqten/qügücükten sevdüm/sevdim seni “I have loved you since child
hood”. Non-metrical. * Maqäm Neva. Folk poetry; compare, e.g., this stanza 
by the 17th century popular minstrel cÁ§iq, see Sevengil (1965, p. 106):

Kü?ücükden bir yär sevdüm 
Ne öpdüm ne qucaqladum 
Ne meclisinde oturub 
Ne bir bade i^ebildüm
“When still quite young I was in love with someone.
I neither kissed him nor embraced him.
I never sat in his company 
Nor could I drink wine with him.”

Here a variant in a regional dialect (Hasan 1987, p. 315, No. 156):
£o?u9aqdan bir yär sevdim gör ne geldi ba§ima 
Käfir encel mi qart§di benim olmu§ a§ima 
Gökde u?an humä qu§lar qonmaq ister le^ime 
Virmezem yärümi yäde yoq mudur cärim benim
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“Since childhood I was in love with a sweetheart, look what 
happened to me!

That damned rival interfered with my ready meal.
Those phenixes that fly in the sky are waiting to descend on 

my carcass.
I’ll not leave my sweetheart to a stranger, have I no honour?”
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kyuyun gedasin (sic!) ol. Meter madár?. * Maqám Hüseyni. Beginning of a 
ghazal by the poet Bäqi (1526-1600, cf. 1935, p. 404, No. 491):

Kűyung gedäsi oldi dil-i mübteläyi gör 
Sevdä-yi mülk-i saltanet eyler gedäyi gör

“Look at the misfortune-stricken heart: it has become the 
beggar of your street,

Look at that beggar who fancies to possess a kingdom!”
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lal-i le bin (text: ledin) qi sordugum “It is the ruby of your lips that I am 
asking about (or, with intended ambiguity, that I suck/kiss)”. Meter rajaz- 
* Maqám Hüseyni. For an early example see the first verse of a ghazal by 
Qäzi Burhänüddin (1314-98; cf. 1980, p. 310, No. 792):

Lacl-i lebüqden soram qani yüregüm qani 
Qamni xód görürem qani yüregüm qani

“I asked (or: sucked, kissed) your ruby lip: Where is my heart, 
where is it?

Only it’s blood I see, where is my heart, where is it?”
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ПЯ'ЬЛ by '{"IK ПЬ1Л У164Л <)ПК\? ЯЛЗ'Ь 'ЬкЬ

nnb о’т т  лл> Т2Ю8> тркл яла >b >ЬкЬ
lacl-i/lal-i lebüngi tacrif/tarif “To describe the ruby of your lips [is impos
sible]”. Meter: a mudáric variant. * Maqäm Nevä and Dügäh. The concept is 
found, e.g., in the first verse of a ghazal by Qäzi Burhänüddin (1314-98; 
cf. 1980, p. 33, No. 84):

§erh idimeye lebüqi dilüm ola läl 
Gözlerümüq ya§i anurj Í9Ün ola ál
“May my tongue not be able to describe your lip, may it be 

mute,
May the tears of my eyes therefore be red (with blood)!”

Struggling for words the poet confesses his inability to express his thought 
— a frequent means of hyperbole as, e.g., in this verse from a ghazal by Ähi 
(see Tarlan 1949, part 4, p. 72):

Nice tahrir ideyin vasfini derd u elemül]
Bagn yufqa kagiduq gözleri ya§lu qalemüq

“How can I write down a description of my pain and grief 
The paper is easily moved to tears, the pen has watering eyes?”

An anonymous tiirkii begins with this first line (Hasan 1987, p. 383, 
No. 213):

Hüsnünüt] tárifi gelmez qaleme

“The pen cannot give a description of your beauty.”

200

>ло> *T> ПЭ\УЛ J566n КП Kb
lavami “The lights”. Reading and translation tentative. * Maqäm Segäh.
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\УК"1 >ЛГОЗ ЛЛ> J4347’ >5>Э >~1>й 1>\3’ЭЮЭ’^

lebi afetin biri xeyli “One whose lips are of a beauté fatale ... very much”. 
Reading and translation tentative. * Maqäm Räst.

202

in n  Л7У’ >ЭЖ L6810N ЬШ Ü>DNUÍ>

letafet gyűl * Maqäm not indicated. This fragment may be based on a ghazal 
by the poet Sacdi ( probably the one that died in 1539) with this beginning (see 
Nazmi, fol. 341v):

Ey letafet gül^eninde verd-i xandänum beniim 
Andelib-i xo§-nevä kim dir]le efgánum beniim

“О my blooming rose in the rose-garden of gracefulness,
I am the melodious nightingale, listen to my elegy!”

A variant of it was still sung in the 17th century: it is recorded with notation 
in Ufqi (1976, p. 234) as a semäci (a note on the margin says that it was com
posed by AH Ufqi himself, but this note possibly refers to the preceding 
entry):

Ey letäfet gül§eninüq täze a9tlmi§ güli 
täze a9ilmi§ güli

Sen bu hüsnile yine cäqillan qilduq deli 
"Áqillart qilduq deli

Bir kemän-ebrü civänsm §ir-i Yezdánum "Áli 
§ir-i Yezdánum Áli

Tir-i müjgänuq heläk itdi nÍ9e sáhib-dili 
NÍ9e sáhib-dili

“O freshly blooming rose in the rose-garden of gracefulness!
With this beauty you have again turned the wise ones into 

fools.
You are a youth with bow-shaped eyebrows, Ali, my godly 

lion,
The arrows of your eyelashes have destroyed numerous hearty 

fellows.”
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’7NU ’7К ТП’ G2500’ Ъ  ’i»7”  iilQpKO 
maqpul yeleli li “Accepted” and melismata. * Maqäm Iraq.

204

- p ’ lN  q-nvn T P  N 614’ HinK b” NO

mayil oldi “fMy heart] became attracted toward...” Meter ramal. * Maqäm 
Zirgüle. This may be the beginning of a ghazal by Emri (d. 1575), see Ergun 
(vol. 3, p. 1281):

Mäyil oldi göricek cäriz-i dildärt görjül 
Su gibi aqdi görüb yine о ruxsäri göqül
“When seeing the sweetheart’s cheek, the heart turned to him,
When the heart saw his face it flowed to him like water.”

205

run> i ’vy riy iy*i> J3903’ ’3J4VT P K ’bi) i n  ’ i ’) у ш о

Mecnun gibi bir Leylayi (text: Leyliani) divane “Like Majnun I am crazily [in 
love] with a Leyla”. Meter out of order. * Maqäm Neva.

206

D ll’ -U  ’* m  ” ЗУ Ш ’ C140’ D11N’ >*n>1 n o  ’IN)? D^Ky

medet calem\eri peri virdi у arum “Help! It is the fair one that has given [me] 
sorrows, О friend”. Meter out of order. * Maqäm Träq.

207

’ УD  Ю Л  -]Ь T H ’ V396’ 1’ П \?> -pQ

medet cevr ii (text: cinring) cefayi hic “Help! Do not ... pain and torture!” 
Meter hazaj. * Maqäm Hüseyni.
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medet, öldürme beni “Help! Don’t kill me!” Several meters are possible.
* Maqám Nevrûz Ajam. Somewhat similar is the beginning of a ghazal by 
Bâqî (1935, p. 165, No. 132):

Meded öldürdi beni derd u ğam-ı cânâne 
Qäbil (qä’il ?) olmaz dil-i dîvâne ise dermâne
“Help! Anguish and frustration because of the beloved have 

killed me
But the crazy heart is not capable (or, variant: not willing) to 

find a remedy.”

The same beginning is also found in a ghazal by Ziyneti, see Ahdî 
(fol. 105r), Qinalizade (vol. 1, p. 434):

Meded öldürdi beni i şanem-i şehr-âşûb 
O levendâne revişler o xudäyi üslûb

“Help! O idol that causes chaos in the city — he has killed me 
With his roistering gait, with his nonchalant manners.”

209

■JTT ПНР Л1ГПК >yn> G1564> p H  nivyp'o

meksur (text: meksuri) dili “The broken heart (acc.)”. Meter rajaz or mudârf.
* Maqám Segâh.

Commoner is the synonymous phrase şikeste dil as, e.g., in a ghazal by 
Ahmed-i Dâcî (d 1427 ?), see íz (1966-67, vol. 1, p. 218):

Gam yime ey şikeste dil bu daxi böyle qalmaya
“Don’t worry, О broken heart, this too will pass.”
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ПО>ЬЭ1 Л\У1Л 1\УЗЬ> J2807’ V)>ONbO

melamet “Blame”. * Maqäm Mähür. Perhaps based on this ghazal by Khayäli 
Beg (1945, p. 283):

Mélámét mülkine mälik olub tá kim calem 9ekdüm 
Selámet defteri erqámina evvel qalem 9ekdüm

“When I hoisted the flag conquering the realm of “melamet”
(i.e., resigning oneself to being blamed),

I crossed out the figures in the ledger of salvation.”

Meter hazaj.

211

’\y J1507> n ü h 'N

meni i[n]citeni (text: igitri) gyüldürme “Don’t make laugh (i.e., don’t make 
happy) the one who tortures me”. Meter probably hazaj. * Maqäm Nevrüz.

meni mest i harab iti, see under 130.

212

biy n b  ТП UlOV' DP DV J1781>

meni renc-i “[Torture] me [with] the pain o f’. Meter hazaj. * Maqäm 
Hüseyní.

213

7V\y> D>"IVy’ 1N"I> G3749’ p i i  О’УКУ ’UNOTin ’N>0

meye hürmet-i Ыет yoq “Wine does not enjoy the respect of the world”. 
There is a pun involved: the word härmet ‘respect’ also means ‘interdiction’, 
especially in connection with wine. Meter hazaj. * Maqäm Bü-Selik.
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Compare, e.g., this first verse from a ghazal by Rühi of a Baghdad (died in 
Damascus in 1605; cf. 1287, p. 160):

Réz duxterine hiirmetih) eller gibi yoqdur 
Adin 9eküb ey süfi dime qati soguqdur
“Like others you [too] have veneration for/aversion against the 

daughter of the grape;
Don’t scold her, О Süfi, saying “how awfully cold!”

214

Ь\УГ0 nb qbyrp C1507' n » N T in  

b\ym ab чЬул> Л507> г р ж п р

minnet Xudaya “God be thanked!” Meter perhaps mudäric. * Maqäm Sabä. 
This incipit may belong to a ghazal by Khurremi, quoted in Ahdi (fol. 83v):

Minnet Xudäya häsil idüb devr-i kämumuz 
Qan yutdurur cadülara §ürb-i müdämumuz

“God be thanked for letting us have the era of our wishes!
Our constant drinking [wine] makes our enemies swallow 

blood.”

215
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>DbD >bK qnDVJN DR G5233R DlnR\ymR0 D>7b>7 >pblű

mülq-i/milk-i dilde (text: dildem) pati§ahum “My sultan in the kingdom of the 
heart”. Meter ramal. * Maqäm Träq and Segyah Träq.

216

ID  lb C577b -IK> >3’3 blJlvyiű

mü§gül/mü§gil beni yar “The difficulty: the friend [has ...] me”. Syntactically 
not clear. Meter perhaps rajaz■ * Maqäm Träq.
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>m p т гп  v h  Ьэк> V4<p  'v w h  d >

mü§gül gam imi§ “It turns out to be a troublesome affliction”. Several meters 
possible. * Maqäm Segyah. Possibly the word ne is missing in the beginning 
and this incipit is identical with No. 226.

nam-i canan ile, see under gam-i canan He.

218

D>*1S D>n 1ЯЭ 1PNÜ’ G2882' р>ОТР\У 3 ’Vyj

nasip oldi seni sevmeq (text: sedvmek) “It was [my] destiny to love you”. 
Meter hazaj. * Maqäm Räst.

219

Dl bN G4035K DlbKVyN >>N7 HtniblN
nasip olursa dagi a§alum “If fate allows, let us cross the mountain”. Meter 
hazaj (if at all metrical). * Maqäm Nevrüz Äjam. Crossing mountains is a 
much used topos in folk poetry (cf. also incipit No. 23). Here an example 
from a dirge (ágit) (Esen 1982, p. 64):

Akaiim gönül a§ahm 
Dersim dagma dii§elim...

“Let us cross [the mountains], heart,
Let us get into the mountains of Dersim...”

220

п г о  К\УЗЛ> C4352' n ’l b ’7 "ItNJ

nazli (text: nazil/nazu) dilberi/dilbere “The coquettish beauty (acc. or dat.)”. 
Meter unclear, probably non-metrical. * Maqäm Hüseyni.
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>03301 n iy  ПУЗ p> G265> ПУЗК *1NpN3 >3

ne baqar oldi “Neither was there anyone who would look.”. Although the text 
is quite readable, it is difficult to interpret it as the beginning of a poem or 
song. * Maqäm Rast.

A modem rural work song (qo§ma) from the Vilayet of Kastamonu starts 
with this line (see Caferoglu 1943, p. 19):

Ne baxarsun dölükden
“Why are you looking through the hole?”

222

У1У >37 7У 7П  ОРЭУ’ Dl’ DP N1781’ >'33’> ’3

ne cengi/gengi “What a fight” or “neither the geng (a kind of lute)”. * Maqäm 
Hüseyni.

A ghazal by Ähi (d. 1517) starts with this couplet (see Tarlan 1948-49, part 
4, p. 73; Qmalizäde 1978-81, vol. 1, p. 195):

Seg-i küyuq ne ceng eyler bu cism-i ná-tuván ifim 
Ne läzim bunca gavgälar bir iki iistüxän ifün

“What fight do the dogs of your neighborhood get into for 
this emaciated body of mine!

Is it worthwhile to quarrel that much over just one or two 
bones?”

Meter hazaj. (Lovers besiege the beloved one’s door, the area and domain 
of the street dogs). Now, it would be metrically possible to start the first line 
with the second foot:

Ne ceng eyler seg-i küyuij bu cism-i ná-tuván iijün 

The meaning would not change. However, no such variant has been found.
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yon ТУТ TVT3 1Ш  ЧП ПТУ V2273' П>Ж\У D n')?'''N  '3

ne eyledüm sanga “What have I done to you?”. Meter perhaps hazaj. 
* Maqäm Nevä.

224

ЧОП '3 b  bN nm rt? C507Í3 T'37'T i>P3 'П'З

Ж  *['УТ bO ')? П р '  J3669' Rt!3Dp Т'З^'Т 'ЬЗР'З niJYPNn 'T'3
ne hey cala gözli dilber qaplan “What? О hazel-eyed beauty, the tiger...”. The 
last word only in 3. The words cala gözli show many corruptions. Reading and 
translation are therefore tentative. Meter not clear. * Maqäm Hüseyni.

225

ПНР 10D ПОТЛ n*V)N Т\УМ ПТЗ ПО' N3318' ОП!?Ж "l'P'N 'Т'О 'р\УУ '3

ne i§q-i pire esir oldum “I neither became a captive of the love for the pir 
(i.e., saintly man, founder of a religious order)”. Meter muctess. * Maqäm 
Sabä.

226

'V\y' ПП'М УПО \У'К t>3 'З'УЗ Ю о' G3404' !?'рУУ1)0 '3

ne mü§qil “How unbearable [a torture] ...”. Meter hazaj. * Maqäm Räst. 
Possibly identical with 217 but the maqäm is different. This may be the begin
ning of a ghazal by Ahmed Pasha (d. 1497; cf. 1966, p. 274, No. 234):

Ne mü§kildür cüdä dü§mek ki§i sevgülü yärmdan 
Xusüsä kim sefer qila zarüretle diyärmdan

“How bitter it is to be separated from one’s beloved friend,
Especially, when he is forced to travel away from his country 

for a journey (or, military compaign)!”

This verse was made the refrain of a miisemmen by the poet Tshqi (see 
Tarlan 1948, part 2, pp. 42 f.).
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If we assume that an interjection is missing in the beginning, the incipit may 
belong to a ghazal by Khayäli Beg (cf. 1945, p. 397, No. 13):

Hey ne mü§kil kär imi§ cälemde yär eksükligi 
Cänuma kär eyledi Ы-ixtiyär eksükligi

“Oh how difficult a matter is to be in this world without a friend.
That lack has involuntarily struck me deeply.”

Or to a very similar one by Zäti (1967-87, vol. 2, p. 154):

Hey ne mü§kil kär olur cälemde ey yär ayruliq 
Nola aglarsam idübdür cänuma kär ayruliq
“Oh, what difficult a matter in this world is separation!
No wonder I cry as separation is harassing my soul.”

Or another ghazal by Zäti (vol. 3, p. 251):

Hey ne mü§kil derd olur dil virmek cälä kimseye 
Virmesün bu derdi ey dil Haq tacälä kimseye
“How difficult a matter is it to give one’s heart to a high-placed 

person!
May God the Almighty not assign such a trial to anyone!”

227
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F3729’ D V JN in D 'O ip N  >3

ne oqunayim divaneyiim “Why should I have myself be cured [by prayers] ? I 
am insane.” Reading and translation tentative. Meter unclear. * Maqäm Räst.

228

П13’ m  >ЛЗ\У> V41S9’ P W 'O IN  р к ’3 V*T ^

neden gaq böyle incinmeq (text: iincinmek) “Why be hurt/offended just like 
that?” Meter hazaj. * Maqäm Träq.
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nev-bahar oldi hey benefyeci “Spring has come, О seller of violets”. Meter 
khafif. * Maqäm Rást.

230

yiHy ’3Í? ’WTID р а л  Л’ V841’ DU N'3’’l  з»з

nev-civanum “Му beautiful youth”. Meter ramal. * Maqäm Nevä. This could 
be a shorter version of one of the following entries.

231
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nev-civanum raqse girse/raksi görse “When my beautiful youth enters/sees 
the dance”. Meter ramal. * Maqäm Nevrüz.

232
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nev-civanum §ir-dilanum (text: -dilzum) “My beautiful youth! My lion- 
hearted one!” Meter ramal. * Maqäm Nevä.

233
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neyile bir у aki piir seda (text: sera) bülbül “Sing with the flute, О 
nightingale, with full voice”. Metrically unclear. * Maqäm Hüseyni.
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nige bir ben sanga dostum olayim... “How long still have I, О my friend, to 
be your...”. Meter ramal. * Maqäm Dügäh. The usual form of such a begin
ning can be typified by a ghazal by Hayreti (1981, p. 159, No. 38):

Ni$e bir aglayayin derd ile her gäh meded 
Yä ni?e bir diyeyin äh meded väh meded

“How long shall I keep crying with pain, help!
Or how long shall I call: Oh, help! Oh, help!”

235
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nige bir maceramuzda * Maqäm Neva. — This is the incipit of a 6-liner 
(miiseddes) by the famous poet Yahyä Beg (cf. 1977, p. 186, No. 17) (Meter 
hazaj):

Ni?e bir mäcerämuz döstäna däsitän olsun 
NÍ9e bir när-i ci§qum düd-i ähumdan ciyän olsun 
Mekänum cayn-i cälemden nihän-ender-nihän olsun 
Kiläb-i küyuqa cism-i zaifüm armagän olsun 
Ne küyurj äh ile dolsun ne qapuqda figän olsun 
Beni öldür vücüdumdan ne näm u ne ni§än olsun

“How long will my adventures have to be narrated to the 
friends?

How long will the fire of my passion be observed through the 
smoke of my sighs?

I wish my status were completely hidden from the eyes of 
the world,

I wish my weak body were a gift to the dogs of your quarter!
Neither should my sighs fill the streets of your quarter, nor 

should there be moaning at your door.
Kill me so that there be no trace left of my existence!”
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ТОП >3b ТРЗ ПЛТ S3930’ D’b”N п ЛЮ ’)
nigar, ne eyleyim “О beauty, what shall I do?” Meter hazaj. * Maqám Bű- 
Selik.

237

>ТП ТПЗ З’ЗР >Л*Л> C4361’ НПЗ >ПЮ ’b” N \!ЛЗ
nu§ eyle cami vedidi “Empty the cup, О my friend!” N has qáse/xáse instead 
of cámi (both meaning ‘cup’). Meter ? * Maqäm Sünbüle.

238

DW 3b *ЛУ> V3126> DWT>b”N 'vnj
nu§ eyledigüm “[That] ... which I drink/have drunk”. Meter: a variant of 
hazaj. * Maqäm Nevä Iraq.

Although the reading is quite clear, it is possibly a corruption of the begin
ning of a ghazal by Zäti (cf. 1967-87, vol. 3, p. 84, No. 1138):

Nü§ eyledüm safälar ile mihrünüi] meyin 
Nähid (jarxa girdi görüb nálemüq neyin

“Rejoycing with pleasure have I drunk the wine of your 
affection.

Venus entered the firmament when she saw the reed flute of 
my moan.”

239
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nu§lebin her zeresi maqbul-i men “The sweet-lipped one’s every atom is wel
come to me”. Meter: a faulty rajaz■ * Maqäm Nevrüz Sabä.

Based on a classical Persian piece of music which was known to Ottoman 
musicians. Üngör (vol. 2, p. 975) calls it “faár, maqäm Sabá, usűl nim-íaqil", 
composed by the famous Persian writer on music Abd al-Qädir Marághi 
(d. 1435). Üngör transcribes the text as follows:
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Nü§ u leb der resid makbül ü men ho§ berdar-i hün cänum 
Hamd ü hüdävend-i rä cänim a§k-i heme ez hüsn (etc.)

240
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ogradum hamam yoli[nda] “[On] the way to the public bath I encountered...”. 
Unmetrical folksong. * Maqäm Segäh.

241

0 ’Э\УП0 \УО> >3b V3008> )>\У>ЮЬ'3 D líN ’J >mbNH OU’3 blN
ol beniim haliimi canum bilmesin “My sweetheart should not know what state 
I am in”. Meter: a ramal variant. * Maqäm Dügáh.

The incipit reminds of the beginning of a ghazal by Ahmed-i Däci 
(d. 1427 ?), see íz (1966-67, vol. 1, p. 219):

Cánánei ben sevdügümi can daxi bilmez 
Cänum dilegin dünyede cänän daxi bilmez

“Not even [my] soul knows that I love the Beloved.
Never on earth does the beloved even know what the heart 

desires.”

The concept is similar to the ones of incipit 21 (ä§iq oldum bilmesin) and 
probably also of 193 (ci§qum gene de bilmes haliimi).

242
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ol qameti selv-i revan “That one whose stature is a walking cypress”. Meter 
rajaz. * Maqäm Nevä.

The topos is common, cf., e.g., a song for dancing (raqsiye) in Ufqi (1976, 
p. 241), that begins:

Qämeti serv-i revänum
Qurbändur belüne cänum
Nür-i didem güzidem hälüm nic’olur
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“О my [beloved] with the stature of a walking cypress,
May my soul (=life) be a sacrifice for your [slender] waste!
О light of my eyes, О my chosen one, what is going to become 

of me?”

öleli giti, see under 11.

243
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ol[d]um-ise ca§iq-i zar “If I have become a sighing lover”. Meter ramal. 
* Maqäm Nevmz Ajam.

244
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öldürdi beni kara gözli “The black-eyed one has killed me”. Meter rajaz or 
muddric variant. * Maqäm Rast.

245
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öldürmesin cadu “May the enemy not kill [him]”. Meter mudárf. 
* Maqäm Dügäh.

246
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oluptur gönlümüz “Our heart has become...” Meter hazaj. * Maqäm Träq.

247
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pati§ahum “My Sultan”. * Maqäm Mähür. Either a shorter version of one of 
the following entries or of another similar poem like, e.g., the ghazal by the 
16th century poet Ferrukhi (see Qmalizäde 1978-81, vol. 2, p. 747):
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Pádijáhum xätem-i lai-i dürr-efjänuij-rm var 
“Áleme hükm itmege mühr-i Süleymänuq-mi var

“O my Sultan, do you possess a pearl-scattering ruby ring?
Do you possess Solomon’s seal for ruling over the world?”
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pati§ahum, sanga lala “My Suhan, [I would like to be] your lala (male 
governess)”. Meter ramal. * Maqäm cIräq.
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pati§ahum, sanga olan “My Sultan, the ... [I] have for you”. Meter ramal. 
* Maqäm cIräq and Nevrüz.
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payine yüz (text: yaz) sürmeye ben “I [come] to rub my face at your feet (as a 
sign of humble respect)”. Meter ramal. * Maqäm Räst. The expression ap
pears even in folkpoetry, see, e.g., this stanza from a türkü (Hasan 1987, 
p. 331, No. 169):

Yüzüm sürsem xäk-päyuna yärin 
Amän ey qa$lar kemän diyeyim 
Niyäza gelmi^dir cä§iqun sana 
Uyan ey qa^lari civän diyeyim

“If I would rub my face on the soil of your foot
And I would say О [beauty] with bough-shaped eyebrows,
Your lover has come to you to implore you,
Awake, О [beauty] with elegant eyebrows!”
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peri§an-halüng oldum “I have become distressed because of you”. The last 
word only in N where hálüng appears as dali. Meter hazaj. * Maqäm Bü-Selik 
and Rást. Beginning of a murabbac by Fuzucli (d. 1556; cf. 1958, p. 472), with 
this first quatrain:

Peri§än-hälüq oldum, sormaduq häl-i peri§anum,
Gamuqdan derde dü§düm, qilmaduq tedbir-i dermänum.
Ne dirseq, rüzgärum beyle-mi gefsün, güzel xánum,
Gözüm, cänum, efendim, sevdügüm, sultänum!

“I have become distressed because of you [but] you never 
inquired about my distressed state.

I fell ill because of my anguish about you [but] you never did 
anything to cure me.

What do you say, will my life pass like that, О my lovely 
sovereign,

My eyeball, my soul, my master, my beloved, my Sultan?”
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qalcadan giqsam niyarum neylesin “If I leave the castle, what should my 
sweetheart do?” Meter: a ramal variant or non-metrical syllabic. * Maqäm 
Nevä.
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qalbum piir sevdadur “My heart is full of passion”. Metrically out of order. 
* Maqäm Hüseyni.
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qanli ya§i durmas (text: durmam) “Its/Their bloody tears do not stop 
coming”. Meter rajaz or mudárf. * Maqäm Nevrűz Ajam. A continuation — 
mutatis mutandis — as, e.g., in the beginning of a ghazal by Ahdi-yi Baghdä- 
di (d. 1592; cf. 1978-79, p. 132) can be assumed:

Dem-be-dem durmaz aqar qan zaxm-i tig-i yärdan

“Steadily flows the blood — never stopping — from the 
wound caused by the sword of the friend.”
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qapimden ayirma “Don’t chase away from my door!” Meter: a variant of 
hazaj. * Maqäm Hüseyni. Somewhat distorted incipit of a 4-liner (murabbac ) 
by Yahyä Beg (1977, pp. 207 f., No. 34):

Qapuqdan ayirma beni zulm eyleme xänum 
Bir merd-i garibem ne yiriim var ne mekänum 
Sabr idemez oldum döyemez cevrüqe cánum 
Beg-zädecigüm begcegizüm täze cüvänum.
“Do not chase me away from your door (or: from your service), 

be not cruel, my King!
I am a stranger, have no place, no abode.
I can no more support it nor bear it, О my soul,
О my princelet, my young king, my tender youth!”
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qarda§, yar, yar, yar “Brother, friend, friend, friend!” Non-metrical. 
* Maqäm Bü-Selik and Hüseyni.
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qarda§cigum “My dear little brother”. * Maqäm Nevrüz Äjam.
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qarda§larum, yarenlerfum] “My brethren! My comrades!” Meter rajaz. 
* Maqäm not indicated.
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qarli daglarin “... of the snow-covered mountains”. In J the adjective is xara 
“black”. Meter ramal or non-metrical. * Maqäm Hüseyni, Bü-Selik and 
Dügäh.

Snow-covered mountains are often mentioned in folkpoetry. See, e.g., this 
stanza from a dirge (Esen 1982, p. 187, No. 84):

Qarli daglarin yelkesi 
Ge£di felegin övkesi 
Alii yelek mavi salta 
Qaldi yigidin soyxasi

“The peak of the snow-covered mountains,
The heavens’ anger is over.
The red vest, the blue jacket,
All that’s left of the young man.”
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qa§i hilal yözi mesteri... “His eyebrow is a crescent, his eyes are intoxicated”. 
* Maqäm Chärgäh. This may be a variant of a poem by the popular poet 
Öksüz Dede (end of the 16th century), see Köprülüzade (1930, p. 36, No. 7):
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Qa§uq hilál gőzül] mestän
Geh dogar (text: dogan) geh dolunursun
cÄ§iqa cevretmek Í9Ün
Xirämäni sahnursun.
“Your brow is crescent-shaped, your eyes are drunk. 
(Like the moon) you now rise, now disappear.
To torture your adorer
You swagger along struttingly.”

qügücükten sevdim seni, see under 196.
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quvediim yoq ki (text: bi) varayim “I don’t have the strength to go there”. 
Meter ramal. * Maqäm Nevä.
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rahmin rahi (text: daxi/raxi) “Your mercy also (The wine of your mercy)”. 
Metrically out of order. * Maqäm Hüseyni.
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razu/raz[i] oldi gam halüme bir “A ... became satisfied with (or: agreed to) 
my state of grief’. J has only the first two words. Meter unclear. * Maqäm 
Awj/Evi9 .
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ruhum gibi “Like my cheek”. * Maqäm Räst. Apparently a corruption of the 
beginning of a murabbac of which Ufqi (1976, p. 234) gives the first quatrain 
(with notation), rhythm devr-i kebir\

Ruxug gibi letäfet-puxte mihr-i miinir olmaz 
Cihända bir saga begzer §ehr-i gerdün-serir olmaz 
cÄli §ähum saga iqlim-i hiisn i?re nazir olmaz 
Kemend-i zülf-i mü§kinüg görüb kimdür esir olmaz

“There is no graceful shining sun like your cheek,
There is in the world no sky-throning city (or, metrically 

wrong: city-dweller, i.e., inhabitant of Istanbul) that 
would resemble you.

О my Ali §äh, in the climes of beauty you have no equal.
Who is who would not become a captive when seeing the 

musk-scented lasso of your hairlock?”
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ruhzar-i /ey ruhzar-i piir-letafet “A cheek/O cheek full of charm”. Meter 
mudäric. * Maqäm Hüseyni.
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saba gurbet [iline?] “The gentle breeze [brings a message to] the foreign 
[place]”. * Maqäm Räst. Nostalgic songs sung by men who travel for work in 
far away places are commonplace in Anatolian folk poetry (cf., e.g., the list in 
Esen 1986, pp. 332 f.) though in this case the topos referring to sabá “the 
gentle breeze” points to high-style poetry.
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sabah oldi, ne yatirsin “The morning has come, why are you still lying [in 
bed]?” Meter hazaj. * Maqäm Nevä.

For an early parallel we can point to the beginning of a ghazal ascribed to 
Nesimi (1973, vol. 2, p. 600):

Ne yatursan gäfil insän oyan vaqt-i seher ge9di 
Nedür bu sendeki cisyän oyan vaqt-i seher geijdi

“Why are you still lying in bed, neglectful person, wake up, the 
early morning has passed,

What is this delinquency, wake up, the early morning has passed.”
Compare also the beginning of a nefes by Sersem Ali Baba (d. 1569-70 as 

head of the Bektashi order of derwishes) or by a later namesake, see Niizhet 
(1930, p. 337):

Uyan ne yatursm §afaq söküldi 
Hep niyäzlar qabul olur sabähdan

“Wake up, why do you sleep, dawn has broken,
In the morning all prayers are complied with.”

While these have to do with the fulfillment of the early morning prayer, a 
modem dirge figures the bride lamenting over the groom stabbed to death by 
a rival in the nuptial night (Ataman 1951, p. 28):

Sabah oldu uyansana 
Giil yastiga dayansana 
Ölüyorum inansana a camm 
Uyan yärim sabahlar oldu 
Sabah yildizlari dogdu

“Morning has dawned, awake,
Lean against the embroidered cushion,
Believe me I am dying, О my soul,
Awake, the morning has come,
The morning stars have risen.”
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sabah oldi perizadum dolundi “It dawned, my fairie-child disappeared”. 
Meter hazaj. * Maqäm Segyáh.
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sabr eyle, yöngül, bu da geger “Be patient, О heart, this too will not last 
forever”. Meter: a variant of hazaj. * Maqäm Bú-Selik. This is a repeat line in 
a poem of 3 quatrains recorded in Ufqi (1976, p. 202, with notation). The first 
quatrain is:

Gam fekme gőgül kim felegüg oyuni zärdur 
Cevrine tahammül ide-gör cä§iqa kärdur 
Her aglamanuq soginda bir gülmesi vardur 
Sabr eyle göqül bu da ge?er devr-i zamändur
“Don’t grieve, О heart, Destiny’s game is with dice (or with 

lamentation).
Show patience to its tyranny, a lover benefits of it.
Tears always end in laughter.
Suffer patiently, О heart, this too will pass by, it is the 

revolution of time.”

Meter and rhime are out of order.
The concept itself is old. It is found already in the first verse of a ghazal by 

Dehhäni (13th century), see Aksoy (1978, p. 145):
Sabr eyle gögül derdüge dermän ire umma 
Cän atma oda bihüde cänän ire umma

“Be patient, О heart, do not expect that your trouble will be 
healed,

Do not cast your soul into the fire in vain, do not hope for the 
arrival of the Friend!”
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safá viren banga her dem “What gives me satisfaction every minute” N has 
only the first two words. Meter hazaj. * Maqám Rást (V) and Sabá (N).
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safa-yi hatirum oldur (text: oldum) “What pleases my heart is this”. Meter 
muctess. * Maqäm Sabä. A ghazal with this incipit by the Shaikhulisläm 
Yahyä (1552/53-1643/44) has been published in íz (1966-67, p. 362):

Safä-yi xätirum oldur seni safäda görem 
Bu ben belä-ke§i hicränuqa vefäda görem

“For me joy of the heart means to see you in joy,
To see my unfortunate self in contentment with the separation 

from you.”

A somewhat similar beginning (but in hazaj meter ) is found in a ghazal by 
the 16th century poet Sámi, see Ahdi (fol. 112v):

Safä-yi xätir olurdi veli seng-i havädisden (?)
Nihäl-i mivedär-äsä §ehä gäyet §ikestem ben

“I would be full of happiness but being the target of the rocks 
of events

I am, О king, quite broken like a fruit-bearing branch.”
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§aha györdüm “О king, I saw...” * Maqäm Neva.
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saldi yine dil furqatasin (text: furqiniri) “Again he launched the frigate of his 
heart”. Meter ? * Maqäm Dügäh.
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salinir/(sanilir) bir naz-ile “[A beauty] parades with gracefulness” or, if we 
read názli, “A coquettish one walks gracefully”. Meter ramal. * Maqäm Räst 
and Sabä.
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salinir canum paresi, ey gyüzel “My sweetheart (lit. piece of my soul) walks 
swayingly, О beautiful one!” The last two words only in V. Meter ? * Maqäm 
Räst.
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sanga ey §ux-i (text: §ux-i ke) perivec[h] “To you, О fairie-faced joyful 
fellow”. Meter ramal. * Maqäm Awj/Evc.
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saqla dilde (text: dilden) razi ey-can/raz-i can “Hide the secret in [your] 
heart, О soul/Hide the secret of the soul in [your] heart”. Meter ramal. 
* Maqäm Bú-Selik.
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saqladum dilde dideni “I stored your eyes in [my] heart”. The last word is 
doubtful. Meter khafif. * Maqäm Neva.
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sas alup (text: olup) mutrip de me “The musician takes the instrument and 
[starts to play] the music”. Meter ramal. * Maqám Nevrúz.
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$ebnem (V §evnbem, G §eble) gibi (G giri) saqilsin (G sag is r) “May they 
scatter like dew-drops”. Meter: a variant of hazaj. * Maqám Neva. Beginning 
of a ghazal by Bäqi (1526-1600, cf. 1935, p. 272, No. 296):

§ebnem gibi saijilsun qoq e§k-i firävänum,
Güller gibi afilsun tek gon9e-i xandänum.

“Let my profuse tears scatter like dewdrops 
As long as my smiling rose-bud can burst into bloom like a 

rose.”

According to Güngör p. 1303 the poem was set to music by the famous 
composer Ttri (d. 1711), but the maqäm is not known. It was also set to music 
by the composer Zakharya (presumably of Greek origin, see inai (1958, 
pp. 305 ff.) — perhaps in the early 18th century — Maqäm Hüseyni, usül 
Agir Beref§än (notation in Subhi vol. 2, pp. 87 f.)
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§efteli suli suli “Juicy, juicy peaches”. The meter could be ramal but the in
cipit looks more like non-metrical folk poetry. The word for peach (§eftálú, 
today §efiäli, here in the dialectal or colloquial form §efteli) is today — and 
already was in the 16th century — a generally known cover-word for “kiss”. 
Compare, e.g., this stanza from a türkü (Hasan 1987, p. 346, No. 183):

Qafan kirn näz ile ?iqdi 
Bénim §ähim otagmdan 
Sulu §eftallerü virse 
Lebi göster dudagtndan
“When gracefully from his royal tent 
My king steps outside 
When he bestows juicy peaches/kisses 
Point to the lips of your mouth!”

A 17th century tiirki begins with these lines (Ufqi 1976, p. 49):
§eftäli isterim mahrüm gönderme 
íki leblerüqden bir gerdánuqdan
“I want a peach/kiss, don’t send me away empty-handed,
Two from your lips, one from your neck!”
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seherde §ems-ile dogan “... that rises with the sun in the early morning”. 
Meter hazaj. * Maqäm Hüseyni.
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seherden yördigüm “... that I saw in the early morning”. Meter hazaj. 
* Maqäm Nevä.
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§eh-i simin-bedensin sen “You are the silver-bodied king”. Meter hazaj. 
* Maqäm Hüseyni and Dügäh.
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§ehpaz gyözüm seyirde divane salinsin “May my falcon eye rove around like 
crazy on its promenade”. Meter unclear. * Maqäm cIräq. For the use of diváne 
cf. Burhänüddin (1980, p. 394, No. 1016):

Sen bu erenler cemcine diváne gel diváne gel 
Gendü hisäbin aqlayub defter qtlub diváne gel
“Come to this gathering of derwishes like a madman,
Having done and recorded your own calculations, come to 

the office!”
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§emc-i ruh-i hubanum “The candle of the cheeks of my beautiful ones!”. 
Meter probably rajaz. * Maqäm Segäh.

The topos (cheek compared to shining candle) is common, see, e.g., Ufqi 
(1976, p. 203), with the first quatrain:

§emc-i rühuqa (corr. ruxuqa) cismimi perväne dü§ürdüm 
Evráq-i dili äte^-i süzäne dü§ürdüm 
Bir qatre iken gendümi cummäne dü§ürdüm 
Hayfä yolutni vädi-yi hicräne dü§ürdüm

“I threw my body into the candle of your cheek,
I threw the leaves of the heart into the burning fire.
I was but one drop, I threw myself into the ocean.
Alas, I threw my path into the valley of despair!”
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sen benüm dinüm imanum “You are my faith, my religion”. * Maqäm 
Hüseyni.
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sen benüm halümi “You [do not] ... the state I am in”. Meter ramal. * Maqäm 
Dügäh.
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sen bu cemal-i (text: cumleni) hüsn-ile “With your loveliness and beauty”. 
The first two words are missing in J. Meter rajaz■ * Maqäm Hüseyni. A better 
form (with kemdl-i instead of cemdl-i) is found in the beginning of a ghazal 
by Fazli (d. 1563), see cÁ§iq (1971, fol. 198a); Qinalizade (1978-81, vol. 2, 
p. 756); Ähdi (fol. 156v); Iz (1966-67, vol. 1, p. 282):

Sen bu kemäl-i hüsn-ile mihr-i felek misin nesin 
Nevc-i be§erde görmedük yoxsa melek misin nesin
“With that perfect beauty are you the sun of the skies or what 

are you?
We have never seen [one like you] in the human species, are 

you an angel or what are you?”
Fazli’s verse is echoed by the first verse of a ghazal by ShenTi (see Tarlan 

1948, part 2, p. 66):
Bu kemäl-i hüsn kim virmi§dür Allähum saqa 
Virmemi§dür kimseye illäki ey mähum saga
“This perfect beauty which God has given to you 
He has not given to anybody but to you, my moon.”
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sen ne dirsin, ey gyüzel “What do you say, О beautiful one?” Meter ramal.
* Maqäm Bü-Selik.

The incipit reminds (besides incipit No. 112) of the first verse of a ghazal by 
Nejäti Beg (d. 1509; cf. 1963, p. 291, No. 240):

Nice dirsin ey göqül kim hecrden cän aglamaz 
Yacni kimse var-midur bu derd ile qan aglamaz
“How can you say, О heart, that one does not cry over 

separation?
Is there anybody, who does not shed bloody tears in this 

agony?”
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sende gönglüm naqdin aldi[tj] “You too have taken/appropriated my heart’s 
possessions/coins”. Meter ramal. * Maqäm Evc-Träq.
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senin igin yandum qaldum “For you I am consumed by fire”. Non-metrical.
* Maqäm Räst.
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sen[ün]gile fahr iderüm sen “I am proud of you, you ...”. * Maqäm Räst. 
Ghazal by Mustafá cÁli, see Ergun (vol. 1, p. 43):

Senüqle faxr iderem, senden özge yärum yoq 
Gamut] la eglenürin, gayrilerle kärum yoq
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“I am proud of you, I have no other friend but you,
I while the time away languishing for you, I have nothing to do 

with others.”

Meter muctess. Ufqi (1976, pp. 221 and 241) has three times (with notation, 
Maqäm Rást, usűl düyek) a quatrain (murabbac) whose first two lines deviate 
little from Mustafa "Äli’s.

294
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sevdigüm cici dilber “The graceful little sweetheart I love”. * Maqäm Nevä.

295
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sevdüm ol yärümi “I have fallen in love with that friend of mine”. * Maqäm 
Hüseyni. Maybe based on a ghazal by Yahya Beg (1977, p. 447, No. 265), 
meter khafifi

Sevdüm ol yäri mübtelä oldum 
Gendü gendüme bir belä oldum

“I fell in love with that friend, I became painstricken,
I became a calamity to myself.”

seven ol lacl-i, see 297.
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severem/seherem dövlet-i behari “I love the happiness of spring”. Meter 
unclear. * Maqäm Hüseyni.
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seveyin ol lacl-i (text: lali) “May I caress that ruby [lip]”. The first word could 
also be read as seven “whoever loves”. Meter rajaz or (reading seven) hazaj. 
* Maqäm Neva.
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§evq-i laclüq-ile görjül meyxane yeklin baglanmi§ “Yearning for your ruby[- 
lips] the heart has acquired the appearance of a wine-house”. Meter ramal. 
* Maqäm Hüseyni. Text and music are given in Ufqi (1976, p. 234), where the 
piece is called raqsiye:

§evq-i laclüq-le göqül mey-xäne §eklin baglanmi§
Qana müstagraq ciger peymäne §eklin baglanmt§
Yolda zencirin sürür diväne §eklin baglanmi$ 
i^medin bir qatre men mestäne §eklin baglanmi§
Päyimäl olmi§ ser-i zülfüg heväsiyle gőgül 
Pir-i gerdün h$q zunnärin qu§anmi§ beline

“Because of the yearning for your ruby lips the heart has taken 
on the appearance of a wine-house,

The blood-filled lungs have acquired the appearance of a cup 
[of wine].

I have taken on the appearance of a demented person that drags 
his chains along the road,

Without drinking one drop I have acquired the appearance of a 
drunk fellow.

Trodden under foot is the heart by its longing for the end of 
your hairlock,

The old man of the firmament has girt his waist with the belt of 
love.”

A nazire to this poem (by Arámi, of the late 16th century) is found in Ergun 
(vol. 1, p. 57):

Säqiyä lacl-i lebin peymäne §eklin baglami§
Cür'asin nu§ eyleyen mestäne §eklin baglamt§
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“О cup-bearer, your ruby lip has adopted the shape of a cup,
He who drinks [from it] to the bottom adopts the shape of a 

drunk person.”

Another parallel (na^ire) is found in the collection of biographies of poets 
by cÄshiq (1971, fol. 176a), where a ghazal by cí§retí with this incipit is 
quoted:

Sahn-i sinem safha-i xum-xäne jeklin bagladi
Rüh lä-yacqil yatur mestäne §eklin bagladi
“The area of my breast has acquired the appearance of a wine- 

cellar,
The soul lies [there] unconscious, showing the appearance of a 

drunk person.”
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seyre giqsan her tarafta “If you go out for a walk, everywhere [you will] ...”. 
Meter ramal. * Maqäm TJzzäl.

300
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seyre reftem be/bir gyűl gidem “I went for a walk to collect flowers”. Meter: 
possibly khaflf. * Maqäm Saba. Persian song in Ottoman garb.

301
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simin ayin "... of the silver moon”. Translation tentative. Meter rajaz. 
* Maqäm Räst.
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sinemde §ahum “In my breast, my king”. Meter rajaz■ * Maqäm Nevrüz 
Ajam. The concept reminds of the beginning of a ghazal by Me’äli (1982, 
p. 290, No. 114):

Sinemde xayäluq sanemä mesken idindi 
Bir rüh quri qälibi buldi ten idindi

“Your image, О idol, is lodged in my breast,
A spirit has found solid shape, has acquired a body.”
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sohbet-i dildar qiblem “My qibla (i.e., prayer-niche, target) is the conversa
tion with the beloved”. The first word not in J. Meter ramal. * Maqäm Nevä. 
For comparison we can point to the first verse of a ghazal by Zäti (1967-87, 
vol. 3, p. 387):

Benüm qiblemdür ol dilber ki dirlermi§ aqa Bax§i 
Safäda zemzemüq caynt anuq lacl-i safäbax$i
“That fair one whom they call Bax§i is my qibla 
His pleasure-boding ruby [lips] are equal in pleasure to the 

well of Zamzam [in Mecca].”
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yo/ Hiisrevin §irin-i ziyba “That beautiful Shirin of Khosroe’s”. Meter rajaz- 
* Maqäm Hüseyni. The Persian king Khosroe and Shirin are legendary lovers 
much quoted in classical literature.
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§ol siyeh zülfini “Those black locks of yours (acc.)”. Meter probably ramal. 
* Maqäm Hüseyni. Cf. 45.
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ум peri-ruyum (text: -duyum) belayi yözler “That fairy-faced one expects 
trouble”. The unusual thought casts doubt on the coorectness of the text. 
Meter ramal. * Maqäm Chärgäh.
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sugim ne yüna[h]um ne “What fault have I committed? What is my sin?” 
Meter? * Maqäm not indicated.

For the concept compare this semäci (Ufqi 1976, p. 207):
Ne sue itdüm ben ‘aceb bilmezem ol yäre meded 
Ki bu meerüh dile urdi yine yare meded 
Zülf-i zencir ile göqlüm yöyle bend eyledi-kim 
Yoq xaläs olmaga bir/bu häl ile bir 9äre meded

“I don’t know what wrong I did to that friend, help!
That he again wounded this [my] wounded heart, help!
With the chain of [his] forelock has he again thus fettered my 

heart
That there is no way somehow to free it, help!”

Another example: a murabbac by Me’äli (d. 1535-36; cf. 1982, p. 185) 
begins with these lines:

Ne su9um var ki beni böyle dil-efgär idesin 
Qanumi dökmeg-Í9Ün dem-be-dem ifkär idesin

“What fault did I commit that you cast me into such 
depression,

That you constantly ponder how to shed my blood?”
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suseni sevdi yar “The friend liked the iris”. Reading and translation tentative. 
Meter khafif * Maqäm Segäh.
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ta dirile “So that he/it may come to life”. Meter perhaps rajaz■ * Maqäm Iraq. 
Reading and translation tentative.
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tangiri ehli “The people of God”. Meter ramal. * Maqäm Räst.
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tene ten dir dir ten “Tra-la-la!” Common form of melismata, cf., e.g., Üngör 
(vol. 2, pp. 878, 968, 975, 976). * Maqäm Bü-Selik.
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ti[g]-i cefa/sefa ile beni öldürme sultanum “О my sultan, do not kill me with 
the sword of torture/pleasure!” Meter rajaz. The last two words lacking in V. 
* Maqäm Hüseyni and Nevä.
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tig-i cevr ile öldürme ah yiizel “Do not kill [me] with the sword of torture, ah 
beautiful one”. * Maqäm Nevrüz Aj am.
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tig-i cevr ile öldürme beni “Do not kill me with the sword of torture”. Meter ?
* Maqám Nevrüz Äjam.
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tulu iti “[The sun or another celestial body] has risen/rose”. Meter hazaj.
* Maqäm Nevrüz.
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üq o[n]gulmas “Three incurable/never to recover/hopeless.” Meter could be 
hazaj. * Maqäm Nevä.
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üq qiz (text: qizi) idiq “We were three girls”. Meter rajaz (if at all metrical). 
* Maqäm Träq.
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ülqesiz qahdan vardum “I have come from the King who has no country”. 
Meter unclear. * Maqäm Nevrüz.
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üsn-i güli lebe, see under 189.
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var-mi cihanda/cihandan bir dahi “Is there in the world one more...”. Meter 
rajaz■ * Maqäm Rást.

xara daglarin, see under 259.
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xarab oluptur “[My heart] lies in ruins”. Meter probably hazaj. * Maqäm 
cUzzäl.The incipit may be based on a ghazal by Khayäli (d. 1524; cf. Latifi 
1314, p. 150; Qinalizäde 1978-81, vol. 1, p. 353; íz 1966-67, vol. 1, p. 279):

Xaräb olubdur ol ábád gördügüi] göqlüm 
Gamuqla dop doludur §äd gördügüi] göqlüm

“In ruins lies my heart which you had seen flourishing,
Brimful of pain is my heart which you had seen happy.”

The ghazal is also quoted in Khayäli Beg (1945, p. 295, No. 51).

321
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ya ayvaci “O seller of quinces”. Meter could be rajaz- * Maqäm Räst. This 
short incipit requires confirmation by an existing poem.
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ya deli báli (text: beli) lale benüm “O my tulip with poisonous honey”. L 
lacks the last two words. Reading and translation tentative. * Maqäm Neva.

323
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ya rab medet “O lord, help!” * Maqäm Máhür. Ufqi (1976, p. 261), with 
notation, murabbac, maqäm cIräq (?), usúl: düyek.

Yä rabb meded ol | : mihr-i täbänumi: | göster 
Öldüm gam-i | : hecrile ol cänumi : | göster 
Reftär güzel | : yacni Süleymänumi : | göster 
(repeat) Rahm eyle gözüm ya§ma | : cänänumi göster: |.
“O Lord, help! Let me see my resplendent sun!
The bitter separation kills me. Let me see my soul!
Let me see the one with graceful gait, namely, my Süleymän!
(Repeat:) Take pity on my tears, let me see my soul!”

324
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ya rab nidem ol §ah-i sitem[kar] “O Lord, what shall I do, that cruel king 
(i.e., the beloved)...” Meter: a hazaj variant. * Maqäm Hüseyni.

325
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ya rabi hamd itiler “O my Lord, they praised”. Meter out of order. * Maqäm 
Bü-Selik.
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уа rabi hasret-ile/hasritiler “О шу Lord, with longing". Meter mudâric. 
* Maqäm Bû-Selîk. Based on a mukhammes by Yahya Beg, (died 1582) see íz 
(1966-67, p. 463); Yahya Beg (1977, p. 191, No. 20):

Yâ Rabbi, hasret-ile benüm alma cânumı 
Bir daxi göreyim meh-i mihribânumı,
Cânânumi, cefâ qilici nev-civânumı,
Şâhîn baqışlu yânımı, rûh-ı revânumı,

Sultânumı, efendimi, şâh-ı cihânumı.
“O Lord, do not let me die with longing,
May I once more see my ungenerous moon[-faced one],
My beloved, my tormenting youth,
My hawk-eyed sweetheart, my living soul,
(Repeat:) My sultan, my master, my king of the world!”
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ya rûh-i revân bu der. Meter hazaj. * Maqäm not given. Folk song (varsağı) 
recorded (with notation) in Ufqi (1976, p. 130), meter hazaj:

Eyâ rûh-i revân, bu derdime dermân bulınmaz mı 
Muqayyer-mi qalur bu xübluguq bedri bulınmaz mı
“O living soul, can there no remedy be found for my trouble?
Will the full moon of your beauty remain daubed with pitch, 

can it not be found?”

328
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yalansifn], ey felek, yalansin, yalan “You are false, О Destiny, you are false, 
false”. Non-metrical. * Maqäm Nevâ. The meaning of yalan is really exactly 
like Latin vanus (‘vain’), ‘having no content, meaningless’. Compare this 
verse from the 1451 ms. of the anonymous collection of stories Faraj bacd aş- 
şidda (fol. 51v):
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Adidur kivimig cihända qalan,
Qalani yalandur, yalandur, yalan.

“What remains of a person in the world is his name, 
Whatever else remains of him is null and void.”

329
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yandum gam-i “I am pain-stricken with the sorrow for...”. Meter can be rajaz 
or mudäric. * Maqäm Segäh.

330
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yari benden “[Do not separate] the friend from me”. Meter ramal. * Maqäm 
Chärgäh.This is the incipit of a ghazal by the famous poet Nesimi (executed 
as a heretic c. 1407, cf. 1973, vol. 1, p. 179, No. 71; also íz, 1966-67, p. 159):

Yärumi menden ayirdi ?arx-i gaddär ü§te gör 
Yüregüm qan oldi gamdan gél Í9Üm yär ü§te gör
“See, cruel fate has separated me from my friend (beloved)
Behold my heart, О friend, it is drowned in blood because of 

grief.”

331
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yarum yudular “They washed my sweetheart[’s corpse]”. Folk poetry, 
probably part of a dirge. * Maqäm: not indicated. Compare these lines from a 
modern Anatolian dirge (agit) (Saygun 1976, p. 317):

Imam gelmi§ go? yegidi yumaga 
Yuyup onu dar mezere gomaga

“The imam has come to wash the valiant youth,
To wash him and to put him into the narrow grave...”
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To contrast these simple lines with a passage from divän poetry, see this first 
verse of a ghazal by Jelili of íznik quoted in Latifi (1314, p. 120):

Öldükde bu ben xastayi e§kiyle yusunlar 
Cänäne güzär itdügi yollarda qosunlar
“When this heart-sick one died they should wash him with tears,
They should put him on the road where [his] sweetheart passes by.”

332
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yaz oldi agildi lale “Spring has come, the tulips/poppies are flowering”. 
Meter muctess. * Maqäm Nevrüz. The appearance of the red-blooming tulip 
or poppy is the typical sign of spring. Compare, e.g., the beginning of a ghazal 
by Qägi Burhánüddin (1314-98; cf. 1980, p. 239):

Bahár oldi güle ba§ladi läle 
Qilur gül§ende bülbül yüz äläle

“Spring has come, the tulip/poppy burst into bloom,
In the rose-garden the nightingale broke into hundredfold 

warbling.”

333
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yazmi§ hikmet[-i] ezel[-i] §erife ey gyiil-i “The holy wisdom at the beginning 
of eternity has written / so decreed it, О rose of [...]”. Meter out of order. 
* Maqäm Neva.

334
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yesir iti senin i§q[in] “The love for you has made [me] a captive/slave”. 
Meter hazaj. * Maqäm Nevä.
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The incipit reminds of a line of a ghazal by Hasan (d. 1611-12), see Riga 
(1316, p. 31):

Esir itdi beni ol gamze zülfe
“That glance made me the captive of the forelock.”

335
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yine beni deli eyledi “He (or: The love for him) has again made me crazy”. 
Meter probably hazaj. * Maqäm Dügäh.

336
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yine dü§tüm daglere ben vay “I have again taken to the mountains”. Probably 
non-metrical, syllabic. * Maqäm Träq. We can compare with the beginning of 
a ghazal by Reväni (d. 1524), see Tarlan (1948-49, part 4, p. 18):

Daglara dü$mi§ yürür Mecnün-vej äväre su 
Bir sa?i Leyli gözi ähü p ün  bi-?äre su

“The water, errant like Majnűn, has taken to the mountains,
Poor water, yearning for someone with Leyli’s hair (i.e., black 

hair) and with a gazelle’s eyes.”
Majnűn and Leyli: famous pair of Arab lovers.
Or a quatrain by Pir Sultán Abdái (Gölpmarh-Boratav 1943, p. 119):

Ey benim divane göqlüm 
Daglara dü§tüm yaliniz

“O my crazy heart,
I be took m yself to the mountains all alone.”

yönglüm/yöngülüm aldi al-ile, see under 157.
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yör ne belaler yetirdi “See what disasters ... has brought”. Meter out of order. 
* Maqäm Nevrúz.

338
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yözüm ya§i “The tears of my eyes”. * Maqäm Nevrüz. Two poems by the 
14th century poet Qäzi Burhänüddin (1314-1398) begin thus, see Burhänüd- 
din (1980, p. 76, No. 190):

Göziim ya§i cihám $ehä sebzezär ider 
Zülfüq heväsi göqülümi bi-qarär ider

“O King, the tears of my eyes tum the world into a green 
meadow,

The desire for your hairlock makes my heart restless.”

and on p. 323, No. 827:

Gözüm ya§i ki seyl oliban axa dem-be-dem 
Ne fäyide 9Ü yüregümi yaxa dem-be-dem
“For the tears of my eyes to turn into a flood and to flow drop 

by drop,
Of what use is it as they constantly bum my heart.”

Although quite old, Qäzi Burhänüddin’s poetry was still quite popular in 
mystical circles. A more recent poem (end of the 16th century) would be one 
in "Áli, Díván (fol. 124r), with the first couplet:

Gözüm ya§i ki dökülür zamän zamän xäke 
Gubär anuq §erefinden iri§ür efläke

“As the tears of my eyes incessantly drop on the ground,
Honored by them the ground rises to the firmament.”

Considered could be also a poem by Mesihi (died 1512), quoted after Nazmi 
(fol. 445r):
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Gözüm ya§m döker ol zülf-i dilcü 
Aqubdur ebr-i nisän san-ki lü’lü’.
“That one with the pleasant locks causes my tears to flow,
As if the April cloud were shedding pearls.”

Also a ghazal by Remzi (died in 1548), cited in Nazmi (fol. 514r), has a 
similar beginning:

Gözüm ya§m döküb dirdüm behär olsa, behär [olsa],
£i?ekler afilub göqlüm a9 ilsa rüy-i yär olsa!
“With tears flowing from my eyes I would say: “If only it were 

already spring, were it but spring,
Would the flowers open up, would my heart open up, would 

the friend’s face be here!”

339
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yül§en-i qyuyinde pür-yes “In the rose-garden of your quarter — full of 
despair”. Meter ramal. * Maqäm Bü-Selik. The beginning resembles the in
cipit of a ghazal by the 16th century poet Kätibi (d. 1562-63), see Nazmi 
(fol. 98r):

Gül§en-i küyuqdan ey dilber qa9an itsem güzer 
§ol raqib-i xäri her dem görürem anda gezer
“Whenever I pass by by the rose-garden of your quarter,

О sweetheart,
I at all times see the abject rival who walks around there.”

340
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у űri gerq-i feleq yiiri “Turn, О wheel of fortune, turn!” Meter hazaj. 
* Maqäm Dügäh.
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yüri/gyüri qara gözli/gyözli yüri/gyüri “March ahead, О black-eyed one, 
march ahead!”. Probably non-metrical. * Maqäm Hiiseyni.

Remark concerning the incipits starting with yüri/gyüri: Lines beginning 
and ending with the word у űri “go ahead, march!” are a common feature in 
folk songs. In the 17th century music collection by Ufqi (1976, p. 96), we 
find, e.g.:

Yiiri Murád dagi yiiri 
A§quq ?aglar §imden girü 

Yiiri, yiiri, yiiri 
Qádir Mevlä mürvetinden 
Bahär eyler §imden girü 

Yiiri, yiiri, yiiri
“Ahead, Mount Murad, ahead!
Henceforth your love will plash [like a waterfall].

March, march, march!
Through the Almighty’s grace 
There will henceforth be spring.

March, march, march!”

Moderm examples of folksongs of this type can be found in Reinhard 1965, 
p. 150:

Yiirii dilber yiirii ömriimün van 
Eridi kalmadi daglarm kart (etc.)

“Geh, Schönste, geh, du meines Lebens Inhalt.
Geschmolzen, nicht geblieben ist der Schnee der Berge...”

Or:

Yörii güzel yörü, yolundan kalma!
Her yüze güleni dost olur sanma! (etc.)

“Geh, Schöne, geh, bleib nicht auf dem Weg.
Glaub nicht, daß der, der dir ins Gesicht lächelt, immer ein 

Freund ist...”
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The same feature can occasionally also be traced in high-style poetry. See, 
e.g., this first verse of a ghazal by Khayäli Beg (1945, p. 434):

Yiiri hey cä§iqina cädeti bi-däd yiiri 
Yüri öp bili§ olub sopra olan yad yiiri
“March, О [idol] whose habit is cruelty toward the lover, march, 
March, who first befriends, then becomes a stranger, march!”
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yüzeliqte nazirin yoq “In beauty you have no equal”. Meter hazaj. * Maqäm 
Bü-Selik.
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zarifan salinir (text: salin/salini) bin naz-ile “The graceful ones walk min- 
cingly with a thousand coquetteries”. Meter hazaj. * Maqäm Träq.
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zili Haq-sin “You are God’s shadow [on earth]”. * Maqäm Träq. Title of the 
Caliph.
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zünbül-i zünbül-i sivah “The hyacinth of the black hyacinth-hair”. * Maqäm 
Bü-Selik and Hüseyni. Ismail Dede (1777-1845) composed a piece (naqsh) in 
the maqäm Sabá on this text (Üngör, vol. 2, p. 977; Persian text by Hasan 
Dihlavi, d. 1327):
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Sümbüli sümbüli siyeh cánim 
Bersemen bersemen mezen cánim 
Ömrüm hey mirim yar yar 
Bersemen bersemen mezen cánim

Note: This is Üngör’s reproduction of the Persian text in Modem Turkish. 
Regrettably we were not able to locate a copy of Hasan Dihlavi’s rare díván 
(said to have been published in Hydarabad, and I want to thank all the col
leagues who tried to help). Therefore the translation of the verses can only be 
tentative:

“The hyacinth, the black hyacinth[-black hair], my soul 
Do not throw onto the jasmin[-white breast], onto the jasmin 

[-white breast], my soul.
Refrain: My life, О my prince, beloved, beloved.

Repeat of line 2.”
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209 -JTT П31У ЛШЛИ ’УТ1’ 

260 ш из 13 IDVy ’УТ1’ 
130 о ’т л  ’(лк * 3  1з d i’ 
337 ’Р ЛЗ’ЛрЛ ЛР1Ю Dl’ 

130 i о\уР m iN  Di’ Di’ 
23 ’И’УЛ iP 1W1TT’ Dl’ Dl’ 

222 ,212 Ply ’3p Py ТУТ РЮУ’ Dl’ Dl’ 
136 miN 1\УЛр D\y Dl’ Dl’ 
242 iP TÓIN y ’3N  Ol’P Dl’ 

92 10\yP m iN Dl’P Dl’ 
174 \У1П ЛШ ЗЛЭЗ DlvyT Dl’ 

105 IND *n ’ö l’ 
22 W linil DlpN 11’!ЗУ PNP P’Pl Dől’ 

131 ’РУ ТЗЗЛ nP’Pl Dől’ 
8 113’ NP \УО\УЛ Dől’ 

2 Dll’ Np Т1Л PN П11’ 

30 ’OlpOp фУР *13N ’РУЛ Л11’ 
ИЗ 1^’ЛЗ DlPVl ’Л’ 
298 ЛП Л0Л10 ЛИ’ 

282 1>N 1ЛЛ\У ЛОЛ ЛИ’
101 m ii?  in  л и ’

199 ,163 ,86 ION 11Л női? D’TVTl ЛИ’ 
47 уРОЛ ’НПЗ ’ЛИ’ 

290 P’D3P ЛОТ 1ЛУЗ’ 14 ’ЛИ’ 
29 НРЛ Рз P’niN D1T’ *1* РУ N 3* NSl’
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22 US 3m tó ’)K’S1’ 
336 ’7 10Í>iy3 70K 7S1’ 

43 чю т ’oi> ion n s i’ 
299 ’ЛЖИ ÍO 171) ÍOH 7S1’ 

115 71S’ ÍO "ISI’ 
79 K7’K ’0 0  ’TIK ’7S1’ 

340 ’7’S ni>nO \У13П ’7S1’
223 yiin 717 7171 11)\У ЧП ЛИ’ 

334 D7p ’0УУ 0173 3\У1’ 
129 ПРУО ’£П\У ÍO i>V li>0 D’0\y3 3\У1’ 

61 yiKD )1П ÍO ЗУУ1’ 
134 ’3\У ’01p ’3V) ЗУУ1’ 

115 0170 ’0\У 31У1’ 
144 ’J117Sn П)3 рП\У ’0\У 3\У1’ 

284 ’ОПО 71S Л1̂ ПЛ 3\У1’ 
157 ’3ÍJ0 Л70К i?Y)3 Í4’ 

272 Л )7  inS3’ 7p3 ’3313 7П’ 
319 ’П171 ’33i> 7П’ 

117 Л171Л 1)Л1 ШрЛ 7(7’ 
323 ’3Í> 171) 007 рЧП’ 

203 ’Í>N1) ’Í>K 7’П’ 
232 0713)3 7tN)l 7’П’ 

252 ПЭ’рОП ívnp yiyOO 7’П’ 
321 Ki? 1107p KSO) 7’П’ 

147 D’K173 ÍO Í?V 7’П’ 
247 HOIS ’)N ’)У 7’П’ 

173 11’V*7 7П103 П7’П’ 
178 ’Л70П ÍIV ’Л7’П’ 

316 D”01’0 1)” П’ 
120 ,102 Л1710П 717 ЛП’ЛУ О’П’
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291 П Н ’ ’І?У фІ?П’ 

189 уТП’ умі?П’ 

256 D l’ Dl’ ■рЛТІ’ ’ЛІ?П’ 

48 ТЛ ТТГТЗІ? ПЛІ? ОП’ 

277 V DV УЗІЛЛ 1РП’ 

169 ’*П1І? 1’3’У \УОІ?’ ’Ilf ЛУ ’ЛІ? *ПП’

зоз о ’пі?гчп ил *улгчлрі? 1Л П ’ 

328 ОІ?П ЛІ? ОІ?П рІ?П "І* 1\У р-ІП’ 

121 Зр’ПЛ Ш  ’ЛІ? ПЛП’ 

123 лп i n n a  ’ 3’pvyn ліип n iu n  і ”  

70 ’3pU’ nun 1”  

37 D ’n ’in  ’ЛІ? 1’t?’0  П’ЛЛ’ 

333 Л131Л ЛІ? U’UD’ 

5 ’І?У ТП 1’onn ШОП’ 

91 ’ООП ’ ПЛІ? ПЛІ ПЖІ?

162 D ip  ’ПЛ’ ’ЛІ? ф и э ’ 

320 Л’П\У І?іу ЛІ? KW3 ПНІ?’ 

210 ПЯ’ІОІ ЛУУІЛ 1\УЛІ?’ 

335 ’ЛІ>’ПЛП p l  ПІ?’ 

253 ’І?К ’\УЖ П1І?’ 

218 О’Л* D’ű ЮЛ 1РЮЛ’ 

17 ЛПЗ’ D’i?” ni ’ЛПЗ ПП)Л’ 

31 7 VT *TVT3 ЛІЧ ШЛ ЧПЯ’ 

262 ЛЭ\Ж 1” ű  1ЭП 1”  ’ЗІ? p n ű ’ 

98 ’І? ЛПр У?ЗП ’ű ’ 

196 ’ЗЛЛПЇЧ ’ЭЛП ’O’
143  n n n a i  п’зу ’u ’

175 DVTN І?ПЖ ЖЛЗ ’D’ 

145 ■j'p i?n’K ni?m ж л з  ’U’ 

112 ’ЛЛЛТ D lp u  D’D’
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53 ’3 1 9 0 Л  1D>)D> 

168 13’ э  pino m  k !?d ’ 
339 i>K Л ^Л Л  ’ 3  KÍJD’ 

218 D ' ^  D ’ D IDD 1DKD’ 
241 D’DOnD OD’ >3!? PD’ 

32 1311D О ’ ЛЛ id d ’ 
63 P kii Tini m i ’лз 7зла p v d ’ 

208 i n  P  >3 7WD’ 
54 3 7  3 ’ 3 >3 313’ 

84 ,42 Л 31 ivy’ Л 31 D13’ 

158 P  ni?\y ntD p i  Л №  113’ 

182 111 PK n 7 0  113’ 

19 D l’ ЛЗЗ ’ 1 1 3 3  Pi>2 1 0 3 ’ 

189 111 113 ’О К Л  K’3’ 
26 T*3*K D l Pni> Л’ О DV3’ 

266 ’ ЛОЗ Л П 9 0  IDD’ 
116 0 1 ’ Л Í>3 Л О Р ’ 

238 D11V 3Í> *11У’ 

276 ’ 310Í> З ’ З Л 31 "IP’ 
127 Л Л 0 1  Т Л 0 1 р  n ip ’ 

302 ’ О П Л  0 3  ’Dip 1П Л р ’ 

46 ЛЭ’ Л 0 1 ’ К  ’ 3 X  Л р ’ 

274 l O l  TVt 3 i?3  TV’ 

154 i?” K IDD UV’ 
9 D ’31’ T’3’V nip’ Л К  Л З ’ 

225 ЛЛО IDD Л О Л Л  ЛЛ1К ЛОК Л Л З Л З ’ 

250 ’ 1 ’ К О К  Ti> 111 Л З ’ 

82 OlOD фЭ ПЗ’
34 ’ Л ” Л ÍP 1 D  \УЛ1Л *РУ П З ’ 

249 113 ’ 3 ’O D l i>ip Л З ’
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861

tduu um  acuua Z8 
<dk cca uaI 66 
td ia  u t  S6Z
td ia  N<;aa uglu rtca z a  
<dl ÍXIL C,Z INtl 6T£
tdck acuu ctuuu cwl t> zt szt

(Ш. <;c a; же rf<uL 9S 
tGUt (ANU ÍK ЖС^ C6 

tcu< <;au rftcd <;rt<l c<; S8 
cGU UIXL <gu aimu t>8T 
iGu rftc«a icuu tsz 
tcu <U icu a au  uauu sót 
«.eu ul lu гж  au<;<; b b z

tGL<A ÍCCt ÍÍAUUX TÍZ

tGLKU cl xau 6t
tGUfA LíAUl l.a KU MUQ TST
«.GL auraciu ulíAc жсих sít

tGdL HC, K<;ut UUUIU 9ST

tcrtuL u a u  actíA u a u  z s  

<c<;m u a u  <;< t a  9T 

tGс;ы crttu  c<; жгл a u r t  N tuu  «.глгт«. 9zz 
tGcU riGLU UU^U 08Z 

<GtU UrfCíU íTCtLC ul ÍZ 

tGcGtU KCt rflGL 80T 

tGCUU CfAGU tCtrtl СЖА Z9T 

ccwrA uaL t a  ть 
<Gi cricui. cu  t u e  ssz 

tc i z<. uu;«. acrAL T8 

tGl U U L  NUlUt ZTf 

tGU UTtU tGU KU 9ZT



270 ,224 i>K P in  in >i> Пр’ 
227 >3Í>Q >ЛЮр f in  KP 

159 >3 КЗ’ "ТУП ЛКР 
213 1\У’\У’1 IVVy’ О’РУ’ 1KP 

139 ю\уз ш из 'Л ’KP 
66 ’Л13Ш Í>V ’Л т У  131’ 

13 тп  mi; *n> 
96 ПО’ l ’l’V ’113’ПР 

192 1W3 i>9 D1 p l  nn> 
11 ТЛ’3 ivn уПР 

289 ’n 1’3K 01Л’ ОПП’ 
265 yi>t> ’3\У1’ 1ЛР 

140 P\yi> ’3 3’3 ЗП1’ P P  
235 ’1\УЗ р\УО ЛП’ 
75 IHN Л’1’ Ki> ПР 

242 PiO ТГТ r m  р’ПР 
179 ЧРК’ Ki; 1ПР 
36 ninv >13 ’ЛЗП’ 

293 Р  i>’0m ЗП >ЗП’ 
278 i>K ПЗП ’ЗП’ 

274 О’РЗЭ lvn 13УР 
205 nin’ р \у лу ’3i> тзп’ 

236 ,160 ’ЗШК TOO ’3i; РРЭ ПЛР 
172 D’1’13 331 ЗП* \У’ 

138 in Л1К1УУЛ 1’1’V 1К\У’ 
312 l ’D’V РК ЗЗКОЗ 3\У’ 

264 О’ЛОУУО 1’3 ’ЛЗУУ’ 
210 1ПЭЗ Diny i>K 3’1\У’ 

137 n ’i p p o  ni>K тт\у’ 
174 ’з ’1К л к  \yni> ’in  \yni р\у’
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G l o s s a r y  a n d  I n d e x e s

I. M usical  T er m s

1) Maqáms:
Acem, s. Ajam.
Ajam/Acem (17th c.), s. 78.
Ashiran/A§iran (16th c.), s. 153.
Awj/Evi9 (16th c.), s. 84, 263, 276.
Awj-ärä/Evcara (16th c.), s. 16.
Awj-Träq/Evc-Irak (16th c.), s. 34, 42, 47, 84, 88, 192, 291.
Bü-Salík/Buselik (16th c.), s. 9, 18, 57, 85, 103-104, 121, 125, 132, 144, 213, 236, 

251, 256, 259, 269, 277, 290, 311, 325-326, 339, 342, 345.
Chärgäh/£argäh (16th c.), s. 51, 65, 113, 120, 141, 145, 250, 306, 330.
Dugäh/Dügäh (16th c.), s. 1, 8, 25, 36, 45, 64, 74, 78, 90, 111, 115, 118, 134, 150, 

163, 199, 234, 241, 245, 259, 273, 284, 288, 335, 340.
Evc/Eviq:, s . Awj.
Hicaz, s. Hijäz.
Hijäz/Hicaz (19th c.) s. 171.
Hijäzkär Kurdi/Hicazkär Kürdi (19th c.) s. 11.
Husaini/Hiiseyni (16th c.), s. 4, 7, 14, 19, 23, 30, 32, 35-36, 48, 52, 58, 68, 70, 86, 

126, 138, 146, 148, 165, 171, 197-198, 207, 212, 220, 222, 224, 233, 253, 
255-256, 259, 262, 265, 280, 282, 284, 287, 289, 295-296, 298, 304-305, 312, 
324, 341, 345.

Irak, s. cIráq.
Träq/Irak (16th c.), s. 14, 28, 33, 42, 66, 84, 89, 93, 96, 105, 112, 129, 137, 152, 156, 

168, 203, 206, 215-216, 228, 246, 248-249, 285, 309, 317, 323, 336, 343-344.
Karcigar, s. Qarjigar.
Mähür/Mahur (16th c.), s. 61, 79, 128, 187, 210, 247, 323.
Nawä/Neva (16th c.), s. 2, 13, 37-39, 44, 49-50, 54, 63, 67, 71, 77, 82, 91, 99-100, 

107-108, 113-114, 117, 140, 143, 147, 162, 166-167, 174, 178, 181, 189, 196, 
199, 205, 223, 230, 232, 235, 242, 252, 261, 267, 272, 278, 280, 283, 294, 297, 
303,312,316, 322,333-334.

Nawä-Träq/Neva-Irak (16th c.), s. 238.
Nawrüz/Nevruz (16th c.), s. 27, 109, 123, 141, 169, 172, 184, 211, 231, 279, 315, 

318, 332,337-338.
Nawrüz-Ajam/Nevruz-Acem (16th c.), s. 22, 53, 83, 98, 122, 135, 139, 177, 186 194, 

208, 219,243, 254, 257, 302, 313-314.
Nawrüz-Sabä/Nevruz-Saba (16th c.), s. 239.
Neva, s. Nawä.
Nevruz, s. Nawruz.
Nishäpür/Nijabur (17th c.), s. 139.
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13 ПУЛП ПУ2Э ЛУ1УЛ 

254 ’\У03У ЛЯЖ >Ж 1ЛУ1УЛ 

55 УК УК >ППУ ЛПУЛ 

38 лу\у >пул> >n т>ул  

107 ТТЗ П\?3 УКЛУЛ У1ПУЛ 

120 yi>2 ЛП ПЯУ» 

62 ЛЛ’\У ОЛЗУ 1УЯУЛ 

94 1\У Л1ЯЯ Уу 1\У> 

114 ,104 ДОЗ ЛЖЛ р ’ПП ЛЗУЛ 

228 >У П1Л m  >Л1УЛ 

148 пУ У>тл Ук уул 

20 >У *Ј)0У> >D’l ПЛК >ПЗЯ >УУЛ 

251 D>TVy >\УОЗ 1У1УУУЛ 

149 ЛК2ЛК in  ЛУЖ t?M*nvy> 

53 1Л1ЛЛ ППУ ПУЛ 

318 m u  >Ш1\У Л и  - fi 11ПЛУЛ 

181 *p31> l ^ o n  Ж Л ' 

265 Л’П\У -PPN ЛУПЛ> 

28 'У>> >Я> 1УППЛ’ 

201 УЖЛ >Л1ЛПП 11Л> 

220 ПКП КУЛЛ> 

185 nn У т л  -joy Уу -р\у лУул’ 

214 УШЗ ПУ ЧУУЛ> 

237 nvT r m  n u u  >жл> 

343 r o m  Уп Уу о и п л ’ 

52 ,36 lo w  РТ1Л pvy О  TinnN ЛЮУУ Уп 

259 т л о п л  л и  л и  

215 ОУЯ 1Л’ Dim 11U ’УпкУ 
59 1ЛПЛК УЖ рУП ПУ 

180 *]У 1Э)Л> ’n iu i >ЛШ1 иУ
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165 гор я  л т п і  п а ю  >ai> 

269 in n  м л  Р Р  DVf n a p  ív  mp >at?

224 ,35 ^ап >at> t>K ЛП1Л!7 

216 пн >о\у 1t; 

106 л п л к і л п к  ■j'p

166 11ЛУК ’t^ n o  ЛЖ >t>K

194 n a p  >лу л їо л  p  

271 л р а к  i n  npia лпаі? 

281 0 ” КЛ >1Пф t>a n u a o  

9 п п  л>з>з> о ік л  н а о  

97 ПО >> >nua01 ЧУО 

261 D>Kt>0) DH •J>\yVO 

141 у іу л л  "ріка '\yai 

181 nnty і 1?  >п > л іп к а  t>N >m p >чуаа 

ззо т л и  ік iy

322 ,76 n>\y m aty  t>y 

157 D>V) ЛЛІЛКЛН ІЖ DV 
267 ivy >to’n t?K > in  n o ip  258 P k pvyiiai р н к

i l l  p n ’vya нл >oip 

331 nnvyoa л’і к  ліалу a a n  

268 ’a im  >vyna п а  >лік navy 

150 іізу  лка л>к >ivy 

45 т а  т к  ллпз nvy 

288 *jaP t>y Dnma н о р

240 t>K lt> Л’УУК \У1П Л’\У 

310 DVK ргчр DV> Dl’ 1Л>\У 

ЗОЇ >at»a п>л’ >pt>n pvy 

286 ПНУ ЛКЇ Ю >УП\У 

270 л'р>а оноїчЛ  navy 

199 т а р а  t>y ^nN лРл  

200 ,191 н>о> т> па\ул
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Panjgäh/Pencgäh (16th c.), s. 11.
Pencgäh, s. Panjgäh.
Qarjigär/Karcigar (only Turkish; 20th c.), s. 171.
Räst/Rast (16th c.), s. 10, 12, 15, 46, 60, 62, 72, 80-81, 101, 116, 119, 127, 133, 136, 

149, 170, 179, 188, 190-191, 201, 218, 221, 226-227, 229, 244, 250-251, 264, 
266, 270, 274-275, 292-293, 301, 310, 319, 321.

Sabá/Saba (16th c.), s. 6, 55, 69, 90, 124, 185, 193, 214, 225, 239, 270-271, 274, 
300.

Safä/Safa (18th c.), s. 345.
Segäh/Segäh (16th c.), s. 12, 20, 24, 26, 29, 31, 40, 59, 75, 87, 92, 94-95, 102, 105, 

110-111, 115, 130-131, 151, 158-159, 161, 176, 180, 182, 195, 200, 209, 217. 
240, 268, 308, 329.

§evkitarab, s. Shawq-i Tarab.
Shawq-i Tarab/§evkitarab (17th c.), s. 157.
Sunbula/Zünbüle (16th c.), s. 43, 69, 154-155, 237.
TJzzäl/Uzzal (16th c.), s. 56, 106, 157, 173, 175, 182,299, 320.
Zangűla/Zirgüle (i6th c.), s. 204.
Zirgiile, s. Zangűla.
Zünbüle, s. Sunbula.
Maqäm not indicated: 4, 21, 76, 97, 142, 164, 202, 258, 281, 307, 327, 331.

2) U suis:

Agir Beref^än (18th c.), s. 280.
Awfar/Evfer (17th c.), s. 78.
Dawr-i Hindi/Devri-Hindi (20th c.), s. 11.
Dawr-i Kabír/Devri-kebír (17th c.), s. 177,264.
Devr, s. Dawr.
Du-Yak/Diiyek (17th c.), s. 163, 293, 323.
Evfer, s. Awfar.
Nim-Saqil/Nim-Sakil (17th c.), s. 239.
In the 16th c. material usuls are not indicated.

3) O th e r  m u s ic a l term s:

Kár (17th c. ?), s. 239.
Nak§, s. Naqsh.
Naqsh/Nak§ (18th c.), s. 345.
Pe§rev, s. Pishraw.
Pishraw/Pe$rev (17th c.), s. 177.
Raksiye, s. Raqsiya.
Raqsiya/Raksiye (17th c.), s. 242, 198.
Samäd/Semai (17th c.), s. 110, 202, 307.
Semai, s. SamäT.
Turki/Tiirkii (those here quoted: 20th c.), s. 23, 27, 121, 160, 199,250,281.
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II. Prosodic Terms

1) Meters
Note: Because of the shortness of the incipits, a definitive determination of the meter
is often impossible.

Hafif, s. Khafif.
Hazaj/Hezec | . - - - | . - - - | ------- | . - - - | s. 3, 42-44, 57, 67, 78, 85, 89-90, 95,

100-101, 110, 112, 114, 130, 132, 141, 145, 151, 154, 161-162, 167, 170-171, 
175, 177-178, 180-182, 207, 210-213, 218-219, 22-223, 226, 228, 235-236, 246, 
251, 267-270, 282-284, 297, 315-316, 320, 327, 334-335, 340, 342-343.

Hazaj/Hezec variant A s. 12, 41, 47, 66, 89, 96, 107, 115,
128, 133, 139, 163, 181, 186, 238, 255, 269, 324.

Hazaj/Hezec variant В -----| | . - . - | s. 22, 47, 49, 96, 107, 115, 128,
186, 238,255, 269.

Hezec, s. Hazaj.
Khafif/Hafif | . .- - 1 . - .  - | . . - | s. 98, 121, 229, 278, 295, 300, 308.
Miictes, s. Mujtathth.
Mudari7Muzari | - - . | - . - . | . - - . | - . - | s. 46, 83, 99, 110, 142, 158, 166, 179, 197, 

209, 214, 245, 254, 265, 326, 329.
MudäriVMuzari variant | - - . | - . - - | - - . | -. - - 1 s. 199, 244.
Mujtathth/ Miictes s. 225, 271, 293, 332.
Munsarih/Miinserih s. 135.
Mutaqärib/Mütakarib s. 9, 45, 75.
Muzari, s. Mudäri .
Rajaz/Recez s. 6, 7, 10, 20, 36-37, 39, 51, 65, 79-80,

82, 87, 116, 120, 137, 169-170, 177, 192, 198, 209, 216, 239, 242, 244, 254, 258, 
286, 289, 297, 301-302, 304, 309, 312, 317, 319, 321, 329.

Ramal/Remel | - . -  | - . - - | - . - - | - . - | s. 5, 10, 15-16, 18-19, 21, 24-25, 27-28, 
31-32, 50, 56, 58-59, 62, 64, 70, 72, 86, 88, 91, 93-94, 97, 102-106, 109, 
111-113, 119, 123, 125, 127, 130, 132, 134, 138, 143-144, 147-148, 150, 
152-153, 155, 157-159, 166, 169, 187, 204, 215, 230-232, 234, 243, 248-250, 
259, 261, 274, 276-277, 279, 281, 288, 298, 303, 305-306, 310, 330, 339.

Ramal/Remel variant | - . — | - . - - | - . - 1 s. 241, 252.
Recez, s. Rajaz.
Remei, s. Ramal.
Non-metrical (syllable-counting), s. 4, 23, 29, 33-35, 48, 54-55, 61, 68-69, 71, 74, 

84, 92, 97, 108, 118, 136, 146, 164, 188, 194, 196, 120, 240, 252, 256, 259, 281, 
292, 317, 328, 331, 336, 341.
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Gazel, s. Ghazal.
Ghazal/Gazel, s. 2, 5, 7, 11-14, 16, 21, 27, 30, 41, 44, 46, 57-58, 64, 66, 73, 76, 83, 

85, 92, 94, 96, 103, 105, 110-113, 115, 122, 132-133, 140, 142-145, 152, 155, 
157, 160-161, 163, 166, 168, 177-182, 187, 189, 197-199, 204, 208-210, 
213-214, 222, 226, 234, 238, 247, 254, 267, 271, 280, 289-290, 293, 298, 
302-303, 320,330-332, 334, 336, 338-339, 341.

Muhammes, s. Mukhammas.
Mukhammas/Muharnmes, s. 24, 326.
Murabba'/Murabba, s. 16, 22, 78, 139, 163, 251, 255, 264, 293, 307, 323. 
Musaddas/Miiseddes, s. 235.
Musamman/Miisemmen, s. 226.
Miiseddes, s. Musaddas.
Müsemmen, s. Musamman.
Nazira/Nazire, s. 5, 298.
Nefes (only Turkish), s. 148, 176, 267.
Qojma (only Turkish), s. 1, 151, 221.
Tarji-band/Terciibend, s. 178.
Tarkib-band/Terkibibend, s. 105.
Tasdis/Tesdis, s. 168.
Terciibend, s. Tarjr-band.
Terkibibend, s. Tarkib-band.
Tesdis, s. Tasdis.
Varsagi (only Turkish), s. 18, 30, 160, 175, 327.

2) O th er P ro so d ic  Terms:

III. Per s o n a l  N ames

1) C o m p o se rs :

Äbdalqädir Maräghi (d. 1435), s. 239.
Ali Ufqi (Wojciech Bobowski, Albertus Bobovius; b. 1610, d. between 1673 and 

1677, cf. C. Behar 1990 p. 42), s. 202. 
ismädl Dede (1777-1845), s. 345.
Ttri (d. 1711), s. 280.
Köchek Khöja (KÖ5ek Носа, Dervish Mustafa; d. 1683/84), s. 157.
Leylä Saz (1850-1936), s. 171.
Räqim Khöja (Rakim Elkutlu; b. 1872), s. 171.
Solaq-Oghlu (17th c.), s. 177. 
cUbeydi (d. 1573), s. 101, 157.
4Jdí Hasan (1865-1922), s. 11.
Zakharyä (18th c.), s. 280.
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2) P o e ts :

Ädli (Sultan Bäyezid II, 1447-1512), s. 122.
Ahdí (d. 1592), poet and biographer.
Ahdi-yi Bäghdädi (d. 1592), s. 16, 254.
Áhi (d. 1517), s. 92, 96, 199, 222.
Ahmed Pasha (d. 1497), s. 5, 66, 226.
Ahmedi (1334-1413), s. 140, 160.
Ahmed-i D äi (d. 1427 ?), s. 64, 66, 209, 241.
‘Ali (1541-1600), s. 11, 13, 143, 161, 293, 338.
Äni (d. 1569), s. 66.
Árami (late 16th c.), s. 298.
^Ashiq (folk minstrel; 17th c.), s. 196.
^Ashiq Chelebi (1520-1572), poet and biographer.
Atä (16th c.), s. 94.
Avni (Sultan Mehmed II, 1430-1481), s. 161.
Bahäri (d. 1531/1532), s. 41.
Bäqi (1526-1600), s. 13, 115, 166, 181, 197,208,280. 
Benli Halime (problematic), s. 194.
Beyäni (d. between 1512 and 1519), s. 180.
Bölükbaiji, s. Riza Tevfik Bölükba§i.
Burhänuddin, s. Qäzi Burhänuddin.
Däi, s. Ahmed-i Däi.
Dehhän! (13th c.), s. 269.
Dihlawi, s. Hasan Dihlawi.
Elvän-i Shiräzi (15th c.), s. 53.
Emri (d. 1547), s. 204.
Enveri (d. 1547), s. 112.
Eshref-Oghli Rümi (d. 1469), s. 21.
Fazli (d. 1563), s. 289.
Fenäyi (16th c.), s. 94.
Ferrukhi (16th c.), s. 247.
Fevri (d. 1571), s. 160, 168.
Fighäni (d. 1532), s. 29, 92.
Fuzüli (d. 1556), s. 83,251.
Gedäyi (16th c.), s. 161.
Gevheri (17th c.), s. 1, 151.
Hasan (d. 1611/1612), s. 334.
Hasan Chelebi, s. Qinali Hasan Chelebi.
Hasan Dihlawi (d. 1327), s. 345.
Hasibi (16th c.), s. 182.
Hayreti (d. 1535), s. 46, 133, 234.
Heläki (d. between 1572 and 1576), s. 131.
Himmet, s. Qul Himmet.
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4§qi (15th c.), s. 103,226. 
ishreti (16th c.), s. 298.
Ja'fer, s. Täji-zäde Já fer.
Jäferi (15th c.), s. 30.
Jelál Chelebi (16th c.), s. 155.
Jelili of Bursa (16th c.), s. 152,331.
Jelili of Iznik (16th c.), s. 331.
Kätibi (16th c.), s. 339.
Khäqäni (d. 1606), s. 112.
Khatä’i (Shah Ismail; 1486-1524), s. 73, 122.
Khayäli (d. 1524), s. 142, 320.
Khayäli Beg (d. 1557), s. 12, 122, 210, 226, 341.
Khurremi (16th c.), s. 214.
Latifi (1491-1582), poet and biographer.
Maqäli (d. 1584), s. 165.
Me’äli (d. 1535/1536), s. 112,189,302,307.
Mehemmed Shäh Efendi (16th c.), s. 131.
Mesihi (d. 1512), s. 338.
Mihri Khätün (d. 1506), s. 5.
Mustafa Ali, s. lÁli.
Nazmi (d. 1588), poet and anthologist, s. 87, 187.
Nejäti Beg (d. 1509), s. 5, 27, 44, 66, 144, 157, 290.
Nesim? (d. 1404 or 1407), s. 66, 110, 125, 178, 267, 330.
Nevi (1533-1599), s. 24, 177.
Niyäzi (16th c.), s. 16.
Öksüz Dede (end of 16th c.), s. 4, 260.
Ömer b. Mezid, composed anthology in 1437.
Pir Sultán Abdái (16th c.), s. 176, 336.
Qayiqji Qul Mustafä (17th c.), s. 4, 160.
Qäzi Burhänuddin (1314-1398), s. 7,76, 163, 172, 198-199, 332, 338. 
Qinah-Zäde Hasan Chelebi (1546-1607), poet and biographer.
Qul Himmet (second half of 16th c.), s. 176.
Qul Mehemmed (16th or 17th c.), s. 18.
Qul Mustafä, s. Qayiqji Qul Mustafä.
Remzi (d. 1547/1548), s. 57, 338.
Reväni (d. 1524), s. 336.
Riza Tevfiq Bölükba§i (1869-1949), s. 171.
Rühi (d. 1605), s. 1 1, 105, 168,213.
Sä di (d. 1539), s. 202.
Sadri (d. 1556), s. 44, 189.
SäfT (15th c.), s. 168.
Sämi (16th c.), s. 58,271.
Senä’i (15th c.), s. 189.
Sersem Ali Baba (d. between 1560 and 1570), s. 267.
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Shäni (16th c.), s. 58.
Shävur (15/16th c.), s. 2.
Shemd (d. 1524), s. 178, 289.
Shemsi (Shemsi Ahmed Pasha; d. 1580), s. 168, 178.
Shevqi Chelebi (18th c.), s. 12.
Sheykhulisläm Yahyä (1552/1553-1643/1644), s. 271.
Sun1"! (16th c.), s. 111.
Täji-Zäde Ja'fer Chelebi (1452-1515), s. 105, 131.
Tashhjali Yahyä Beg, s. Yahyä Beg. 
dJbeydi (d. 1573), s. 101, 157.
Ufqi (Wojciech Bobowski, Albertus Bobovius, Ali Ufqi; b. 1610, d. between 1672 

and 1677) poet, composer and collector of music, s. 202.
“Ulvi (d. 1585), s. 24, 89, 145.
Usüli (d. 1538), s. 58.
Vasfi (end of 15th, beginning of 16th c.), s. 185, 189.
Yahyä, s. Sheykhulisläm Yahyä.
Yahyä Beg (d. 1572 or 1582), s. 58, 179, 235, 255, 295, 326.
Yünus [Emre] (d. 1320 ?), s. 10, 185.
Zäti (1477-1546), s. 14,58, 132, 140,189,226,238,303.
Ziyneti (d. 1555), s. 208.





---------------------------------------------------------------------- —  ■ — ____________________________
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